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NOMTNATTONS OF STEVE LTMCK, MATTHEW
BARZUN, LILIANA AYALDE, DAVID IIALE,
EVAN RYAN, KIRK WAGAR" DANIEL SEPUL.
VEDA, TERENCE McCULLEY, JAMES SWAN,
JOHN PHILLIPS, KENNETI{ IIACI{ETT, AND
ALEXA WESNER

TLIESDAY, QrULY 30, 2013

U.S. Sn¡{eru,
Colrurrron o¡¡ FoRercu RELATToNS,

Washington, DC

Hon. Steve A. Linick, of Virginia, to be Inspector General, Depart-
ment of State

Hon. Matthew Winthrop Barzun, of Kentucky, to be Ambassador to
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland

Hon. David Hale, of New Jersey, to be Ambassador to the Republic
of Lebanon

Hon. Liliana Ayalde, of Maryland, to he Ambassador to the Ferlera-
tive Republic of Brazil

Evan Ryan, of Virginia, to be Assistant Secretary of State for Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs

Kirk W.B. Wagar, of Florida, to be Ambassador to the Republic of
Singapore

Daniel A. Sepulveda, of Florida, for the rank of Ambassador during
his tenure of Service as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
International Communications and Information Policv in the
Bureau of Economic, Energy, and Business Affairs ánd U.S.
Coordinator for International Communications and Information
Policy

Hon. Terence Patrick McCulley, of Washington, to be Ambassador
to the Republic of Cote d'Ivoire

James C. Swan, of California, to be Ambassador to the Democratic
Republic of the Congo

John R. Phillips, of the District of Columbia, to be Ambassador to
the ltalian Republic, and to serve concurrently and without ad-
ditional compensation as Ambassador to the Republic of San
Marino

Hon. Kenneth Francis Hackett, of Maryland, to be Ambassador to
the Holy See

Alexa Lange Wesner, of Texas, to be Ambassador to the Republic
of Austria

(3? 1)
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The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:30 p.m., in room
SD-419, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Menendez
(chairman of tho committcc) prceiding.

Present: Senators Menendez, Cardin, Shaheen, Coons, Murphy,
Kaine, Markey, Corker, Risch, and Flake.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT MENENDEZ,
U.S. SENATOR F'ROM NEW JERSEY

The Cs¿rnu¿N. Moving to the nomination hearing, thank you all
for joining us on the business meeting today.

Today, as we approach the August recess, we have a plethora of
well-qualified nominees for the committee's consideration before us.
W'e welcome them to the Senate, as well as their family members
who are joining us today to offer their support. We recognize that
an obligation that is taken on by one ofour ambassadors, really is
an obligation by family, and we understand the sacrifices involved
and we appreciate and applaud all of our nominees and their fami-
lies who are willing to serve their country.

Before we begin, let me say I hope we can expedite the process
which too often can be long and fraught with delay, as you well
know. I would urge my colleagues on the committee to submit any
additional questions for our nominees to the committee by this
evening, and I urge our nominees to return their answers in writ-
ing as quickly as possible.

I want to thank Senators Kaine and Markey who will be taking
the gavel for panels 3 and 4, and I want tc thank Senator Corker
again and his staff for working on this process so diligently with
me, including reviewing files, meeting with nominees, and making
the time to hold this hearing during a very busy week. But I be-
lieve our efforts are crucial to filling critical posts in a timely man-
ner.

Before I introduce the first of two panels, let me turn to Senator
Corker for his comments.

STATEMEIYT OF HON. BOB CORKER,
U.S. SENATOR F'ROM TENNESSEE

Senator Conxnn. I look forward to this process continuing today.
Again, I know much of the paperwork has just come in recently,
and I know in this particular case, it has been 2,022 days since we
have had an inspector general nomination. So I am glad that you
are here. I look forward to your testimony and I want to thank all
the members of this committee for participating in this especially
today so we can hopefully move many of these out by week's end,
ifthere are no objections.

The Cnaln¡n¡N. Thank you, Senator Corker.
We will start with our first panel. I and others have been deeply

concerned that the Department of State has been operating without
a permanent inspector general since 2008. Inspectors general plays
a crucial role in identifying ineffective programs, process weak-
nesses, wasteful spending that undermine public confidence in Gov-
ernment. A permanent State IG is essential for the proper func-
tioning of the Department.

I am, therefore, pleased that the administration has nominated
Steven Linick as the inspector general for the Department of State.
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He is a highly qualifred nominee who can function independently
and objectively. He is currently the IG for the Federal Housing Fi-
nance Agency. He has previously served as an Assistant United
States Attorney and as the Deputy Chief of the Fraud Section of
the Department of Justice's Criminal Division. In other words, just
the sort of qualifications that one wants from the State Depart-
ment inspector general.

With that, Senator Corker.
Senator CoRxnR. Yes. Thìs is a critically important post, some-

thing that both of us have been pushing for, and I am glad the
State Department finally has made this nomination.

Obviously, the safety of our Foreign Service offrcers is something
that has become of even gleater focus to all of us with recent
events, and I know that one of the roles that you all have is to en-
sure that there is integrity in what we are doing in that regard.

So I thank you for being here. I think it is incredibly important,
with all the moving parts that we have at the State Department,
to have a functioning and strong inspector general, and I look for-
ward to your testimony.

The Cn¡rRIvraN. Thank you.
With that, Mr. Linick, we will ask yorl to make your statement.

We would ask you to synthesize your statement in about 5 minutes
or so. Your full statement will be entered into the record, without
objection. And the floor is yours.

STATEMEIYT OF HON. STEVE A. LINICK, OF VIRGINIA
TO BE INSPECTOR CENERAL, DEPARTME¡IT OF STATE

Mr. Lrxrcx. Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member Corker, and
members of this committee, thank you for this opportunity to ap-
pear before you today.

I am honored to be President Obama's nominee for Inspector
General of the U.S. Department of State. This is the second time
President Obama has nominated me to serve the Nation, as I was
confrrmed by the Senate in late 2010 to serve as the first inspector
general of the Federal Housing Finance Agency, FHFA, the agency
responsible for overseeing Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Fed-
eral Home Loan Banks,

Before I begin my official testimony, I would like to introduce my
wife, Mary; my son, Zackary; my daughter, Sarah; my mother,
Madeleine; and fämily friend, Robert King, who are here sup-
porting me today.

By way of background, most of my professional life has been de-
voted to public service. Shortly after graduating from the George-
town University Law Center, I joined the Philadelphia District At-
torney's Office as an assistant district attorney. In 1994, I became
a Federal prosecutor and, over the next 16 years, worked with var-
ious components of the U.S. Department of Justice, including two
U.S. attorney's offices. Since October of 2010, I have served as the
inspector general of FHFA.

I believe my professional experiences make me well suited to
serve as the Inspector General of Department of State. As a former
Federal prosecutor, I have a strong and successful background in
combating fraud, waste, and abuse in Government programs at
home and abroad. Notably, while at the Department of Justice, I
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served for 4 years as the Executive Director of the National Pro-
curement Fraud Task Force. During that time, I supervised the in-
vestigation and prosecution of individuals ând cômpanies for con-
tract fraud and corruption related to the wars and reconstruction
efforts in lraq and Afghanistan. I worked closely with officials from
the Special Inspectors General for Iraq and Afghanistan Recon-
struction, plus the offices of the inspectors general from the De-
partment of State, the Department of Defense, and the U.S. Agency
for International Der,'elopment.

In addition, my service as the FHFA inspector general dem-
onstrates that I have the skill, judgment, and experience necessary
to manage a large Office of Inspector General, an independently
overseen agency with significant program responsibilities and fi-
nancial resources. In this role, I have gained a deep appreciation
for the critical mission of inspectors general within Federal Govern-
ment agencies, as well as the importance of conducting vigorous,
independent, objective oversight.

As FHFA's frrst inspector general, I was responsible for building
an organization from the ground up, including hiring approxi-
mately 140 professionals. My Office's oversight responsibilities for
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which have received approximately
$187 billion to keep them solvent-this is taxpayer money. From
the outset of the Office's formation, I employed innovative strate-
gies to maximize results, including collaborating with inspectors
general to leverage resources and benefit from best practices.

To date, my team has published approximately 50 reports and
numerous manâgement alerts on critical topics affecting the U.S.
housing crisis. We have made recommendations that are expected
to produce at least $2 billion in added recoveries. Additionally, we
have initiated or participated in many criminal and civil investiga-
tions relating to mortgage fraud that have resulted in significant
indictments and convictions.

It has been an honor to serve as the inspector general of FHFA,
and I am very proud of my Office's accomplishments.

If confirmed, I commit to bring the same leadership, energy, vi-
sion, and independence to the Office of Inspector General for the
State Department. From a strategic and leadership perspective, I
understand that the responsibiìities of the position to which I have
been confirmed are great. If confirmed, I will ensure that the Ðe-
partment of State Office of Inspector General is an independent,
objective organization that provides robust oversight, transparency,
and accountability to the proglams and operations of the Depart-
ment of State.

I will maintain close relationships with Congress, including this
committee and other committees of jurisdiction.

I will develop effective working relationships with State Depart-
ment management.

I am honored to be considered for this important position, and
I look forward to answering your questions.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Linick follows:.|
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PREpÁRED S,remrpNr o¡'Horv. Stnve A. Lwrcx
Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member Corker, and members of the committee,

thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I am honored to be Presi-
dent Obana's nominee for Inspector General of the U.S. Department of State. This
is the second time President Obama has nominated me to serve the Nation, as I
was confirmed bv the Senate in late 2010 to serve as the first lnsnector General
of the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the agency responsible Tor overseeing
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Federal Home Loan Banks.

Before I begin my official testimony, I would like to introduce my wife. Mary, nry
son, Zackary, and my daughter, Sarah, who are here with me fnrlay

Mosu uf ury plofessiorral life has been devoted to public service. Soorr afler grad-
uating from Georgetown University, I speni about 8 months in Bul'kina Faso work-
ing on international development issues for Africare, a nongovernmental organiza-
tion. Shortly after graduating from Georgetown University Law Center, I worked in
the Philadelphia District Attorney's Offrce. I then became a federal prosecutor and,
for the next 16 veals, worked within various components of the Department of Jus-
tice, including iwo United States Attorney's Offices (in Los Angtiles, CA, and in
Alexandria, VA) and here in Washington (in the Criminal Division, Fraud Section).

I believe my professional experiences make me well suited to serve as Inspector
Genel'al of the Depar[ment of State. As a former federal prosecutor, I have a strong
and successful báckground in combacing fraud, waste. and at¡use in both U.S.
domestic and overseas programs. Furlhermore, I have the skìll, judgment, and expe-
rience necessary to manage a large office of inspector general and independently
oversee ån âgency with siglificant program responsibilities and frnancial iesources.

Having served as the FHFA Inspector General for more than 2Vz years, I gained
a deep appreciation flor the critical role played by inspectors general within federal
government agencies. It has also highlighted for me the importance of conducting
vigorous, independent, and otrjective oversight.

As FHFA's ñrst Inspector General, I was responsible for designing and building
an organization from the ground up. I recruited and hired seasoned professionals
with backgrounds in housing, finance, investigations, and auditing to staff critical
operational offices, including an Offrce of Administration. Office of Audits, Office of
lnvestigations, Office of Evaluations, and an Offìce of General Counsel.

From the outset of the Ofñce's formation, I employed innovative strategies to
maximize results, including collaborating with inspectors general and law enforce-
nrent agencies that havo shared int€reete and goals to levelagc rcsourccs and
benefit from best practices. For example. I staffed the Office of Investigations with
highly experienced former prosecutors to investigate and prosecute FHFA-OIG
cases in U.S. Attorney's Offices across the Nation. I also spearheaded an initiative
anrong the federal inspectors general with oversight ofhousing programs to address
collaboratively housing crisis issues.

To date, my Office has published approximately 50 reports and numerous man-
agement alerts on critical topics affecting many aspects of the U.S. housing crisis.
lVe have made recommendations that are expected to produce at least $2 billion in
added recoveries, and potentially more. Additionally, we initiated or participated in
multiple criminal and civil investigations relating to mortgage fraud that have
resulted in nrany indictments and convictions.

If confirmed as Inspector General of the Department of State, I commit to bring-
ing the same energ'y, vision, innovation, independence and leadership to that üffice.

Additionally, as a former federal prosecutor with substantial white-collar and gov-
ernnìent fraud experience, I managed and coordinated complex grand jury investiga-
tions and prosecutions involving a variety of criminal cases, including procurement
fraud and public corruption in Iraq and Afghanistan. I also participated as an
instructor in overseas programs sponsored by the Department of Justice and other
agencies in Uganda, Mozambique, United Arab Emirates, and Mali, where I taught
topics such a6 nrorley laundering, public corruption, contract fraud, and financial
crimes.

Notably, I served for four years as the Executive Director ofthe National Procure-
ment Fraud Task Force. That group was led by the Department of Justice and
included inspectors general froni numerous federal agencies. Under my watch, the
Task Force investigated and prosecuted individuals arrd companies for corruption
and fraud related to contracts and gtants, with a special emphasis on overseas pro-
gtams flocused on the conflicts and reconstruction efforts in lraq and Afghanistan.
In that regard. I worked very closely with officials from the Specíal Inspeðtors fün-
eral for Iraq (SIGIR) and Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR), plus the Offices of
Inspectors General from the Department of State, the Department of Defense, and
the U.S. Agency for International Development.
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From a strategic and leadership perspective, I understand that the responsibilities
of the position to which I have been nominated are great. Based on the sigrrificant
issues facing the Department of State, it is clear to me that assuming the leadership
role of lnspòctor General will be challenging and rewarding. I look i'orward to thä
task, if confirmed.

Ifconfirmed, I pledge to:
. Ðnsure that the Department of State Office of Inspector General (OIG) is an

independent and objecüive organization that provides timely, robust, fact-based
oversight, transparency, and accountability to the prograns and operations of
the Department of State;

. Consult stakeholders regularly (including the Government Accountability Offrce
and affected communities);

. Efficiently and effectively deploy OIG resources to those areas that present the
higàest risk to the Department of State;

. Collaborate with other inspectors general who have potentially overlapping
interests, jurisdiction, and programs;

. Ensure whistleblowers have a sale forum to voice grievances and are protected
from retaliation; and

. Ag8ressively protect taxpayer funds against fraud, waste, and abuse.
I am honored to be considered fo¡ this important position and look forward to

answering your questions. Thank you.

The Cuemlceu. Well, thank you very much for your testimony.
Let me start off with this position has been vacant since January

2008, the longest unfilled position among the inspectors general
across the Federal Departments. Based on your experience as a
confirmed inspector general in your present position, what effect do
you think that a vacancy of that length may have created at the
Department of State?

And I heard your commitment to independence. How will you as-
sure the independence of State OIG; if conflrmed, upon assuming
the position?

Mr. LrNrcx. Senator, thank you for that question.
I recognize there has been a longstanding va€ancy. Clearly, it is

one of the challenges that I face at the State Department. I do not
know what impact that has had on the OIG, and one of my first
goals 

"yould 
be to roll up my sleeves, go into the office, if confirmed,

and find out where there are gaps in oversight or problems in the
Office and look for solutions.

In terms of independence, I have been very independent at the
FHFA OIG, arid I would certainly employ the same strategy at the
Departrnent of State Office of Inspector General. For me, this
means telling the truth, even if it is unpleasant; promoting trans-
parency; resisting any interference; pursuing investigations wher-
ever the facts may lead; protecting whistleblowers to make sure
they have a safe forum for expressing grievances; and enslrring
there are high standards for audits, investigations, and inspections.

The CsemvleN. Let me ask you, if you are confirmed, what is
your thinking on how you will work-inevitably your audits \üill
produce some understanding, some recommendations, some legiti-
mate concerns about the operations of the Department within the
context of your purview of your work. How will you work with the
Secretary of State and other senior Department officials to ensure
that recommendations made by you are implemented?

Mr. Lrurcx. There is a process that I employ at FHFA OIG. It
is a process that all inspectors general employ, starting with mak-
ing the recommendations; informing Congress about those rec-
ommendations; following up on those recommendations; doing addi-
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tional reports to ensure compliance with those recommendations. If
I had a problem with implementation of recommendations, I would
certainly not hesitate to take it up with the Secretary and also dis-
cuss it with Congress.

The Cn¿rnvreN. Can we get your commitment to that as part of
that process, since this is the committee of oversight and jurisdic-
tion, that you will bring to our attention those issues that you are
having a problem getting implemented?

Mr. Lrtror. You have my commitment. I am very close with the
Senate Banking Committee and other committees of jurisdiction at
FHFA OIG and routinely debrief both Senate and House bipartisan
on events and activities at the OIG and at the agency.

The CH¡.muaN. And then finally, under the Foreign Affairs Act
of 1980, each State Department post or mission is supposed to be
inspected by the OIG at least once every 5 years. There are about
85 posts and bureaus that have not been inspected in the past 5
years, and Congress has had to grant the Department a waiver to
this requirement. What do you believe, upon yol1r confirmation, can
be done to remedy the situation?

Mr. LrNrcx. I am aware of the statutory requirement for inspec-
tions. One of my first tasks will be to look at the resources allo-
cated to inspections, audits, investigations and determine \ühere
OIG priorities are. I am very interested in working with this com-
mittee, if confirmed, to understand the committee's perspectives on
the need for inspections of various embassies.

The Cnernn¡eN. I am going to turn to Senator Corker.
Senator ConxuR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know you are a\ryare of the challenges that GAO has laid out

regarding the lack of using appropriate accounting standards, if
you will, at the State Department. Ancl I grless yorl understancL
that there may be some personnel changes or other kind of prac-
tices that need to be changed. I do not know an¡rthing specifically
in that regard, but are you willing to do whatever is necessary to
bring the State Department into using appropriate accounting
standards there as they are dealing with these issues?

Mr. LrNrcx. I absolutely am. I believe that those standards are
important for the integrity of the Office of Inspector General for its
credibility, and one of my first tasks, if confirmed, is to take a look
at the GAO issues, the independence issues. It is concerning to me.
I have not formed a conclusion yet. It is something I would cer-
tainly want to understand better, consult with staff, and view the
terrain.

Senator Conrcn. One of the other issues that has occurred with-
in the Office of Inspector General is there has been a tremendous
amount of turnover. So there is a lack of what you might call insti-
tutional knowledge and the ability to really have the background
to delve into issues in an appropriate way. I assume that you
would address that issue also if confirmed.

Mr. LrNrcr. Yes. That is something else I would address.
Senator Conxnn. And I guess there is an opportunity to make

better use of contracting within the State Department. That has
been definitely pointed out. Obviously, that will be a major respon-
sibility of yours, and I assume, if confirmed, you will do everything
you can to demonstrate to the State Department better ways of
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contracting and getting value for taxpayers and what they are
doing.

Mr'. LrNrcx. I certainly will, Serra[ur'.
Senator Conlcn. And I assume the same thing relating to-I

guess yorl have a background that I guess equips you to help with
all acquisition activities there, and I assume that you wiÌI use that
background that you talked about earlier to help the State Depart-
ment in all of its acquisition activities.

Mr. LrNrcx. Yes. My background has prepared me for that.
Senator ConIcn. I appreciate the in-depth meeting you had with

our staff. I appreciate your willingness to serve in this way, and
I look forward to your confrrmation.

Mr. Lrwrcx. Thank you.
The Cu¿mueu. Thank you.
Senator Shaheen.
Senator Sn¿HnnN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Cork-

er. I very much appreciate both of your attention to getting the ap-
pointment of an inspector general for the Department of State. As
you both pointed out, it has been a very long time, and so we are
very pleased, Mr. Linick, that you have been willing to take on this
task. Obviously, the challenge is tremendous. And I think as the
American taxpayers'eyes and ears inside Federal agencies, that in-
spectors general provide really important oversight that is of ben-
efit not only to Congress and the administration but also to the
agencies themselves. So thank you for your willingness to serve.

As you know, one of the challenges that all of Government is fac-
ing right now at the Federal level are the impacts from sequestra-
tion, those automatic cuts that have gone into effect. I wonder if
you can talk about how this factors into the job, if you are con-
firmed, and how it will affect your priorities as you go into State.

Mr. Lr¡¡rcx. Certainly sequestration will impact the role of the
OIG. I am not there yet so I do not know exactly what the re-
sources look like, but if confirmed, that would be my first task is
to explore the various management challenges and how resources
are allocated to those management chaìlenges.

At the end of the day, it is all about prioritization, as you said,
and it is about strategic planning and planning audits and evalua-
tions in a way which targets the highest risk areas. And that is
what I do at FHFA OIG. We have a very rigorous strategic plan-
ning process, and we try to do our best to maximize, to leverage
our resources without expending too much money.

Senator Snenns¡{. And can you talk about who is involved in
that planning process? So as you think about putting together that
kind of plan at State, who should be involved in those discussions?

Mr. LrNIcx. At OIG at the State Department, if confirmed, I
would talk with all stakeholders, the State Department itself.
Hopefully this committee would be willing to talk as well and to
provide perspectives. GAO and other stakeholders and, of course,
consulting with OIG staff about this.

At the OIG at FHFA, we have a working group that is comprised
ofvarious division representatives from audits and evaluations and
other offrces, and we get together and take all the information that
we have culled from the various stakeholders and inventory every-
thing. And then what we do is we categorize them into buckets
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based on their risk factor, and then we come down with a list of,
you know, "must to-do's." And that is how we do it, and I would
employ the same approach at the State Department OIG if con-
firmed.

Senator Snenr¡N. Thank you. And I hope you will commit to
continuing to work with this committee as you are going through
that process and reporting to us so that we will have some sense
of what you are doing as well.

Mr. LIsrcx. I would look forward to that.
Senator SneHnoN. Thank you.
The Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction re-

ported on July 26 that the State Department has provided inad-
equate oversight of a $50 million rule-of-law training contract being
implemented in Afghanistan by an Italian NGO.

I wonder, as Senator Corker raised, contract management and
oversight continues to be an issue, not just within State but
throughout the Federal Government. If confrrmed, what more can
you do to ensure that contracts are prepared with effective over-
sight requirements and conditions that ensure they are more suc-
cessful as they are being implemented and more cost effective?

Mr. Lr¡¡rcx. This is clearly an area that has been identified as
a management challenge. The State Department, from what I can
tell, is spending a lot of money on contracting. This is an area with
which I am familiar having worked as the director of the National
Procurement Fraud Task Force. Contingency contracting especially
is very risky. In my experience, oversight is an afterthought be-
cause everybody wants to get the money out the door, and we all
know that-and the story that we have heard from the SIGAR is
an old story, rrnfortunateìy, as far hack as I can remember. I have
heard similar stories with lack of oversight.

If confìrmed, I would certainly bring my experience to bear and
look very closely at the controls that the State Department has to
oversee these contracts.

Senator SHennnx. Thank you.
One of the other issues that has been in the news recently is an

IG audit report that the Bureau of International Information Pro-
gram6 has spent about $630,000 on two campaigns to raisc thc
number of fans that it has on its Facebook page. And the critics
have suggested that this is not a good use of funds, and while I
understand that the IIP has since
IG recommendations-can you talk

agreed
about

with some of the State
how your role as IG, if

you are confirmed, could be employed in helping agencies not to get
into this kind of situation where money is being spent on issues
that are not necessarily the direct mission for those agencies and
where they should be focusing funds?

Mr. Lrmrcx. That is a fundamental role for an inspector general
to protect taxpayers against fraud, rvaste, and abuse, and that is
something that we do at FHFA OIG through trying to employ cost
savings, provide recommendations to the agency, to suggest ways
to minimize costs.

I am familiar with this particular incident. I understand public
diplomacy is one of the management challenges identified by the
inspector general, and this is something that I would focus on if
confirmed as well.
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Senator Sn¿HnpN. I guess I am asking a little bit different ques-
tion and that is how do you look at the mission of an agency within
the Department and determine---or do you see that as being part
of your role as you are looking how money is spent?

Mr. Lrxrcx. I do. If there are articulated standards or articulated
policies that consist of the mission and those policies are not being
met, it is within the IGs mandate to review how the implementa-
tion of that mission, whether or not the end result complies with
that mission. So that would be part of the OIG role.

Senator Snenenx. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Crumnr¿N. Senator Murphy.
Senator Munpnv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Linick, thank you very much for your willingness to serve in

this position and coming before the committee today.
With the expected closure of the Special Inspector General for

Iraq Reconstruction, your office is going to now have new respon-
sibilities. You are obviously going to continue to do oversight on
State Department operations there, but you are also going to be
taking over oversight for our civilian assistance programs. And I
understand the budget calls for some additional new positions to
cover that responsibility, I think about five people.

But can you talk a little bit about how you are going to split your
time and your Office's time between overseeing what is still an
enormous State Department presence there, along with the civilian
assistance programming that was previously overseen by SIGIR?

Mr. LrNrcx. That is something that I would explore once I am
there, if I am confirmed. I am not able to tell you what the alloca-
tion would be from this vantage point because I am outside of it.
So prioritization and making sure resources are allocated would be
first priority.

But I think the issue of Iraq and the transition coming in Af-
ghanistan are obviously going to put enorrnous responsibilities on
the State Department in Iraq that it already has in supporting the
civilian presence. There is more spending on housing and medical
and all these other things that are attendant to supporting the ci-
vilian presence. It has been identified as a management challenge,
at least the transition in Afghanistan, and this is something that
I would take a close look at and work closely with the SIGAR and
the SIGIR as they both sunset. I know that the SIGIR is about to
sunset and the SIGAR will at some point in the future. But I would
commit to working closely with both of them.

Senator Munprrv. Well, and I hope you will also commit to com-
ing back to us to tell us whether frve people is enough to cover
what is an enormous new responsibility there.

One other related question. Maybe, again, you have not had the
opportunity to really think about this or take a look at it. But dur-
ing my one trip to lraq, we were there for the specific purpose to
oversee some of the contracting programs, and even with, at the
time, tens of thousands of American troops there, we could not get
anywhere. 'We were not allowed to essentially go and see 80 per-
cent of the contracting programs because they were not in areas
that were safe for us tó travel. And this will bð a problem not only
in lraq with your new responsibilities, but in Afghanistan as we
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draw down our military presence and certainly, as it is today, in
Pakistan.

So to the extent that you have thought about this, one of the
challenges that are presented to you in terms of mobility-you are
going to need to go and see things in these countries, and yet today
in Iraq, and within a year or so in Afghanistan, there just is not
going to be the military presence to give your operations cover.
This could be problematic if there is not proper security to allow
you to go and do the job where you want to do it.

Mr. Lrmrcx. Based on my experience, I know that this is a very
diffrcult issue for oversight because if you cannot do site visits and
you cannot get out, ifyou do not have protection ifyou are an audi-
tor, for example, you cannot do your job. This is something that I
would have to look at. I am not in a position to tell you right now
how to solve that problem, but I am aware of the problem. And it
costs money, obviously, to protect folks to go out and do oversight
of projects and so forth.

Senator MuRprry. Well, you are asking for protection from the
very group that you are auditing. Sometimes it obviously presents
an obvious conflict, again as you experience perhaps those inherent
tensions in asking for major security resources from an organiza-
tion that you might be in the end critiquing. I hope that you would
report back to us as well on those challenges.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CrnmuAN. Senator Kaine.
Senator Kelxn. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Linick, thank you for your service and congratulations on

your nomination.
Just a couple of items. You might have talked a bit about this

but I wanted to delve into a bit more. In your work on the National
Procurement Fraud Task Force, to what extent did that involve
international procurement issues?

Mr. Lrmrcr, A significant amount of international procurement
issues were involved. Part of my job was to coordinate all the war
zone prosecutions for the Department of Justice, and I worked very
closely with the ICCTF, which is the lnternational Contract Cor-
ruption Task Force. It included the State Department IG, the De-
partment of Defense, SIGIR, SIGAR, and I was integrally involved
1n-

Senator K¡wo. USAID?
Mr. Lrxrcx. USAID as well. Sorry for that. USAID as well, FBI.

I was very involved in working those cases. I was also the deputy
chief of the Fraud Section at that time, and many of those cases
were provided to folks in my section. So I supervised a lot of the
prosecutions involved in Iraq and Afghanistan, and they involved
corruption, bribery, all sorts of contract fraud. So I am very famil-
iar with that.

Senator K¡n¡n. Good.
Mr. Lr¡trcx. And I have been to Kabul and Bagram.
Senator K¡iNn. In that work.
Mr. Lr¡¡rcx. Yes.
Senator Ker¡¡n. In late March, the State Department's OIG noti-

fied the Department that it was going to start a special review of
the accountability review board process in order to determine, I
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think, the effectiveness of the whole ARB process, but it also spe-
cifically mentioned recommendations regarding the ARB convened
in the aftermath of Benghazi. I would love to hear you talk about
either how that work is progressing or-you are not there yet-
what would be your hope in terms of continuing that work and
looking at the accountability review boards and how they can be
made most helpful to the Department, also to Congress and the
public.

Mr. Lrurcx. I really have no knowledge of that review. I have not
been involved in it. I have not studied the underlying facts. I plan,
if confirmed, on taking a hard look at all pending matters. Of
course, that is one of the pending matters. I have formed no conclu-
sions or judgment yet. Obviously, once I am able to look at facts
and review documents, then I will be in a better position to make
an independent determination as to next steps.

Senator Kenip. I have no further questions, Mr. Chair.
The Cs¡rnttew. Well, thank you all. Seeing no other members of

the committee-again, I remind members that we will have ques-
tions open until the close of business today. And if you do get any
questions, I would urge you to answer them expeditiously. It would
be the chair's desire, working with the ranking member, to have
your name up for a business meeting vote on Thursday, but that
will depend upon making sure we have answers to any questions
that are posed.

With that and with the thanks of the committee, you are ex-
cused.

Mr. Lrxrcx. Thank you.
The CHemuaN. Thank you.
Let me call up our next panel. And as we have them come for-

ward, I am going to introduce them in the interest of time here.
I am pleased to welcome Matthew Barzun as we consider his

nomination to be our next Ambassador to the Court of St. James
or, if you prefer, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and North-
ern lreland. The United Kingdom is one of our closest allies, and
the job of representing the United States in London was first held
by John Adams and a succession of remarkable Americans. Mat-
thew Barzun is no stranger to the world of diplomacy, having
served successfully as our Ambassador to Sweden in 2009 and
2011, and I am sure that he will represent us well. We welcome
you to the committee.

You can all come up.
Mr. David Hale. I welcome David to the committee. He is from

the great State of New Jersey. So that gets you past first base here
as \tre consider his nomination to be our next Ambassador to the
Republic of Lebanon. While many countries in the Middle East
have experienced significant difficulties from Syria's civil war, Leb-
anon has certainly taken the brunt of the fallout. Currently there
are over 600,000 Syrian refugees in Lebanon and the number is ex-
pected to surpass 1 million by the end of the year. Mr. Hale is no
stranger to Lebanon, having served there twice before, most re-
cently from 1998 to 2001 as the Deputy Chief of Mission and hav-
ing also served as our Ambassador to Jordan from 2005 to 2008.
The chair is confident he is up to the challenge.
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Let me welcome Evan Ryan to the committee today who has been
nominated to serve as the Assistant Secretarv of State for Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs. This is a Bureau ihat plays an essen-
tial role in U.S. public diplomacy by promoting better under-
standing between the United States and other countries through a
rzoriofri nf nar4norclrìnc on¡ì nrnfoqainnoì av^ho-ooo ì\,t. R-.- ì.
qualified for this particular role and has the experience to prove it.
She previously served as Assistant to the Vice President, Special
Assistant to the President for Intergovernmental Affairs and Public
Engagement, and prior to that, she worked as a consultant for the
Educational Partnership for Children of Conflict and served as the
Deputy Chair for Governance for the Clinton Global Initiative. So
we believe that she will make an excellent Assistant Secretary of
State in this regard, and I look forward to working with her in the
comrng years.

And I understand that Ms. Ayalde is stuck in security. So we will
hopefully liberate her so that she can be at the hearing here short-
ly.

With that in the order in which I introduced you, Ambassador
Barzun, we will start with you. If you would synthesize your state-
ment in about 5 minutes for each of you, your full statements will
all be included in the record, without objection. And we will start
with you, Ambassador Barzun.

I see you have been liberated from security. Let me welcome as
well Liliana Ayalde, who has been nominated to be our next Am-
bassador to Brazil. This is an incredibly important bilateral rela-
tionship, as well as the role that Brazil increasingly plays in a re-
gional as well as an international context, so much so that Presi-
dent Obama will host President Rousseff for an offrcial visit this
coming October. Ms. Ayalde has strong experience in the hemi-
sphere as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for the Western
Hemisphere, as well as having served in an ambassadorial post in
that regard. So we welcome you as well.

Ambassador Barzun, you can start off.

STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW WINTHROP BARZUN, OF KEN.
TUCKY, TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THE r.rNrTED KINGDOM OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IREI,AND
Ambassador BeRzu¡¡. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of

this eommittee, it is an honor to appear before you today as the
President's nominee to be the next United States Ambassador to
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland. I
would ìike to thank President Obama and Secretary Kerry for plac-
ing their confidence in me with this nomination, and I thank you
for considering it. If confirmed, I will work every day to nurture
and deepen this special relationship.

It is a relationship that has been meaningful to me for as long
as I can remember and comes from my own family's connection to
England. My 10 times great grandfather was John Winthrop, a
Founding Governor of my home State of Massachusetts. His statue
is right over there in Statuary Hall.

Back in 1630, John Winthrop left his comfortable life in Suffolk
to lead a group of 700 across the Atlantic to New England to build
a ne'ür' life in a place he named Boston. In the middle of that jour-
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ney, he gave a serrnon. Echoing the Sermon on the Mount, he said,
"We must consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill, the eyes
of all people are upon us." Those words quoted by Presidents Ken-
nedy and Reagan and so many others have become part of the
American DNA.

But it is also fitting that the serrnon was delivered between Eng-
land and America because those words also described the hopes
and the expectations shared by so many around the globe for the
United States-United Kingdom relationship. As the President and
Prime Minister Cameron have said, the United States and the
United Kingdom count on each other, and the world counts on our
alliance.

That is why we stand with our U.K. ally to advance our common
agenda: ensuring our security, delivering economic growth, and
safeguarding our shared values. That is the work our two govern-
ments are engaged on right now on all topics at all levels. I know
there are far too many to list now with my allotted time, but I
would like to highlight just three.

First, our work together in Afghanistan where, after us, the
United Kingdom is the largest troop contributor to the NATO mis-
slon.

Second, our work together on the Transatlantic Trade and In-
vestment Partnership, which the United Kingdom strongly sup-
ports.

And third, our work together on every security challenge of our
times, whether it is securing a lasting peace in the Middle East,
providing humanitarian assistance to Syrian refugees, or calling for
Iranian compliance with nonproliferation standards. Progress in
these areas and others is only possible if we continue orrr long his-
tory of cooperation.

As we saw in the Boston Marathon and the solidarity shown
with Boston at the start of the London Marathon just a week later,
it is the nature of our friendship that we always keep moving for-
ward together.

Mr. Chairman, 4 years ago, this committee gave me the oppor-
tunity and the honor of serving my country as U.S. Ambassador to
Sweden. My wife, Brooke, who is my partner in diplomacy and life,
and our three wonderful children are ready, if I am confirmed, to
serve again.

Mr. Chairman, members of this distinguished committee, if con-
firmed, I will serve with deference to this body, to your colleagues
in Congress, and to the administration that has nominated me. I
will serve with the utmost respect for the time-tested bonds shared
by our great nations. I will serve with purpose and with optimism,
knowing that the eyes of all people are indeed upon us.

I thank you for your time, and I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Barzun follows:]

PR¡p¡Rno StArnunxr on HoN. M¿rT¡rnw WrNrnRop BaezrlN

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, it is an honor to appear beflore you today as the President's nominee to be
the next United States Ambassador to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. I would like to thank President Obama and Secretary Kerry for
placing their confidence in me with this nominalion, and I thank you for consideúng
it. If confirmed, I will work every day tÕ mrrtrre and deepen this special relation-
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ship and important NATO ally. As the President and Prime Minister Cameron have
said, the United States and United Kingdom count on each other, and the world
counts on our alliance.

It is an intimate connection as we sãw last week when so manv Americans shared
Britain's excitement about the new prince. And its a relation'ship that has been
meaningful to me for as long as I can iemember.

Part of that meaning stems from my own family's connection to England. My ten-
times Great Grandfäther was John Winthrop. the fìrst Governor of, mv home State
of Massachusetts (his statue is right over tlrere in Statuary Hall). Iir 1630, John
Winthrop left behind his life in Suffolk county, England, to lead 700 men and
women across the Atlantic to New England so they could build a new life in a city
he named Boston.

In the midst of that journev he delivered a sermon whose words have inspired
Americans ever since. Echoing the Sermon on the Mount, he said,'nVe musf con-
sider that we shall be as a cìty upon a hill, the eyes of all people are upon us."
Quoæd by Presidents Kennedy, Reagan, and countless others, these words-express
an ideal that has beconre part of America's DNA. But it is fitting that the seimon
was delivered while traveling between England and America, beðause these words
also describe the hopes and expectations hèld by so nran.y around the world for the
United States-United Kingdom relationship: "The eyes of all people are upon us."

With this in mind, I come before vou todav with a trenlendous sense of purpose
and optimism. This'optimism is not based ön nostalgia, but on a history^of con-
tinuing our comnron purpose, adapted for the times in which we live. I an ôonfident
that, working together, our two countries will not only preserve this critical relation-
ship, but will coñtinue to adapt it to a quickly changiig'world.

f began my professional life in 1993 when I left Bostòn to join a flour-person lnter-
net startup in San Francisco called CNET. The companv crew ouicklv. our success
a result of realizing early that the web was different. tütãt ¿i¿fitt *ãü< trã" trying
to just "build an audience" the way publishers and producers did. \[hat did worÉ
rvas directly engaging with our users-to builrl a communitv.

I met my amazing wife, Brooke, in Califo¡nia. She has since become nry partner
in diplomacy and in life and we now have three wonderful children. At tj-re. heieht
of the Internet boom, we decided to move to her hometown of Louisville, KY, whéi.e
the daily practice of building a community is as old as the frontier generaiions. I
embraced the citv and it embraced me. Even when I am not thele. Iãlwavs trv to
channel Louisvillä's spirit ofgenerosiff, hospitality, and warnrth.

I brought tl,is spirit to Sweden when I served as the U.S. AuLrassadur there al,
an important time. During my years there, Sweden held the presidency of the EU,
and Wikileaks posed unforeseen challenges to the diplomatic community. Together
with our Swedish corillterparts, our enrbassy team built stronger relations on behalf
of trade, security and human rights, earning a medal for exeniplary diplomatic serv-
ice in the process.

I look forward to building on this dipiomatic success if confirmed as Ambassador
to the United Kingdom.

We live in a complex world, and the challenges we face today not onlv demand
strategies that can evolve rvith the speed of change, but also wisdom and perspec-
tive. Standing with our U.K. ally, we nìust continue to advance our commorragenda
of ensuring our security, delivering economic growth, and safeguarding our shared
values-

'lhat's the work our two governments are engaged on right now-on all topics and
at all levels. To list thenr all would fill my allotted time, but you know thèm well:
(i) our work tog'ether in Afghanistan where, after us, the U.I( is the largest troop
contributor to the NATO mission; (ii) our work together on the transatlantic tradè
and investment partnership, which the U.K. strongly supports, (iii) our work to-
gether to gn gyefy- security challenge of our times-whethèi it is securing a lasting
peace in the Middle EasC, providing humanitarian assistance to Syrian réfugees, or
calling for Iranian compliance with nonproliferation standards. Together, the United
States and the United Kingdom support democracy and freedom across the globe.

Progress in these areas and others is only possible ifwe continue our long history
of cooperation. As we saw in the Boston nrarathon and the solidaritv shown with
Boston ât the start of the London mal'athon a week later, it is the nature of our
friendship that we always keep moving forward. Together.

What Britain means to us can be sunrnred up in so many ways, but here's one
I like that came up in a conversation with our voungest son. When talking about
the possibility of moving to London, I mentionecl the fabled "special relationship."
He asked me what that meant. My first attempts were long and failed. Words like
"allies" didnt work. "Historic bilateral bonds' was met with a blank stare. I thought
for a while and then said, '1Ve're best friends." That worked.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, if confirmed, I will ser-ve with def-
erence to this body, to your colleagrres in Congr:ess, and to the administration that
has noninated me to be the next steward of this key post. I will serve with the
ulurusl respecl fur úre lirlre-lcsted bunds shared by our greal lalions. I will serve
with puipose and optimism, knowing that the eyes of all people are upon us.

I thank you for your time and look forward to your questions.

The Cn¿rnuem. Thank you very much.
Secretary Ayalde.

STATEMEIYT OF HON. LILIANAAYALDE, OF MARYI,AND, TO BE
AMBASSAI}OR TO THE FEDERATIVE REPI.]BLIC OF B,B"NZTL

Ambassador Aver,ne. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before
you.

I am extremely honored to be here today as the President's nomi-
nee to be the United States Ambassador to the Federative Republic
of Brazil. Please allow me to express my deep gratitude to the
President and the Secretary of State for the trust and confidence
in me as shown through this nomination. Also, please allow me to
express my sincere appreciation to the committee as it undertakes
its vitally important constitutional role of advice and consent.

With the chairman's permission, I wish to recognize my family
and friends and colleagues who have supported me over the
years-many of whom are here today. I especially would like to ac-
knowledge my parents, Jaime and Mercedes; my nieces, Bianca,
Karina, and Alexa; and my lovely daughters, Stefanie and Natalia.
Each knows the joys and sacrifrces of public life, and I am grateful
for their love and their steady support.

I come before you today as a career member of the United States
Foreign Service. I have seryed my country for 30 years in diplo-
macy and development, mostly in the Western Hemisphere. As a
preteen, I had the privilege of spending 3 years of my life living
and learning in Brazil. The impact this vibrant and ambitious
country had on me has never really faded. I was impressed by the
openness and the spirit ofthe people and the deep pride Brazilians
have in their national heritage.

If confrmed, I would give the highest priority to ensuring the
well-being and safety of our mission and that of the American citi-
zens who live and travel in Brazil. ïn 2AI2 alone, Braztf received
nearly 600,000 tourists from the United States. As the host to the
20.14 World Cup a¡r$ the 2016 Summer Olympics, .Branf will re-
ceive even more visitors and attention in the coming years, pro-
viding the opportunity to showcase to the world its dynamism and
its diversity.

The relationship between the United States and Brazil is strong.
We share important values, including a commitment to democracy,
the rule of law, human rights, environmental protection, and
multilateralism. In recent years, we have made great progress in
expanding this relationship, not just on the political and economic
levels, but also in the people-to-people exchanges aimed at expand-
ing learning opportunities and promoting innovation.

If confirmed, I will work to consolidate these important gains and
allow our relationship to grow by promoting the following three
themes.
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One, the shared leadership to address global challenges. It is in
our interest to work with Brazil to address common challenges
such as food security, environmental stewardship, nonproliferation,
public health, and the collective defense of democracy and human
rights, and the traffrcking of drugs, weapons and people. We wel-
come Brazil's comrnitment to be a full partner in tackling this glob-
al agenda.

Second, partnering to realize our trade and investment potential.
Boosting and sustaining economic growth is a key priority for the
United States and Brazil. Strengthening the middle classes and ex-
panding interest in a diversifie{cross-border trade and investment
are important shared priorities. If confirmed, I would work to pro-
mote mutually beneficial investments between our private sectors
to spur innovation, support growth, and create jobs in both of our
countries.

And third, building our people-to-people capacity. Our public di-
plomacy efforts are of vital importance. If confirmed, I would focus
on education, tourism, and English language training to increase
the Brazilians' exposure to the United States and understanding of
United States policies and goals in the region. Brazil's Scientific
Mobility program-a fully funded initiative that will send 101,000
Brazilian students to study science-will connect us with Brazil's
next generation of entrepreneurial leaders and complements Presi-
dent Obama's 100,000 Strong in the Americas initiative.

Brazil's history has shown that it is not necessary to choose be-
tween democracy and economic development, A commitment to
democratic institutions and free markets can allow a country to
peacefully transform itself into a middle-class society and a global
leader. In the process, Brazil has created the opportunity for us to
re-imagine our relationship and open the possibility for both coun-
tries to constmct a new kind of strategic partnership.

If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with the
distinguished members of the committee, Congress, and your staff,
to achieve the goals of United States policy and foster a relation-
ship with Brazrl that is worthy of both our great nations.

Let me once again thank you for inviting me to testify today and
I look forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador Ayalde follows:]

PRnpeRn¡ Srar¡;lvrnNr o¡' HoN. Lllrexe Ayalrn
NIr. Chairman, and- m,embers of the committee, thank you very much for this

opportunity to appear before you.
I am extremely honored to be here toda_y, as the President's nominee to be the

U.S. Ambassador to the Federative Republic of Brazil. Please allow me to express
my deep g'ratitude to the President and-the Secretary of State for the trust and con-
fidence in me as shown through this nomination. Also. please allow me to exþress
nry gratitude to the committeãas it undertakes its vitâily inlportant constitut^ional
role of advice and consent.

With the chairman's pernrission, I wish to recognize my family, friends, mentors,
and colleagues who have supported me over the years-many of whom are here
today. I especially would like to acknowledge my parents and mv daughters. Each
knows the joys and sacrifices of public life, and I am grateful for thèir love and
steady support.

I come before you today as a câreer member of the Uniied States Foreign Service.
I have served my country for 30 years in diplomacy and development, mostly in the
Western Hemisphere. As a teenager, I had the privilege of spending 3 years of my
life living and learning in Brazil. The impact this vibrant and ambitious country
had on me has never faded. I was impressed by the openness and spirit of the peo-
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ple, and the deep pride Brazilians have in their national heritage. I recognized in
Brazil's racially and ethnically diverse society strong similarities with the United
States-

If confir'rned, I wuultl givu l,he highesl, priority Lu ensurilg Lhe well-beiug and
safety of our mission and that of Ame¡ican citizens who live and travel in Brazil.
ln 2012 alone, Brazil received nearly 600,000 tourists fronr the lJniæd States. As
host to the 2014 World Cup and tfre 2016 Summer Olympics, Brazil will receive
even more visitors and attention in the comins vears- nrovidins the onnortunitv to
showcase to the world its dynamisnr and diveriiiy. If cä,nfirme{ I will'ivork cloÉel.y
with the Brazilian Governírent to support its efforts to ensure'safe and successñil
major events.

The relationship between the United States and Blazil is strong. We share inrpor-
tant values, including a commitment to democracy, ruJe of law, humarr rights, envi-
ronmental protection, and sustainable development; the desire to see peaceful reso-
lution of diÀputes beiween nations; and a corirmitmônt to multilaterali'sm. In recent
years, we have made great progress in expanding the relationship, not just on
the political, economic, energ"y, and defense levels. but also in people-to-people
exchanges aimed at expanding learning opportunities and promoting innovation.
Dozens of bilateral dialogues, memoranda of understanding, agreements, working
groups. and people-to-people exchanges underpin our broad-based relationship.

If confirmed, I.will work to consolidate these important gains and allow our rela-
tionship to grow by promoting the following themes:

Shared leadership to address global challenges. Brazil has committed itself to
global leadership. The May 2013 selection of Brazilian Ambassador Roberto Azevedo
as the World Trade Organization's next director general and Paulo Vannuchi to the
Inter-Amel'ican Commission on Human Rights further illustrates Brazil's growing
influence. It is in our interest to work with Brazil to address comnìon challenges,
such as food security, environmental stewardship, arable land and fresh water man-
agement, nonproliferation, advancement of women and girls, public health, the col-
lective defense of democracy and human rights, and the traffrtking of drugs. weap-
ons, and people. Our engâgement includes a growing number of innovative trilaterãl
initiatives, and we welcome Brazil's commitment to be full partners in tackling this
global agenda. A perfect example of our increased coope-ration is the upcõming
Globai Pãrtnership- Dialogue, leil by the Secretary of State and his Blaziliän coun-
terpart, which deepens our interactions with Brazil on priority strategìc challenges.

Partnering to realize our trade and investment potential. Boosting and sustaining
economic growth is a key priority for the United States and Brazil. Both of our soci-
eties look to their policymakers to advance policies that lead to greater prosperity,
equity, and opportunity. Strengthening our middle classes and expandingdiversified
cross-border trade and investment are important shared priorities. If õonfirmed, I
would work to promote mutually beneficial investment between our púvate sectórs
to spur innovation, support growth, and create jobs in both of our countúes.

Building our people-to-people capacity. Our public diplomacy efforts âre of vital
importance. If confìrmed, I would focus on education. tourism, and English language
training to increase Brazilians'exposure to the United States and understanding of
U.S. policies and goals in the region. Brazil's Scientific Mobility program-a fully
funded initiative that will send 101,000 Brazilian students to stuþ science, tech-
nology, engineering, and math at foreign universities-will connect us with Brazil's
next generation of science, technology, and entrepreneurial leaders, provide a huge
boost to U.S. colleges and universities, an<l complements President Obama's 100,000
Strong in the Anrericas initative.

lf confirmed, I would encourage outreach to Brazil's vibrant community by engag-
ing civil society arrd strengthening outreach to youth and future leaders in univer-
sities, political pârties, and business. I will stlive to expand our relationship by
reaching out, to people and regions across Brazil we might not have reached in the
past and acquaint Brazilians from ail backgrounds with the United States.

Brazil's history has shown that it is not necessary to choose between democracy
and economic development. A commitment to democratic institutions and free mar-
kets can allow a country to peacefully transform itself into a middle class society
and global leader. ln the pr"ocess, Brazil has created the opportunity for us to re-
imagine our relationship and operred the possibility for both countries to construct
a new kind of strategic partnership. This is not to say that Brazil does not have
challenges, or that we do not have differences. But we have the mechanisns in place
to addrèss these issues constructively, and the points ofconverging interests fal:out-
weigà our differences. The potential for the ielationship between Brazil and the
United States is as gr:eat as our willingness to enbrace the opportunities before us,
and our goal is to show that we can best achieve our mutual interests through col-
laboration and cooperation.
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If confirmed by the Senate, I look forward to working with the distinguished
members of this committee, Congress, and your staffs to achieve the goals of U.S.
policy antl foster a relationship with Brazil that is worthy of both our great nations.

Let me once again thank you for invifing me to testify today and I look forward
to your questions.

The Cu¿.¡nltau. Thank you.

^-1,.....t^- 
ïJ.t-

STATEMEÌ{T OF HON. DAVID HALE, OF NE\ry.IEASEY, TO BE
AMBASSADOR TO THE REPI.]BLIC OF LEBANON

Ambassador H¿¡,n. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, I am deeply honored and humbled by the privilege to ap-
pear before you today, and by the trust that President Obama and
Secretary Kerry have bestowed upon me. If I am confirmed, I look
forward to working with the Senate on hov/ best to advance United
States interests in Lebanon.

I have had the honor and privilege of serving my country in the
Foreign Service since 1984. I have devoted my career to advancing
U.S. interests in the Middle East. Lebanon and its people have
been a part of my life for decades. I was first assigned to Beirut
just after the civil war ended and Lebanon lay in ruins. Years
later, I returned as the Deputy Chief of Mission in a brighter time
as the country rebuilt.

I learned a lot from the Lebanese people, particularly from their
unflagging aspirations and endurance. I vvas proud to help build
partnerships between America and Lebanon as we supported Leba-
rrese effurl,s tu regairr k'ue irrùepenúerrue, sovereignl,y, and unily, l,u
restore stability and security throughout the country, to revitalize
their econorny, and to build strong state institutions accountable to
all Lebanese citizens.

This work is incomplete, but furthering that partnership remains
a priority for the Obãma administratioñ because it is in the U.S.
national interest. If confirmed, I will devote myself to working with
the Lebanese to advance these common goals.

If confirmed, I will have no higher priority than the safety and
security of American personnel, information, and facilities in Leb-
anon, as well as that of all American citizens there. My overseas
career siirce 1990, including as Ambassador to Jorclan, Ìras been aü
high-threat posts in the Middle East. That experience has taught
me to guard against complacency, to minimize risk, and to ensure
that we have the resources and practices we need to advance
America's business as safely and securely as possible.

The S¡'ria crisis is having a profound effect on Lebanon. The
spillover threatens to disrupt Lebanon's progress toward democ-
racy, independence, and prosperity. There are those who would
drag Lebanon into the Syrian conflict. Hezbollah is putting its own
interests and those of its foreign backers above those of the Leba-
nese people. Hezbollah's active military support for the Syrian re-
gime contradicts the Baabda Declaration, violates Lebanon's dis-
association policy, and risks Lebanon's stability. My mission, if con-
firrned, will be to do everything possible to support the Lebanese
in their policy of disassociation from the Syrian conflict, help them
maintain their sovereignty, and ensure that America is helping to
meet the humanitarian challenge posed by refugee flows into Leb-
anon.
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Violence is already spilling over. The work of the Lebanese
Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces to protect Lebanon
frorrr ühese corrsequerrües lerrrirrds us LhaL U.S. seL:ulily trssistartce
is a pillar of our bilateral relations and clearly in the U.S. national
interest. We have worked with these two institutions to frght com-
mon terrorist threats. We have a strong commitment to support the
Lebanese as they build up these institutions so they can project
state authority to all corners of Lebanon. OnIy with such institu-
tions can Lebanon ever attain stability, sovereignty, and security.

There are over 700,000 refugees from the Syrian conflict in Leb-
anon, a nation of only 4 million. The strain is great. Our humani-
tarian aid helps the refugee population, as well as Lebanese host
communities, many disadvantaged themselves, with food, shelter,
health care, and schooling. If confirmed, I will seek new ways to
support læbanese protection and assistance for those fleeing the
terrible violence next door.

Lebanon's banking sector is the backbone of its economy. For the
financial sector to continue to attract capital, it must meet inter-
national standards on countering money laundering and terrorist
frnancing. If confirmed, I will work with the Lebanese banking
community to ensure that it remains a stabilizing force for the
economy.

It is now more important than ever to promote Lebanon's demo-
cratic traditions. The decision to forgo elections and to extend the
current Parliament for nearly 2 yearc undermines Lebanon's demo-
cratic practices. We recognize this is a Lebanese process, but Leba-
nese political leaders should respect the electoral process and the
constitution, crucial bulwarks for Lebanon's democracy.

Finally, Lebanese-American relations are more than a bilateral
tie between governments. There is a strong, proud, energetic com-
munity of Lebanese Americans who have contributed much to our
country. Many of these Americans are committed to the develop-
ment of their land of origin as well. And I am proud of my ties to
a community that has done so much for the United States and for
Lebanon.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I thank you again for
the opportunity to be here. If I am confirmed, I hope to see you and
your staffs soon in Beirut, and I look forward to your questions.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador Hale follows:]

PanpeRno S'r¡rnmnNT on HoN. D¿vrn H¡ln
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am deeply honored and humbled

by the privilege to appear beflore you today and by the trust that President Obama
and Seðretary Kerry have bestowed upon me. lf I am confirmed, I look forward to
workìng with the Senate on how best to advance U.S. interests in Lebanon.

I have had the honor and privilege of ser-ving my country in the Foreign Serwice
since 1984. I have devoted my career to advancing U.S. interests in the Middle East.
Lebanon and its people have treen a part of my life for decades. I was first assigned
to Beirut just after the civil war ended and Lebanon lay in ruins. Years later, I
returned as the Deputy Chief of Mission in a brighter time, as the country rebuilt.
I learned a lot from the Lebanese people, particularly fronr their unflaggÍng endur-
ance and aspirations. I was proud to help build partnerships between America and
Lebanon, as we supported Lebanese efforts to regain true independence, sov-
ereignty, and unity, to restore stability and security throughout the country, to revi-
talize their economy, and to buíld strong state institutions accountable to all Leba-
nese citizens. This work is ongoing, and furthering that partnership remains a
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prioúty for the Obama administration, because it is in the U.S. national interest.
If confirmed, I wiil devote myself to working with the Lebanese to advance these
common soals.

If conflñmed. I will have no higher priority than the safety and securit.l, of Amer-
ican personnel, information. and facilities in Lebanon, as well as that of all Ameri-
cans there. My overseas career since 1990, including as Ambassador to Jordan, has
been at high-uhreat posts in the Middle East. That experience has taught me to
guartï against complacency, to minimize risk, anri to ensure that. we have ihe
resources and practices needed to conduct America's business as safely and securely
as nossible-

t'he Syria crisis is having a.profound effect on Lebanon. The spillover threatens
to disrupt Lebanon's progress toward democracy. independence. and prosperity.
There are those who would drag Lebanon into the Syrian conflict. Hezbollah is put-
ting its own interests and those of its foreien backeis above those of the l,ebanese
people. Hezbollah's active military support-for the Syrian regime contradicts the
Baabda Declaration, violates Lebanon's disassociation policy, and úsk Lebanon's
stability. My mission, if confrrmed, will be to do everlythìng possible to support the
Lebanese in their policy of disassociation fr'om the Syrian conflict, help them main-
tain their soveleigntv, and ensure that Amelica is helpine to meet the humalritarian
and econonric chaìlerìge posed by refugee flows into Lebañon.

Violence is already spilling over. The work of the Lebanese Armed Forces and
Internal Security Forces to protect Lebanon from these consequences reminds ug
that U.S. security assistance is a pillar of our bilateral relations and serves U.S.
interests. We work with these bwo institutions to ñght comnìon terrorist threats. We
have a strong commitnrellt to support the Lebanesè as they build up these institu-
tions so they can project state authority to all corners of Lebanon. Only with sucb
institutions can Lebanon ever attain stability, sovereigntv, and securitv.

There are over 700,000 refugees from the Syrian conflict in Lebanon, a nation of
4 million. The strain is great. Our humanitarian aid helps the refugee population
as well as Lebanese host conrmunities, manv disadvantaged themselves, wíth food,
shelter, health care, and schooling. lf confiimed, I wi.ll seek r'ìew wâys to support
Lebanese protection and assistance for those fleeing the terrible violence next door.

Lebanon's banking sector is the backbone of its economy. For the financial sector
to continue to attra¡t capital, it must meet international stalrdards on countering
money laundering and terror flrnancing. If confirmed, I will work with the Lebanese
banking community to ensure that it remains a stabilizing force for the economy.

It is now more important than ever to promote Lebanon's democratic traditions.
The decision to forgo elections and extend the current. Parliament for nearlv 2 .years
undermjnes Lebanon's democratic practices and stability. We recognize thât this is
a Lebanese process. But, Lebanese political leaders should respect the electoral
process and the constitution, crucial bulwarks for Lebanon's democracy. These insti-
tutions are cherished by the Lebanese people.

Lebanese-American relations are more than a bilateral tie between governments.
There is a strong, proud, energetic commr.rnity of Lebanese-Americans who have con-
tributed much to our country. Many of these Americans are committed to the devel-
opment of their land of origin as well. I am proud of my ties to a community that
has done so much for both the United States and Lebanon.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to be here. IfI am confirmed, I hope to see you and your staff soon in Beirut.
I look forward to your questions.

The CH¿rnnreNr. Thank you very much.
Ms. Ryan.

STATEMENT OF EVAN RYAN, OF VIRGTNTA, TO BE ASSISTAÀIT
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND CI.]LTURAL
AFFAIRS
Ms. Rv¡¡¡. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee, for the opportunity to appear before you today.
I will like to thank my parents, Donna and Tony Ryan; my hus-

band, Tony Blinken, for joining me here. I am deeply grateful for
their support.

The CnernnrAN. Let me interrupt you for a moment. We want to
welcome Mr. Blinken back to the committee, who was the staff di-
rector in the committee at one time and is the Deputy National Se-
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curity Advisor. So we are thrilled to see that the world could wait
a moment for you to be here with your wife.

Ms. RveN. I am honored to be considered by the Senate ft¡r this
important position, and I am grateful for the trust and confidence
that President Obama and Secretary Kerry have placed in me with
this nomination to be Assistant Secretary of the Bureau of Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs. If confirmed, I look forward to joining
the administration's foreign policy team and advancing our coun-
try's public diplomacy goals.

The mission of ECA is to increase mutual understanding between
the people of the United States and the people of countries around
the world through educational and cultural exchanges. Inter-
national exchanges enjoy broad bipartisan support in Congress.
ECA's wide range of programs and initiatives continue to capitalize
on American strengths and ideals-the near universal appeal of
our education system, our culture and our values, our entre-
preneurs and our innovators, our scientists, athletes, and thinkers.
ECA is the lifeblood of public diplomacy, establishing the personal
relationships that become the foundations of international partner-
ships.

My background draws me to the position of the Bureau and has
prepared me for the considerable responsibilities of Assistant Sec-
retary. For the past 4 years, as the Assistant to Vice President
Biden for Public Engagement and Intergovernmental Affairs, my
work focused on bringing people together from across America on
a broad range of issues. I built and strengthened constituencies
and saw the power of shared ideas. If confirmed, I will see that the
American people remain at the heart of ECA exchanges.

I have also seen the power ofpeople-to-people exchanges through
serving on the board of directors of PeacePlayers International and
working with the Education Partnership for Children of Conflict.
When you bring people together through areas of mutual interest,
you open lines of communication and build trust that is essential
for solving long-term challenges. Thanks to the opening made
through this sports exchange, children learn that what they have
in common far outweighs the differences that divide their commu-
nities.

These experiences instilled in me a conviction that through edu-
cation, culture, and sports, the United States can help defuse con-
flict, bring people together, and build partnerships to face global
challenges.

With citizens increasingly able to shape local and even global
events, ECAs mission is more vital now than ever. Annually ECA
engages 350,000 exchange participants and is connected with more
than 1 million ECA alumni, including 365 who became leaders of
their countries, 54 who won Nobel Prizes, and many more who re-
turned to become leaders in their chosen fields. This is the legacy
of flagship programs like Fulbright and International Visitor Lead-
ership Program, which was started by Nelson Rockefeller who in-
vited Latin American journalists who came to the United States to
learn about freedom ofspeech and democratic values.

ECA's international program participants get to see America
firsthand. ECA is connecting with new audiences from every part
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of society and empowering youth, women, minorities, and under-
served communities, the world's future problem-solvers.

Equally important is the impact of ECA exchange programs on
the United States. When ECA sends Americans abroad, they be-
come ambassadors for our Nation. Through ECA programs, Ameri-
cans lea-rn abou.t other cr-r-ltr-rr"es and sain skills needed ta succeed
i; ¿i'" súË"i *ä"tät-pià"¿. 

-'- ""
And every day in every State, yorlr constituents demonstrate

American values to exchange participants through their hospitality.
They open their classrooms, their workplaces, homes, and hearts to
people from nearly 190 countries.

By linking Americans together with people from around the
world, we can develop lasting relationships and partnerships that
over€ome political and cultural differences. And there is a tangible
benefit too. Last year, international students contributed nearly
$23 billion to the U.S. economy.

If I am confirmed, I will sustain and build on the Bureau's ex-
traordinary record of connecting with youth, women, emerging
leaders, and the underserved to address the challenges of today
and invest in the future of America's global relationships.

For example, I am committed to engaging youth frõm every re-
gion and background because 65 percent of the world's population
is under the age of 30. If confirmed, I am excited to expand ECA
programs like the Youth Ambassadors which starteù in Latin
America and promotes mutual understanding and increases leader-
ship skills.

ECA programs are also a bridge to opportunities and alternative
narratives for the next generation.

If confirmed, I believe the following are also essential strategic
directions for ECA.

No. 1, ensuring ECA programs are aligned with foreign policy
priorities.

Two, leveraging technology and new media to connect more peo-
ple with America such as virtual exchange programs.

Three, investing in long-term relationships with exchange alumni
to increase the overall impact of ECAs programs.

And last, increasing opportunities for Americans.
Public diplomacy relies on our country's greatest asset, the Amer-

ican people. When you meet Americans, you meet American values.
If conflrrmed, my focus will be on creating lasting people-to-people
relationships that are the foundation of U.S. global engagement.

Thank you very much, and I look forward to answering your
questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Ryan follows:l

Pn¡penn¡ SrarrupNr o¡'Ev¡N Rver.r

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Ranking Member Corker, for the
opporcunity to appear before you today.

I am honored to be considered by the Senate for this important position-and I
am grateful for the trust and confidence that President Obama and Secretarv Kerry
havõ placed in me with this nomination to be Assistant Secretary of ihe Búreau df
Educational and Cultural Affairs. If confirnred, I look forward to joininq the admin-
istration's foreigrr policy team. lt would be aprivilege to advance our cõuntq/s puh
lic diplomacy goals under the leadership of Secretary Kerry, whose commitment to
solving global challenges by bringing people together has been unwavering through-
out his career.
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gious leaders, educators and conrmunity activists-on a broad range of issues. I built
and strengthened constituencies and saw che porver ofl shared ideas in advancing
the administration's goals. These constituencies remain deeply engaged with foreign
exchange participants, share invaluable expertise, and hosL them in our comtnu-
nities. If cónfir"med, I will see that the Amerlcan people remain at the heart of ECA
exchanges.

I havè also seen the power of people-to-people exchanges overseas through serving
on the Board ofDirectors ofPeace Players and working with the Education Partner-
ship for Children of Conflict. Wlen you trring people together through areas of
mutual interest, you open lines of communication and buifd trust that is essential
for solving long-term challenges. In Northern lreland, South Africa, and Israel,
Peace Players uses sports to bring together children of different races, religions, and
ethnicities. Thanks to the opening made through this sports exchange, children
learn that what they have in common far outweighs the differences that divide their
communities.

The Education Partnership for Children of Conflict helps make sure that children
whose lives are disrupted by war still have access to schools, books, and teachers.
War can produce a lost generation; the Partnership promotes education and offers
opportunities to overcome divisions that lead to conflict in the first, place.

These experiences instilled in me a conviction that, through education, culture,
and sports. the United States can help defuse conflict, bring people together and
build partnerships to face global challenges. We must continue to find crealive ways
to connect with people around the world. Exchange programs open cloors.

With citizens increasingly able to shape local and even globãl events, ECA's mis-
sion is nrore vital now than ever. Annually, ECA engages 350,000 exchange pariici-
pants and is connected with more than 1 million ECA alumni-including 365 who
became leaders ofl their countries, 54 who won Nobel Prizes and many more who
returned to become leaders in their chosen fields. This is the legacy of flagship pro-
grams like Fulbright, founded in 1946, and the International Visitor Leadership
Program, which was stalted by Nelson Rockefeller who invited Latin American jour-
nalists who came to the Uniied States to learn about freedom of speech and demo-
cratic values.

ECA's international program participants get to see America first-hand. They live
and work here and return to their own countries and share their new skills and
understanding. The impact is global. Participants are {iom every part of society.
They are high school and university students, emerging leaders, entrepreneurs,
journalists, activists, government ofÍìcials, religious leaders, and academics from
every class and background. ECA is connecting with new audiences and empowering
youth, women, minorities, and underserved communities-the world's luture prob-
lem-solvers.

Equally important is the impact ofECA exchange progranls on the United States.
We live in a globalized workl, and providing Americans international experiences
makes our country stronger-better able to understand, cooperate, and conpete.
Wlen ECA sends Americans abroad they become ambassadors for our Nation. They
often study, work, and live with people who have never nret an American. Through
ECA programs, Americans iearn about other cultures and gain skills needed to suc-
ceed in a global marketplace.

And, every day, in every state, your constituents demonstrate American values to
exchange participants through their hospitality. They open their classrooms, work-
places, homes, and hearts to people from nearly 190 countries. From their home-
towns, they are sharing the best oÊAmerica with the world.

By linking Americans together with people lronr around the world, we can develop
lasting relationships and partnerships lhat overcome political and culturai dif-
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ferences. And there is a tangible benefit, too: last year, international students con-
tributed $23 billion to the U.S. economy.

If I am confrmed, I will sustain and build on the Bureau's extraordinary record
ofconnecting'lvith youth, women. emelging leaders. and the underserved to address
the challenges of today and invest in the future of America's global relationships.

For example, I am committed to engaging youth from every region and baõk-
ground because 65 percent of the world's population is under 30. I linow the trans-
formative impact new ideas and experiences have on a young person. We have to
be in the business of talent scouting around the world, finding emerging leaders,
empowering them to fulfili their dreams, and building a long-term relationship with
the people of the United States. If confirmed, I am excited to bolster and expand
ECA programs like the Youth Ambassadors, which started in Latin America and
has biought young people throughout the hemisphere together to promote muüual
understanding, increase leadership skills, and prepâre youth to make a diffelence
in their communities. And to support the Presidents Young African Leaders Initia-
tive, by bringing young Africans to the United States for summer leadership inst!
tutes at U.S. colleges and universities, and providing opportunifies for them to net-
work and contribute to their country's future when they return home.

It is also essential that ECA connect with young peopie in vulnerable commu-
nities. ECA progrâms are a bridge to opportunities, alternative narratives, and a
marketplace of ideas for the next generation. These relationships are an investment
in our shared futures-

If confirmed, I would look to continue expanding the reach of the Bureau's
English language programs to build on the strong global denrand for English lan-
guage proficiency. English language skills connect young people to America, open
doors, develop communities, and allow people to enter the global economv. ThiÀ is
a prioúty for the President and will have an impact far into the future. To cite just
one example, already EClls English Access Microscholarship progranl reaches tens
of thousands of students each year in un<Ierserved communities in more than 85
corurtúes worldwide. They are building strong bridges between countries, comûlu-
nities, and cultures while strengthening America's popularity and appeal.

I also believe the following are essential strategic directions for ECA:
1. Ensuring ECA programs are aligned with foreign policy and are mutually

reini'orcing;
2. Leveraging technology and new media to connect more people with Amer-

ica, such as virtual exchange opportunities;
3. Investing in long-term relationships with exchange alumni to increase the

overall impact of ECA's programs; and
4. Increasing opportunities for Americans and impact on domestic conrmu-

nities.
Public diplomacy relies on our country's greatest asset, the American people.

When you meet Anrericans, you meet American values. If confirmed, my focus will
be on creating lasting people-to-people relationships that are the foundation of U.S.
global engagement. I would be honored to lead this important effort for our country.

Thank you very much, and I look forward to answering your questions.

The CnerRuex. Thank you all for your testimony and to your
family members for being here.

Let me start off with an ans'ffer I want from each of you and it
is a simple yes or no. If you are confìrmed, will you be responsive
to requests from this committee and responsive to sharing insights
in your respective posts ivith this committee by both the chair and
members of the committee?

Ambassador B¿nzux. May I start?
The Cu¿rnuAN. Yes.
Ambassador B¿.nzux. Senator, thank you for that question. In

the spirit ofbrevity, yes, absolutely.
Ambassador Ayer,on. Mr. Chairman, I would welcome those in-

sights.
Ambassador Heln. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Rv¡¡¡. Mr. Chairman, yes, absolutely. I look forward to work-

ing with the committee.
The CrnmmAN. All right. Thank you.
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Now, let me start off with you, Ambassador Barzun. As former
Prime Minister Thatcher would say, the Anglo-American relation-
ship has done more for the defense and future of freedom than any
other alliance in the world. That is very true. You embodied it in
your opening statement.

In that context, there are still challenges before us, challenges on
terrorism, challenges in North Africa, challenges as we still seek to
deter lran's march toward nuclear weapons? for which the United
Kingdom has been a tremendous ally in this regard and forward
thinking within Europe. How do you envision working to strength-
en our mutual interests, but of course U.S. policy in this regard,
to get our British allies to continue not only on the path they have
been on but to intensify it in these areas with us?

Ambassador Benzu¡¡. Thank you, Senator, for that question and
raising that important topic---or topics, I should say.

As you pointed out, the defense and security cooperation between
our two countries is unrivaled, and precisely because the coopera-
tion has been going on for so long and it is so strong, I will cer-
tainly make sure to never be complacent. That takes a lot of work
from an incredibly talented country team over there at post. And
if confirmed, I will engage with the talented country team to en-
gage on political, economic, defense, and security, on all those
issues because those all come to play, as we seek to make the world
a more peaceful, prosperous, and just place and of course, if con-
fìrmed, would welcome the opportunity to work closely with you,
your staff, and this committee to make sure that that remains just
as strong as it is today.

The Cr¡emnteN. Well, I appreciate that. I am particularly con-
cerned about lran. This committee has acted a series of times, in
concert with the Congress, in a way in which it is rare today to
have one unified voice of 100-to-0 votes about our concern about
Iran's march toward nuclear weapons. And Great Britain has been
a tremendous ally in this regard, and we need their continued lead-
ership as we get into a phase of, I think, increasing challenge. So
I commend that to your attention in your portfolio as you go there.

And something that is on a personal note but I think also impor-
tant to our country, but on a personal note, I have for some time
been involved in questions of Northern Ireland from my days in the
House as a member of the Ad Hoc lrish Caucus from convincing
President Clinton's national security advisor to give Gerry Adams
his first visa to the United States, from helping seven boys called
the Ballymurphy 7 to be liberated from a system of which they had
98 percent conviction rates just simply because they were lrish
Catholics.

And while we have come a long way, a recent set of cir-
cumstances in Northern Ireland with protests exacerbated by the
parades that take place annually and the riots that have ensued
thereon has had a process by which Richard Haas, a former U.S.
special envoy to Northern Ireland, is going to chair an effort. I hope
that you will work with him and play a role in this regard. I think
we have invested too much not to see the path to peace continue.
It has been a cold peace but, nonetheless, to continue on a march
toward gteater integration. So I hope that you will consider that
as part of your portfolio.
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Ms. Ayalde, you and I had a conversation about Brazil. I think
it is an incredibly important regional partner. I think it is incred-
ibly important in its continuing aspirations in the world. I think
the Brazilians have so much potential.

I, however, get concerned when I see, when they have opportuni-
fiac rr¡hp¡p fhar¡ qra hao¿lo¡l enmofìmoq T oof nnnno---.ì i- +hÁir -^-;iiü' ä ã' ir-,ä' 
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seek further engagement with fran, on Libya, in Syria in a way in
which clearly diverts from my mind from where our views are. And
to the extent that they want to be a new perrnanent member of the
Security Council, it would make me real concerrred about their as-
pirations in that regard.

And regionally I hear about their desire to be the regional leader,
but I see them do very little outside of the country on democracy
and human rights.

So while there is a lot that we are in common cause with the
Brazilians, I hope that you are going to pursue, upon confirmation,
a broadening of what I hope their vision is and their participation
is in the days ahead.

Ambassador Aver,no. Senator, I appreciate your comments and
certainly this is going to be a priority for me, if confirmed. My un-
derstanding is that the intensity of this dialogue over the last 2
years has improved. As Brazil becomes a much more active global
player, the space in which we can dialogue and influence on these
very important issues has increased. And so, if confirmed, I would
want to pursue these very high priority foreign policy objectives so
that we could have a mrrch mr.¡re fmitful and constructive way for-
ward.

The CHemmeN. Ambassador Hale, you have one of the most chal-
lenging posts here, and in that respect, I wonder what your per-
spective is on a continuing politicaì and military stalematé in Syria
in terms of affecting Lebanon. What would be the ramifications in
Lebanon for either a rebel victory or a regime victory in Syria?

Ambassador H¡t s. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Of course, the situation s/e are facing today is an impasse in

Syria and the consequences that flow into Lebanon. It is going to
be very challenging in a post-conflict environment, f'rankly, to even
predict what Syria itself'will look like, much less what Lebanon is
going to look like.

But one thing I think is very important to bear in mind is that
Lebanese society is interwoven very deeply into Syrian society. The
connections between these two countries run very, very deep. All
you have to do is look at a map and see why that is the case.

Our hope is that Lebanon will stay out of this conflict, that
Hezbollah's.role in trying to drag Lebanon into this conflict will be
showcased and rejected by other elements of the population, and
that as the situation in Syria stabilizes, Lebanon itself can go back
to a stable environment as well, that the refugees will be able to
go back into Syria. Ultimately, that will require a political solution
there, that the violence slipping over the border will cease, and the
Iæbanese will be able to take back the command of their own agen-
da, which is to rebuild their country from years of civil conflict.

The CrmmttAN. And frnally and before I turn to Senator Corker,
because time has run and I want to make sure everybody gets an
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opporhlnity here, what do you think is the view-what is the de-
gree of your view in terms of having the Lebanese leadership not
allow the country to backslide into their past in terms of the type
of conflict that we have seen in Lebanon before? What is your ba-
rometer reading on it?

Ambassador Her,n. I think that the President of the Republic,
President Suleiman, is showing remarkable leadership in pre-
venting that from occurring. He has spoken out forcefully about
that. He has defended the disassociation policy and he has con-
demned those, such as Hezbollah, who are violating it. That is also
true of the commander of the Lebanese Armed Forces, who has also
made similarly courageous statements. I believe that the vast ma-
jority of Lebanese political and factional leaders and religious lead-
ers, as well as the vast majority of the population of that country,
has a very strong aversion to returning to conflict. The evidence of
what happened to that country is all around them. All you have to
do is drive the streets of Beirut or in the countryside. Everyone
knows the costs and the €onsequences of it. But it is very impor-
tant that the tension that is rising from the conflict in Syria and
Hezbollah's involvement in it be dealt with directly and that the
political process, which is currently paralyzed, returrr to function
well so that all elements of that society feel that they are partici-
pating in the decisions being made for the security and future of
the country.

The Cn¡rntrex. Ms. Ryan, I will get to you in my second round.
Senator Corker.
Senator Conxpn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank each of

you for your public service and continued public service, hopefully,
after this weekend.

Ms. Ryan, I had to step out for a moment with something on the
floor and yoll may have spoken to this in your opening comments.
But I would love to hear how your positions in the private sector
and the public sector have prepared you for this role in cultural af-
fairs that hopefully you will take.

Ms. RveN. Thank you so much, Ranking Member Corker, and
thank you again for letting me be here today.

I actually was an exchange student in college, and so I have that
frrsthand experience.

But shortly after college, I worked for First Lady Hillary Clinton,
and in that job, I was able to travel to 22 countries around the
world and see the different cultures and different societies and how
different cultures and societies can offer us insights and \rye can
learn from them and vice versa.

I then worked with a nonprofit called PeacePlayers Inter-
national, and PeacePlayers International works with children of
different races, religions, and ethnicities, and brings them together
with sports. They play together, learn that they have more in com-
mon with each other than they do have differences. They currently
operate in Northern lreland, in South Africa, and Israel and the
West Bank. And what was fascinating to learn working with
PeacePlayers is when you work with young people who have not
yet formed hard opinions about people who differ from them, you
can show them that there is much more in common that they have
with one another than differences.
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I also worked with the Education Partnership for Children of
Conflict, and what we found is one of the first things to go by the
wayside in an area of conflict is a school, a child's ability to learn.
And that can stunt that country's growth, that country's path in
the future ifyou are not educating its young people.

Sn thrnrroh qll nf fhcee qe u¡ell qs fhrorroh mr¡ mnqf ra¡anf rr¡nrÞ|,LJ 'l.vv9

with Vice President Biden when I worked with constituencies all
around the country and saw that when you bring people together
and open a dialogue, there is more that we can accomplish together
than apart.

I think the power of ECA is that you do open doors to people
around the world. There are currently 350,000 participants in ex-
change programs through ECA, and we bring them here to this
country. They see American ideas, American values. They are ex-
posed to American democracy. They then go home to their country.
They share their experience of America. And that benefits us in the
long term. I think Senator Lindsey Graham called ECA's exchange
programs "national security insurance" because if you send people
back to their home after they have been here, seen what America
is really about, perhaps something that they had not been exposed
to in their own media, and given them a chance to see how much
broader their horizons can be, that impacts us in the long term in
terms of our diplomacy and in terms of how this country deals with
leaders who have been exposed and been through our exchange
programs.

So I think it is a very powerful place to be in terms of our public
diplomacy, and I feel that my hackgrorrnd is unìquely snitetl to ac-
complish a lot in this role. And I really appreciate your question.

Senator CoRxnn. Well, thank you.
We have had some difficulties over the last couple years where

certain efforts have taken place to clamp down on these programs
where we have had people coming here to the United States and
really learning a great deal about entrepreneurship and for enter-
prise and all those things that have helped make this country
great. And I do hope, if confirmed, that you will work with us to
ensure that these programs are not clamped down upon but actu-
ally, you hnow, within thc rcsourccs available, expanded because I
agree. I think it is a tremendous opportunity for us to share values
with people in other countries, for them to take those back to their
home. But, again, there have been some efforts, I think you may
be aware, to curtail these activities, and I hope you will help us en-
sure that that does not happen.

Thank you again for being here.
Ambassador Hale, I know that Senator Menendez asked you a

couple questions about Lebanon, and I think you talked a little bit
about post. But right now as things sit, what is it that you think
we could be doing to help stabilize Lebanon with the conflict that
is occurring in Syria?

Ambassador H¡lp. Thank you, Mr. Ranking Member.
There are a number of things that we are doing now and that

I will continue to do in order to help stabilize the situation in Leb-
anon.

One of my fìrst priorities is going to be to make sure that Wash-
ington has a clear picture of the impact of developments in Syria
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on the ground in Lebanon politically, economically, security, and
the humanitarian situation.

Second, we have to stay focused on bhat huuranitarian issue. The
United States has contributed $160 million out of our total budget
for the Syrian refugee crisis to our partners in Lebanon to help
work with the refugee issues there.

I think \rye also want to make sure that the Lebanese leadership
is thinking ahead about contingencies related to the refugees so
that they are prepared and the international community as a part-
ner for them is also prepared and ready with planning.

And then we need to continue to help with this disassociation
policy rhetorically and behind the scenes politically to make sure
that those who support disassociation have our support.

One of the most important and tangible ways that we can sta-
bilize Lebanon is to continue our very concrete support for the Leb-
anese Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces. We are con-
tributing resources to them so that they can train and equip to deal
with the security challenges inside the country, including coun-
tering the terrorist threats, controlling the border, including the
Syrian border, making sure that Hezbollah can no longer claim
that there is a vacuum in the state, but there is a strong state in-
stitution capable of carrying forth the security of that country.

Senator Contcn. Ms. Ayalde, Ambassador, I thank you for being
here and thank you for your willingness to serve in another coun-
try.

I see I am out oforder here. I apologize.
There is a lot of economic and development changes taking place

in Brazil right now. What do you think we can do? I mean, there
is tremendous turmoil. There was growth for a period of time, obvi-
ously much dissension within the country right now about direc-
tion. What do you think we as a country can do to help move Brazil
along in a productive way?

Ambassador Avar,on. Thank you, Mr. Ranking Member, and
thank you for the question.

Brazil has tremendous potential on all fronts, and we are best
situated to take advantage of that. We have various dialogues
going on that try to hone in on some of the barriers to trade, we
are already very well poised to address these issues. It is a very
dynamic process.

We have CEO's working on this. We have a very active CEO
forum with 12 CEOs from Brazil ar'd 12 CEOs from the United
States working together tryrng to identify what those potential bar-
riers may be and how we can help address them jointly.

There are opportunities in the energy sector that we are looking
at very eagerly. Bids are due to be announced for oil and gas explo-
ration, and we are looking forward to the opportunity this can offer
U.S. business.

We have a number of areas that we are going to continue to work
with the Brazilians to try to take advantage of opportunities. But
we are already doing a lot. Tourism, for instance, has just grown
exponentially from the United States to Brazil and from Brazil to
the United States. And as a result, we accommodated our con-
sulates. We had to address the streamlining. We have one of the
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highest visa issuance in the world, and we have a number of Bra-
zilians coming to the United States and buying. That means jobs.

You mentioned the recent turmoil or protests that have gotten a
lot of public attention. We believe this ii a sign of the resiiience of
the Brazilian democracy and the voices came out and protested,
and the President responded irnmediately in a peaceful way. And
those concerns are being taken seriously and the government is
looking at ways of trying to address the call for improved health
services, improved education, and better transportation.

And then again, there are also opportunities for our engagement
on the infrastructure. There are ne\ry airports and ports piojects,
and we are looking forward to seeing moie U.S. buåiness-enþage-
ment. And if confirmed, I would certainly work with our private
sector and the Brazilian government to try to make sure that there
are fair rules of the game for that economic engagement.

Senator CoRr<pn. Thank you.
And, Ambassador, I will probably get to you in a second round,

but I thank you for your willingness to go from Sweden to where
you are going. Thank you very much.

The Cntrnnr¿.N. Senator Murphy.
Senator MuRprry. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you to all of our witnesses for your willingness to serve.
Ambassador Barzun, I appreciate your mention of TTIP in your

list of the top three issues that will confront you in your new post.
I, in my seryice in the House, was not a 100-percent supporter of
trade agreements that came before the Congress, but I am a big
supporter of th]s one hecause I think it has not only enormorls eco-
nomic potential but has large geopolitical consequences if we get it
right.

That being said, it will be a lot easier to enforce and maintain
a TTIP that we hopefully eventually sign if England is still part
of Europe. And you are going to be there during a really con-
sequential time for the identity of that nation. In particular, in
2AL5, we expect there will be a conversation and perhaps a ref-
erendum, according to Cameron if he wins reelection, on the U.K.'s
continued participation in the EU.

Talk to us just a littlc bit about our disposition and your future
disposition as Ambassador as England and the United Kingdom
goes through what could be a pretty tumultuous debate about their
future role in the European U¡rion and what the consequences per-
haps are to the United States if their decision to perhaþs withdraw
or either further limit their participation.

Ambassador B¿nzux. Thank you, Senator, for raising very impor-
tant topics and topics I do plan to deeply engage on, if confirmed.

I think the President said it quite well when Prime Minister
Cameron came to visit earlier this spring, and I will echo those
words in answer tg yqur question. And it is important to say right
up front that the U.K.'s decision for how it works with and within
Europe is a decision and internal matter for the United Kingdom.

That said, the United States interests-our interest is, as the
President said, for a strong U.K. voice in a strong European Union
for the reasons you touched on, Senator. A strong U.K. voice-we
share a commitment to free and fair trade. We get a strong, bit
TTIP deal done with the European Union. That is not only good for
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the European Union and the United States, which is a third of
global trade. It also sets great, high standards for the rest of the
world.

So that is how I plan to handle it, if confirmed, and as that
evolves, I, of course, look forward to working with you, your staff,
and this committee to monitor progress. Thank you.

Senator MuRprrv. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Ambassador Hale, in our conversation before today's hearing, you

were referencing comments regarding the Syrian refugee inflow to
Lebanon as creating an existential crisis in Lebanon. And sort of
thinking about that afterward, it sort of strikes me as maybe one
existential crisis layered on top of another existential crisis, per-
haps layered on top of another. This is about as confusing a coun-
try for identity politics purposes as you get, and it plays out in the
LAF. It is playing out right novv as the general of the LAF and the
ISF are both seeing their terms expire and you have got infighting
amidst the political groups trying to figure out who comes next.

And it often causes consternation here in Congress because we,
for instance, look at the sometimes watered-down willingness of the
Iæbanese Security Forces to take on Hezbollah, for instance, and
we wonder why we are continuing to fund them if they are not tak-
ing the kind of rigorous posture that we would like them to. I think
we sometimes have that consternation because we misunderstand
the complicated nature of identity politics and political coalition
building today, and we also probably misunderstand the impor-
tance of the LAF and a nonsectarian armed forces in trying to be
one of the few legitimate brokers of peace and political stability.

So we talked a little bit about this privately but talk to us just
a little bit about the role you can play to help us make the case
to appropriators here that we should continue military funding for
Lebanon, certainly with an understanding that there is a line that
they can cross that would cause us to change our disposition. But
how can you help us make the case that this is an incredibly im-
portant funding stream for the Lebanese people and for our re-
gional security interests?

Ambassador HRt o. Senator, that is an absolutely essential issue
that you have raised, and I think you have captured very well the
nature of the challenge that we are facing on this.

I would cast things in the following way. This has got to be a
long-term effort. You know, I saw the Lebanese Armed Forces at
the end of the civil war personally as a diplomat. It was a broken
vessel. The war broke it. We have been helping them build up lit-
erally from the boots up since this period.

And one of the reasons that Hezbollah was able to become what
it is today is that it thrived in the vacuum that was left by this
absent state security authority. So if we have the long-term ambi-
tion, as we do, of making sure that Hezbollah is no longer the mili
tia and terrorist threat that it is today, then we have got to have
in place state institutions that caî carry on the security challenges
that are present in Lebanon and around the region. So that is the
long-term goal that we have here.

We, obviously, would anticipate that there is not going to be a
military solution to Hezbollah. We saw that in 2006. There has to
be a much more complex approach to it. There has to be a political
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strategy by Lebanese to reach a consensus that Hezbollah can no
longer be the one miÌitia that is still around and still armed and
still controlling spots of Lebanese territory that is still making deci-
sions that affect the life and prosperity of every Lebanese õitizen
without any accountability at all. But we will never get there if we
do not ha-ve these institutions in nlace-

And think of the ;tËõät¿. Ïf-*ä *"t" not engaging and bol-
stering the Lebanese Armed Forces, then you would have not only
Hezbollah but a whole host of terrorist groups seeking haven in
Lebanon, finding their own sanctuaries, developing their own
means, fighting amongst themselves, and then spilling all that over
into Israel and other countries. We have seen that movie, and it
is the last thing we want to see again happen in Lebanon or any-
where else in the world.

So I believe that this is the right investment to be making.
Senator MuRpny. Thank you. Mr. Ambassador, I just want to

also thank you for your comments about the strong Lebanese
American population and your willingness to draw upon them to
try to make some of these cases I think ultimately to make your
job and our job easier.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CH¿rnuax. Thank you.
Senator Kaine.
Senator K¿rNn. Thank you, Mr. Chafu.
And to the witnesses, congratulations. Thank you for your serv-

ice.
Mr. Barzun, your inspiring story about John Vfinthrop makes me

want to offer a sentimental piece of advice to you to exemplify the
same point, the great connection between our countries. There is
a tiny Anglican church a few blocks from the Thames in the little
community of Gravesend, which is at the mouth of the Thames
where it flows into the sea. And in that parish, there is a very well-
tended grave and it is the grave of the archetypal Virginian Poca-
hontas. The English settlers who came to Jamestown-frankly,
they did not know how to survive Virginia weather, and if it had
not been for John Smith, they all would have died. Pocahontas
stayed her
that really

father's hand as they were about to kill John Smith and
Native
settle-

peaceful
English,

began the relations between
Americans, and the that frrst example of
ment on this continent.

Pocahontas married another Virginian, John Rolfe, and traveled
back to England, and when she had been there for a while, they
gave her the Christian name Rebecca. She was coming home and
fell ill on the journey down from London and was taken ashore in
Gravesend and died.

The English have taken care of her grave there since the early
1600s, and in the church, there are two stained glass windows over
the altar. One is Rebecca, her Christian name. When I went in and
looked at it, the other one was Ruth. And I could not figure out
why Ruth was in a stained glass window. But as you well know
from the King James Bible that John Winthrop probably preached
from, Ruth is the subject of the wonderful Old Testament story of
Ruth and Naomi, the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, who were
of different nations. And when Naomi told Ruth to go back home
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after her husband died, Ruth famously said, "Wither thou goest, I
shall go. Thy people shall be my people. Thy God shall by my God."

It is a wonderful tribute to the relationship and that tie between
Virginian Indians and the English but also between the United
States and England. And that is why the stained glass windows
are there and that is why the grave has been so carefully main-
tained for so many years. It will inspire you in your role. I doubt
you need inspiration, but it will inspire you to see it. It is evidence
of your proposition.

The Cnernnre¡r. That is just an example of the tip of the depth
of knowledge that exists on this committee. ll,aughter.]

And I thank the Senator for exhibiting it.
Senator K¡INo. So now on to the more mundane. I am really in-

terested in this Scotland referendum, the devolution referendum.
And I do not know ifyou have any thought about that or what the
conventional wisdom of that is. My understanding is the Prime
Minister offered to Scottish people the ability to have a referendum
about their future, including potential independence. And I think
it might even be right about the same time as you would be having
the discussion about the European Union.

Do you have any sense about how that is perceived right now
and how it would likely go? I know the United States would have
no position on it, but I am just curious.

Ambassador Benzux. Thank you, Senator.
You are right. The Scottish referendum will be at the end of

2014, and you are also right that, of course, it is an internal matter
for the United Kingdom. So it would not be appropriate for me to
speculate about future outcomes.

I would, however, like to ask your permission to use that story
about Pocahontas early and often, if confirmed. That is fantastic.

Senator Kewn. It is not trademarked, as far as I know.
Ambassador BenzuN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator K¿nqp. Thank you.
Ambassador Ayalde, if I could. Just one little thing that interests

me. I could ask you a lot. But the chairman talked about his con-
cerns about Iran in speaking to you that Brazil, you knolv, I think
often showing an independence that a great nation and a great
economy would have, does things in the foreign relations field that
make us antsy and ought to make us antsy.

But one thing about the relationship with Iran I think is this.
Brazil is one of the few nations in the world that gave up a nuclear
weapons program. They were developing nuclear weapons when
they had a military government in the 1970s and 1980s largely be-
cause of their concerns about their neighbor Argentina. And about
5 years after the military government fell in 1990, they voluntarily
abandoned their nucleaï weapons program. They are one ofthe few
examples. I think South Africa and Libya might be the other two,
each for their own reasons, of nations that were well on their way
to developing nuclear weapons and then decided not to.

It is my hope-the chairman is working on this. We need to do
things with respect to Iran, military options, strong diplomacy,
strong sanctions. And yet, at the same time, there ought to be some
positive examples out there of why nations have decided that it is
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in their own long-term interest to abandon nuclear weapons pro-
gÏanls.

And I hope that that story of Brazil as an example of a nation
that abandoned a nuclear weapons program might be something
that you and your colleagues in the Brazilian Government, should
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some lessons to lran and possibly to North Korea or other nations
that are deciding to pursue a nuclear path. You do not need to pur-
sue a nuclear path to be a strong economy and be a global powet.
i think that is a lesson from Brazil, and I just wondered if you
might want to say anything about that.

Ambassador Ayelnp. Thank you, Senator. Yes, very much so.
That is the kind of positive moves that we are trying to encourage.
The global partnership dialogue includes some of these global
issues, including the relationship with lran, and we hope to be able
to move in positive directions through forceful diplomatic dialogue.
And the experience that you have highlighted certainly points to
ways in which this can happen, but we want to see that more fre-
quently and obviously much more robustly.

Senator KerNs. And I know, as the chairman knows, one of the
things that is most troubling about Iran is the way they are trying
to play all throughout the Americas, the Spanish language TV and
radio networks, trying to spread the influence of Iran in Brazil
elsewhere. And we need to pay attention to Iran in the southern
hemisphere not just in the Middle East. And I look forward to
working with you on that.

Ambassador Hale, I recently went with Members of the Senate
to the Middle East and Afghanistan and saw in Turkey and Jordan
the effects of Syrian refugees. But we did not go to Lebanon and
have extensive discussions about the effect of Syrian refugees in
Lebanon. In Turkey, the refugees tend to be in camps of about
10,000 each, and when a camp is filled, then you build another
camp of about 10,000 each. In Jordan, the camps tend to be ìarger,
and because of water shortages in Jordan, they tend to be very
challenging for the Jordanian Government.

I would $uspeçt because of the ties between Syria and Lehanon,
a lot of the refugees who would come from Syria into Lebanon
would sort of maybe not be in camps but blend in more with family
or friends or connections in parts of the country. But could you de-
scribe the effect of the Syrian refugees currently on Lebanese life?

Ambassador H¿ln. It is having a huge effect, Senator. And I ap-
preciate your observations on the situation around Syria's borders.

The Lebanese decided not to set up camps. There are pros and
cons in all these decisions. There are camps in other countries
where the Syrian refugees themselves are extremely unhappy, in
fact, have rioted because of the conditions in those camps.

And I think you put your finger exactly on the reason why the
Syrian refugees, because of the ties between these countries, are
able to integrate a little bit better into the society. If you look at
a map of where they are located, they are literally spread all over
the country, but not unexpectedly, the majority are in areas near
the Damascus highway, in the Bekaa Valley, and the coastal high-
way that comes down in north Lebanon.
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The impact is on almost every aspect of life. These people, some
of them, have had resources but their resources are beginning to
dry up. They have rerrted apaltuents and so forth, but others do
not have resources and are living with extended families in over-
crowded housing, unable to necessarily meet their basic needs. And
that is where our role becomes so important. They are doubling up
in schools. The Lebanese have opened up the schools, but the de-
mand is very great.

I saw this in Jordan. By the way, I served there during a large
period of the conflict in lraq. We had a very similar challenge.

So one of the objectives that we have is to make sure that our
assistance goes to the community where the refugees are not just
to the refugees, because their demands are spilling over into areas
that are already disadvantaged.

Like Jordan, the Lebanese have a neuralgia about refugees, and
you can understand why, because of the Palestinian refugee popu-
lation and the distortions that that generated in the society.

So I think everyone, going back to chairman's initial question, is
looking to us also to see that there is going to be a.solution to this
problem. And so that is why, working with the Syrian opposition,
ultimately the answer is to find a political solution inside Syria.

Senator K¡r¡¡u. Thank you.
Ms. Ryan, I will have a question in round two, but back to you,

Mr. Chairman.
The Cnernvrex. Let me ask you, Ms. Ryan. I agree with every-

thing you said-that is rare around here-with reference to the im-
portance of educational and cultural affairs in the Bureau. There
is an effort underway to make significant reductions to the Depart-
ment's funding to the tune of approximately $124 million below the
State Department's request for frscal year 2014. I personally will
work againsttbat, but I hope it does not get realized.

But inevitably, the challenge is when you are looking at the over-
all resources for our State Department, our Foreign Service abroad,
this is an area that seems to be ripe for those who do not under-
stand-and I agree with Senator Graham that this is probably one
of the best placed resources gerrninating our ideas across the globe
on democracy, freedom, and the potential of each individual human
being to ful{ill their God-given potential. So it has enormous value.

But to the extent that we are restricted with sequester and other
challenges looking ahead, if you were to be confirmed, how do you
look at how do we prioritize this effort in the world? How do we
look at the changing realities in the Middle East and North Africa?
How do we tailor our programming or should we tailor our pro-
gramming as part of an overall mission to fight extremism?

So, you know, in my mind, we would love everybody to come and
see and engage and then go back in their own countries and pro-
mote these values that they will see for themselves are, in essence,
really not just American but universal. But that is not going to
happen.

So is there a prioritization that we should be pursuing in this re-
gard, especially in light of the budget challenges that we consist-
ently face?

Ms. Rve¡u. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You make a critical point
and that is an excellent question.
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I know that ECA works very closely with the regional bureaus
of the State Department and with our embassies around the world
to ensure that our programs at any given time are in line with our
foreign policy priorities. And as you stated, in these budget times,
we do have to make sure that the programs that we are developing
ora fha nnoc fhqt qva mnef holnf"l fn nrrv f^-oim ñ^li^r, ñ?ì^fi+iâc

and that they meet the needs ofthe changing global landscape.
To your point, there is a program that ECA has called Tech

Women that started just with women in the Middle East. It has
now been expanded to parts of North Africa. And what they do is
they bring women from the Middle East who are interested in de-
veloping skills in tech. They come here for a mentorship program
in Silicon Valley where they are matched with women who teach
them tangible skills and technology. They go back to their home
countries. They have marketable skills. They know how to start a
business. They know how to develop these things. We have now
empowered them, taught them these skills. They have benefited
completely from the United States.

And what you will find is, especially with women-this is why
I think this program is so unique and powerful-women invest in
their children and in their children's education and help form the
opinions that their children are going to grow up with about the
United States. So that is one example of, I think, how ECA has
been nimble in rnaking sure that their programs do align with the
foreign policy priorities of the administration of this country.

The CH¿rntt¡,N. So if you are confìrmed, you will oversee a de-
partment that will be nimble enough to respond to the changing
challenges we have within the context of your fiscal constraints.

Ms. Ry¿¡¡. Exactly. And making decisions about which programs
we need to prioritize based on what the current needs are for our
goals.

The Cg¡¡nrte¡¡. I have one last question and you referenced it in
your opening statement, which I was glad to see, and that is using
new media platforms as a way of expanding our reach globally
within the context of public diplomacy. Can you expound a little bit
upon that because t think that especially when we are having
budget challenges, this is an opportunity to reach mass audiences
in a way that, fìrst of all, is aware in how they seek to commu-
nicate and, secondly, gives us the opportunity to expand our reach?

Ms. Ry¿¡¡. Thank you, sir. That is a very important point.
One of the things that ECA has focused on recently is virtual ex-

changes where people can learn from us online. We can develop
programs where they can sit at their computer in their country and
learn virtually with programs here in the United States. So that
is something that will be a priority. It is something that, as you
can imagine, is at a much lower cost than actually transporting
people. So virtual exchanges is something that is on the horizon
and that ECA is already working on. And I look forward to, if con-
firmed, to continuing in that effort.

One other piece of-you know, in terms of what you have raised
and how \Me can accomplish these goals and meeting people's needs
through other means. We already have very strong English lan-
guage programs around the world. What that has accomplished
and what I hope it will continue to accomplish at a, hopefully,
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lower cost is purely by teaching American English to people around
the world, you then enable them to read American media, to read
Errglish orrlirre irr a way l,hey woultl ur¡L have beerr able [o before,
be exposed to ideas online purely because there are these English
language opportunities that have been a priority for a very long
time of ECA and I hope, to your point, do not get cut in any budget
cuts because English language teaching is a very subtle diplomatic
tool and very po'ù/erful way to engage people not only with the
United States but with U.S. Web sites, Internet, ideas, and infor-
mation. And so I am hoping that that English language teaching
could remain because I think it is a very subtle and powerful way
to teach people about this culture but also open their minds.

The CHernvrem. That is great. I hope we are teaching highbrow
New Jersey English. llaughter.]

Senator Corker.
Senator ConIcn. We could debate that.
I want to thank you all again for your service. I know there are

a number of panelists. We have two more coming up, and I will be
very brief.

But, Ambassador Barzun, you know, the United Kingdom has
been-we have a special relationship with them, as you have men-
tioned. And if you can remember the Pocahontas story when you
get there, you will be one of the most outstanding Ambassadors
ever.

But you know, the fact is, at the same time, there are only three
NATO countries that are actually living up to their obligations as
it relates to funding defense. U.K. is barely doing that right now
and it looks like through budgetary cuts could in fact drop down
below. I know this is a short and quick answer. But I assume you
will be a strong advocate for the United Kingdom in spite of the
fact that we have a special relationship with them in maintaining
their obligations to NATO in that regard.

Ambassador Benzux. Absolutely, Senator. Thank you for raising
the issue around this important NATO ally.

It is my understanding that Chancellor of the Exchequer
Osborne in his most recent budget laid out a defense budget that
would remain above the 2 percent. And we all know-both of our
countries know-that maintaining a modern deployable force is ex-
pensive. And because of our deep cooperation with the U.K., we are
committed to working with that strong relationship to make sure
that they remain full spectrum capability, that they remain inter-
operable with us, and also that they finally are able to continue to
lead miss ons on behalf of NATO.

So it is an area of critical concern, one that I will engage on
when I get on the ground, and I look forward to working with you,
your staff, and this committee, if confirmed.

Thank you.
Senator Conxnn. Well, again, I thank all four of you for your

willingness to serve our country in this way and for being before
us today. And I look forward to a long engagement with each of
you. Thank you very much.

The Cn¿mttaN. Thank you.
Senator Kaine.
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Senator K¡rNn. Ms. Ryan, just briefly. Again, congratulations to
you.

One of the programs that your off:"ce administers is called the
Exchange Visitor Program, and this is already kind of like a con-
stituent question. Virginia has been a great user of this program,
and it is to bnns inter-national teachers to ViÍsinia who havp hppn
very enriching of the student experience in the Virginia public
schools.

I just wanted to put on your radar screen for the day that you
are doing the job that the traditional tirne period for these inter-
national visits is about 3 years. But the State Department and Vir-
ginia have worked very cooperatively for some time in allowing 2-
year extensions to ultimately take those pcriods in Virginia to
about 5 years. And I know my superintendent of public instruction,
Patricia Wright, will have l,hal, letter on your desk as soon as you
are there. And I just want to encourage you-I know you know the
value of this program and these teachers-how much they enrich
students. But just to encourage you in that because in Virginia we
have found that to be a really important program that your offrce
operates and we are big fans of it.

Ms. RyeN. Thank you, Senator Kaine. Indeed, I do know that it
is a very irnportant program. The teachers who come over here are
teaching critical language skills to our students, but they are also
exposing our students just by being there to different cultures and
that is a very important program. And if confirmed, I look forward
to working with you.

Senator Kewn. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
The CnernNqAN. Well, thank you all for your testimony, your will-

ingness to serve.
I remind members that the record for these nominees will stay

open until the close of business today for any questions. If you do
receive a question, I urge you to answer it expeditiously. It is the
intention of the chair, working with the ranking member, to have
these nominees before a business committee later this week, but
that will depend upon having answers to all questions at that time.

With that and with the thanks of the committee, this panel is ex-
cused.

I invite Senator Kaine to take the chair. And I invite our next
panel to come forward: Kirk Wagar, Daniel Sepulveda, Terrence
Patrick McCulley, and James Swan.

Senator K^tnqa [presiding]. If I could get members of the paneì,
please, to come forward, we will begin now panel three. I will do
introductions of the four nominees who are before us and then ask
Senator Nelson to make some statements. I know he is here to in-
troduce his friend, Kirk ïVagar. And after Senator Nelson's com-
ments, we will hear from the four nominees in the order that I in-
troduce them.

First, Kirk Wagar is a friend and has been nominated to serve
as Ambassador to Singapore. Mr. Wagar is a Floridian who has
had a distinguished and very successful career as an attorney with
a deep commitment to public service, including service on the Advi-
sory Board of the Import-Export Bank of the United States. I am
pleased to welcome him before the committee to consider his nomi-
nation as Ambassador to Singapore.
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The position for which he has been nominated is a very impor-
tant one in the region, both for the issues on the United States-
Singapore agenda, such as deepening defense cooperation and the
Trans-Pacific Partnership and also because Singapore's role in
helping to forge a new and emergent regional architecture for a
rules-based Asia-Pacific order. Singapore is also a wonderful inno-
vation capital, and there are great exchanges of information and
ideas that can be forged in this role.

The unique role that Mr. Wagar has had as an attorney and his
commitment to public seryice, including the Export-Import Bank,
will qualify him in a great position for this Ambassador.

And I will introduce Senator Nelson in a minute who will say
more.

Terence McCulley. Ambassador McCulley, welcome. Ambassador
Terence McCulley is to be the nominee of the U.S. Ambassador to
Cote d'Ivoire. As a senior member of the Foreign Service, Ambas-
sador McCulley brings extensive leadership skills, coupled with
strong management and interagency experience. His previous serv-
ice in challenging countries, such as Mali and Nigeria, have in-
stilled necessary insight to serve in a country beginning to find its
way after a long and difficult civil war.

Since the crisis following the disputed Presidential elections in
2010, Cote d'Ivoire has been steadily emerging from a difficult era.
The current President initiated measures to restore security, ad-
dress human rights issues, ensure transitional justice, promote po-
Iitical reconciliation, revive the economy, reform security, and re-
build state legitimacy. A sizable agenda.

The United States has been a steadfast partner in these efforts,
especially in work on the judiciary and electoral systems. We have
also supported efforts to disarm and demobilize former combatants
and promote national reconciliation. The immense challenges are
not insurmountable. With the wealth of experience and steadfast
leadership of Ambassador McCulley, the United States will con-
tinue to be a partner of the Ivoirian people, and in a region that
has been too long plagued by conflict, a renewed Cote d'Ivoire will
be a valuable partner.

Next, Ambassador James Swan. Maybe one of the most chal-
lenging countries in Africa, the Democratic Republic of Congo, is
wealthy in natural resources yet remains poor and divided by con-
flict. Few people know more about these challenges than Ambas-
sador Swan. And i am pleased to welcome him here as we consider
his nomination.

Ambassador Swan has the depth and breadth of experience to
engage our partners in the Democratic Republic of Congo to move
toward realizing its potential and the Congolese people deserve no
less than the best the United States can offer.

It is one of the largest countries in Africa, presents great chal-
lenges, but there are few people in the service of the United States
who understand the challenges and opportunities more than Jim
Swan. As a career Foreign Service officer, he has had a long rela-
tionship with this country. Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Afri-
ca Bureau. He has promoted security reforms and the establish-
ment of broad-based government across the continent, and these
happen to be two of our highest priorities in the Congo. Welcome.
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Daniel Sepulveda. The Internet and telecommunications are at

the heart of the modern international economy and both present
huge opportunities and challenges. With many years of experience
on just these issues while in Congress and past adminislrations
and in the private sector, Daniel Sepulveda is the perfect candidate
+^ n}'orñ-i^- +L^ l\T-+i^^'ð iñ+ô¡ñô+i^-^t ì-f^*^ll^* --']ùv vrrq¡¡rlJ¡vr ¡rqu¡vrr4¡ ¡¡r¡v¡ ¡rraurvrt 4¡¡q vv¡¡r¡rlú-
nication policies and priorities. I am pleased to welcome him as the
nominee for Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International
Communications and information Policy with the rank of Ambas-
sador.

He is well known here in Congress both for his expertise on glob-
al telecom and Internet issues, as well as for his extensive experi-
ence working for both Senators Cowan and Boxer, as well as for
President Obama and Secretary of State Kerry when they were
both Senators.

Mr. Sepulveda would assume the head of the State Department's
Information Policy Group at a moment when our country is faced
with complex international debates over privacy, data flows, Inter-
net governance issues, as well as a _time-when the administration
is pursuing a very significant set of trade and investment agree-
ments that impact directly upon his portfolio.

I want to welcome all of the witnesses before us. Thank vou for
your public service.

And I am going to begin by ãsking Senator Bill Nelson of Florida
to say a few words of introduction to Kirk Wagar, and then we will
have-actually before I do that, I am going to ask my ranking
member, with a great hand signal from Senator Nelson about what
I was supposed to do next-

ll,aughter.]
Senator K¡r¡¡a lcontinuingJ. That I was able to observe. Before

I introduce him, I would like to ask Senator Corker, the ranking
member of the committee, to offer some introductory comments.

Senator ConIcn. I thi* you have done an outstanding job of in-
troducing these great candidates and nominees. And I know we
have a very distinguished Senator from Florida who is waiting pa-
tiently to speak. So I will defer and look forward to your testimony
and thank you again for your willingness to serve.

Senator KarNu. Senator Nelson.

STATEMET{T OF HON. BILL N¡:LSON,
U.S. SENATOR FROM FLORIDA

Senator NnlsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you said, it is my
privilege to be back to the committee that I spent many very happy
years as a member of this committee and thank you all for your
dedicated serrice doing what has to be done in the confirmation of
these nominees. And I am here on behalf of Kirk Wagar.

I have known Kirk for many years. He is from Miami. He is a
University of Miami law graduate. He has his own Miami-based
law fi.rm. And he has a passion for justice and advocacy. And, of
course, someone possessing those characteristics, it is no wonder
that the President picked him for a very sensitive diplomatic and
political post, and that is Singapore, because Singapore is a major
trading partner. It will continue to play a major part in our en-
gagement in efforts, particularly trade efforts, in Asia and our Am-
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bassador there oversees the 17th largest trade relationship. It is
worth $SO bilt;on a year.

Singapore, fortunately, has a history of championing trade agree-
ments. And as we get to looking to these Pacific trade agreements,
it is going to be all the more important that the Ambassador rep-
resenting us in Singapore in the Trans-Pacific Partnership negotia-
tions is going to be very crucial.

Now, interestingly, Singapore plays a very strategic military role
for us not because they have an army but because ìMe have an
agreement with them that the U.S. Navy maintains a logistical
command unit in Singapore, and it serves in coordinating warship
deployment and logistics. And this is right there at the critical
Strait of Malucca, which is the narrow passage from the Pacific to
the east, to the Indian Ocean to the west. So our U.S. representa-
tive in this tiny, in effect, nation state is critical. Squadrons of U.S.
fighter planes are rotated to Singapore, for example, for a month
at a time, and the naval vessels make regular port calls. And so
the security cooperation with this little country is extremely impor-
tant to the interests of the United States.

And I want to commend to you for your consideration Kirk
Wagar as our Ambassador.

Senator Kerxo. Thank you very much, Senator Nelson. We un-
derstand that you may have other events to attend to, but we ap-
preciate you being here.

And, Mr. Wagar, why do we not start with you and then we will
just move from your side of the table all the way across in the
opening comments. And then Senator Corker and I will ask ques-
tions, along with any other members who might come.

STATEMENT OF KIRK W.B. WAGAR, OF FLORIDA,
TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THE REPI.'BLIC OF SINGAPORE

Mr. Wec¡.n. Thank you, Senator. Mr. Chairman, Senator Corker,
it is an honor and a humbling experience to appear before you as
President Obama's nominee to be the next United States Ambas-
sador to the Republic of Singapore.

I am blessed to be a citizen of the greatest Nation on earth. I
came here as an 18-year-old student, the first member of my family
to attend college, and from that time, this country has provided me
with my family, my education, my cateet, my home, and numerous
opportunities to serve in our political process. My story is not pos-
sible in any other country in the world.

I would like to first thank President Obama for the faith he has
shown in me with this tremendous responsibility and assure this
committee that I do not take it lightly.

I also want to thank my dear fliend, Senator Nelson, not only for
his far too generous words but also his friendship and leadership
on behalf of my family and all Florida's families. We could not ask
for a more dedicated and gracious champion. His example is one I
have followed and I will follow every day.

If the committee will allow, I would like to recognize my family.
I was adopted at 4 months old into the most loving of families, and
while my parents could not be with us today, I must acknowledge
it is because of their guidance and strength that I have achieved
anything in my time on this planet.
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I would also like to introduce my brilliant and wonderful wife,
Crystal Wagar. From her Midwestern roots to her unparalleled
work ethic, Crystal serves as a model and inspiration every day,
and her willingness to embark on this adventure on behalf of the
country we both so dearly love ensures that we will do the best job

^- l-^L - t f ^f +1"- 
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Mr. Chairman, if confirmed, it would be an honor to serve my
country as the United States Ambassador to the Republic of Singa-
pore.

Singapore is one of our strongest partners in the region, a region
that President Obama has made clear is a priority for our future.
There are three main pillars to our comprehensive and productive
relationship with Singapore.

The historic foundation of the relationship is our dynamic and ro-
bust defense cooperation. Few countries surpass Singapore as a
partner and a friend to the United States on our defense priorities
in the region. Singapore is eager to have interoperable equipment,
facilities, and processes that make it easy for us to cooperate with
them on broad ranges of activities. We recently forward deployed
to Singapore on a rotational basis the first of the U.S. Navy littoral
command ships, which serves as an example of the depth of our
shared interest in peace and prosperity in the region. If confrrmed,
I will work tirelessly to keep this relationship moving full steam
ahead on a positive trajectory.

The second pillar of our relationship is the economic cooperation
we have with Singapore bilaterally, regionally, and globally. The
U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Agreement \4'as our fïrst free trade
agreement in Asia. This bilateral free trade agreement set high
standards and broke new ground for future FTAs. Since entering
into force in 2004, bilateral trade has flourished, increasing almost
60 percent. U.S. investment in Singapore is twice what we have in
China and frve times that of what we have in India. By many,
many measures, this is America's best performing FTA.

And we are building on that success as we partner with Singa-
pore in the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The TPP will create a 2Ist
century trade and investment agreement among a dozen countries
that make up almost 40 percent of the worlüs GDP. If confilmed,
I will work with Singapore to successfully complete the TPP nego-
tiations this year, if possible, and to ensure TPFs firll ìmplementa-
tion. Singapore has a remarkable open economy with strong protec-
tions for intellectual property rights. It is no secret why over 2,000
American companies base their regional headquarters in Singa-
pore. Taking this success and building on it in the region r¡¡ill be
an exciting challenge for me.

Our cooperation with Singapore on law enforcement and home-
land security issues is the third pillar of our relationship. Our law
enforcement cooperation with Singapore over the years has success-
fully used the available tools and resources, but it is time to update
the cooperation to use 21st century tools to combat the 21st cen-
tury challenges that face us. There is untapped potential in our
partnership with Singapore as we confront the global challenges of
cyber crime, illicit finance, counterproliferation, and trafficking in
persons. I look forward to working with Singapore, if confrrmed, on
coming up with modern and mutually beneficial solutions to the
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problems of the present and of the future. I want to see our non-
military security cooperation elevated to the same parity we have
on our military and economic cooperation.

Finally, I came to this country because of the values that make
America great: freedom, equality, and opportunity. Those values
will be intertwined throughout all that I will do, if confirmed.
Through our strong people-to-people exchange programs and my
ovvn personal public diplomacy efforts, we will continuously rep-
resent these values with dignity, sensitivity, and humility. I con-
sider working to increase respect for universal human rights and
fundamental freedoms a key element of the job of an ambassador
and pledge to make sure that human rights is squarely on the em-
bassy's agenda, if confìrmed. It would be my distinct honor to serve
as Ambassador to Singapore on behalf of this great country that
has given me everything.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Corker, thank you for inviting me to tes-
tify before you today and for g¡ving my nomination your serious
consideration. I am pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wagar follows:]

PRnpeRno St¿T pusxr or K¡Rr W.B. WAcAR

ùIr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is an honor and a humbling experi-
ence to aonear before vou as the President Obama's nominee to be the next United
States Airbassador to ihe Republic of Singapore. I am blessed to be a citizen of the
greatest nation on Earth. I came here as an 18 year old student-the first member
of my family to attend college-and Êom that time, this country has provided me
with my family, my education, my career, my home, and numerous opportunities to
serve in our political process. My story is not possitrle an¡rwhere elsein the world.

I would like to first thank President Obama for the faith he has shown in me with
this tremendous responsibility and assure this committee that I do not take it
lightly. I also want to thank my dear friend, Senator Nelson, not onfy for his far
too generous words. but also his friendship and leadership on behalf of my family
and all Florida's families. We could not ask for a more dedicated and gracious cham-
pion and his example is one I have followed and will follow every day. If the com-
mittee would allow, I would like to recognize my family. I was adopted at 4 months
old into the most loving of families, and, while my parents could not be with us
today, I must acknowledge that it is because of their guidance and strength that
I have achieved anything in my time on this planet. Lastly, I would like to introduce
my brilliant and wonderful wife, Crystal Wagar. From her Midwestern roots to her
unoaraìleled work ethic- Crvstal serves as a model and insoiration evervdav and her
wifiingness to embark on tñis adventure on behalf of the ðountry we sä dðarly love
ensures that we both will do the best job possible on t¡ehalf of the American people.

Mr. Chairman, if confirmed, it would be an honor to serve my country as the
United States Ambassador to the Republic ofSingapore.

Singapore is one of our strongest þartners in the region-a region that President
Obama has made clear is a priority for our future. There are three main pillars to
our comprehensive and productive relationship with Singapore. The historic founda-
tion of the relationship is our dynamic and robust defense cooperation. Few coun-
tries surpass Singapore as a partner and friend to the United States on our defense
priorities in the region. Singapore is eager to have interoperable equipment, facili-
ties, and processes that make it easy for us to cooperate with them on a broad range
of activities. We recently fol'ward deployed to Singapore on â rotational basis the
fìrst of the U.S. Narry Littolal Combat Ships, which serves as an example of the
depth of our shared interest in peace and þrosperity in the region. If confirnred, f
will work tirelessly to keep this relationship moving full steem ahead on a positive
trajectory.

The second nillar of our relationshin is the economic cooneration we have with
Singapore bildterally, regionally, and gl<-rbally. The U.S.-Singapore Free Trade
Agreement was our first FTA in Asia. This bilaieral FTA set high standards and
broke new ground for our future FTAs. Since entering into force in 2004, bilateral
trade has flourished, increasing almost 60 percent. U.S. investment in Singapore is
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twice what we have in China and five times our investntent in India. By many,
many measures, this is America's best per{orming FTA, and we are building:on thåi
success as lve partner with Singapore in the Trans-Pacific Partnership negótiations.
The TPP will create a 2lst ce¡rtury trade and investment agreenrent ãmong a dozen
countries that make up almost 40 percent of the global GDP. If confirméd, I will
work with Singapore to successfully complete the TPP negotiations this year if pos-
sible and to ensure the TPFs full implenrentation. Singapore has a iemarkable,
open economy with strong protection for intellectual property rights. It is no secret
why over 2.000 American companies base their regional ìeadquãrters in Singapore.
Taking this success and building on it in the regìon will beän exciting chãllenge
for me.

Our cooperation with Singapore on law enforcement and homeland securit_y issues
is the third pillar of our relationship. Our law enforcement cooperation witli Singa-
pore over the years has successfully used the available tools ánd resources, buf it
is time to update this cooperation to use 21st century tools to combat the 21st cen-
tury challenges that face-us. There is untapped potäntial in our partnership rvith
Singapore as we conÊront the global challenges of cyber crinre, illicit finance,
counterproliferation, and trafficking in persons. I look forward to working with
Singapore, if confirmed, on coming up with modern and mutually beneficial solu-
tions to the problems of the present and of the future. I want to see our nonmilitary
security cooperation elevated to the same parity we have on our military and eco-
nomic cooperation-

Finally, I came to this country because of the values that make America great:
freedom, equality, opportunity. Those values will be intertwined throughout all that
I will do if confirnred. Through our strong people-to-people exchange progranrs and
my own personal public diplomacy efforts, we will coñtinuously repiesènfthese val-
ues with dignity, sensitivity, and humiliiy. I consider working to increase respect
for ruriversal human rights and fundamental freedonrs a key élement of the .job of
an anrbassador and pledge to make sure that human rights is squarelv oir the
Embassy's agenda if èonflirmed. It would be nry distinct hõnor to se'rve að Ambas-
sador to Singapore on behalf of this great country that has given me everything.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Rubio, and members of the committee, thank you for
inviting me to testify before you today and for giving my nomination vour serious
consideration. I am pleased to answer any questións yòu may have.

Senator K¡rNa. Thank you so much, Mr. Wagar.
And just to alert you all, we have just been informed there may

be a series of up to seven Senate votes beginning in a very few
minutes. But what we are going to try to do is get through opening
statements, and if the votes happen, we will just keep you posted
as to'when we will come back to questions.

Mr. Sepulveda.

STATEMENIT OF DANIEL A. SEPULVEDÁ'' OF FLORIDA, FOR THE
RANK OF AMBASSADOR DI]RING HIS TENURE OF SERVICE
AS DEPI.ITY ASSISTAAIT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTER.
NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORTVIA'TION POLICY
IN THE BT]R,EAU OF ECONOMIC, ENERGY, AND BUSINESS
AFFAIRS AND U.S. COORDINATOR FOR II\TTERNATIONAL
COMMT]NICATIONS AND INFORMATION POLICY
Mr. Snpur,rryo¿. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Senator

Corker,
I am honored to appear before you as the President's nominee for

the title of Ambassador while serving as Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of State and U.S. Coordinator for lnternational Communica-
tions and Information Policy.

I would like to submit my full statement for the record and sum-
rrlatize it for you now.

Senator Ken¡n. Without objection.
Mr. Supulvnoe. I want to recognize my wife, Heather

Higginbottom, \ryho happens to be the Secretary's counselor as 'ü/ell,
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and is here today. And I want to recognize our baby girl, Giselle
Fabiana Sepulveda, who is at home.

My parents, Alejandro and Fabiola Sepulveda, are in Florida, but
I also want to recognize their support and express my appreciation
to them.

Mr. Chairman, I served L2 yearc in the United States Senate for
four Senators, as you mentioned. I managed technology and tele-
communications issues, as well as international trade, for all of
them. I am well-versed in these issues and passionate about the
importance of a thriving, open, and interconnected global commu-
nications infrastructure both to our economy and our democracy.

The State Department office I am nominated to lead promotes
and preserves global innovation and communications, including
international wireless, wired, and satellite communications. The of-
fice is also charged with defending and promoting the existing
multistakeholder system of Internet governance that has allowed
the global information system to revolutionize how we work, edu-
cate, and express ourselves. And this mission is more critical now
than ever, not just to us but to the billions of people not yet con-
nected to the Internet.

In the coming years, we will face international proposals on
Internet issues that will be discussed in multiple fora. You can be
conflrdent that the administration's positions on those proposals will
continue to reflect the consistent bipartisan approach to Internet
governance issues that has prevailed since the Internet's privatiza-
tion in the 1990s.

If confirmed, I will look to you for guidance and assistance. I
take your oversight authority very seriously and I know that jobs,
innovation, and discourse of the communications sector has helped
enable in your States are critical to the economic and democratic
well-being of the country.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity and the honor of ap-
pearing before you today, and I look forward to any questions you
might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sepulveda follows:]

PRnpennn SrarenpNT o¡'Dexr¡:r, A. Snpulvn¡e

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee. I am
honored to appeâr before you as the President's nominee for the title ofAmbassador
while serving as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State and U.S. Coordinator for Inter-
national Communications and Information Policy in the Bureau of Economic and
Business Affairs.

I want to thank President Obama and Secretary Kerry for the honor of being
nominated for your consideration to serve as a representative of the United States.
If confirmed, I will discharge the important responsibilities assigned to the U.S.
Coordinator to the best of my ability.

I want to recognize my family here today and those that could not be here as well
for all ofl their support.

Mr. Chairman, I served approximately 12 years in the U.S. Senate, assisting Sen-
ator Boxer, then-Senator Obama, then-Senator Kerry, and Senator Cowan. I man-
aged technology and telecommunications issues as well as international trade for ali
of them. lVlost recently, I was a senior advisor to Senator Kerry in his capacity as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Technology and Telecommunications on the Sen-
ate Commerce Committee and worked with his Foreign Relations Committee staff
on international issues in the same space. I am well versed in these debates and
passionate about the importance of a thriving, open, and interconnected global com-
munications infrastructure to our economv and democracv.
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In simple terrns, this State Department Office promotes and preserves global
innovation in communications. In intemational wireless communications, this has
required the coordination of rules and licenses in wireless operations around the
world and the promotion ofbest practices in policy and law thãt attract investment
in broadband networks.

In addition, we are charged with defending and promoting the existing multi-
stakeholder system of Internet governance that has allowed the global information
system to revoiutionize how we work, educate, and express ouraelves. Preserving
and enabling the Internet environment for innovation is-our mission. And this misl
sion is more critical now than ever, not just to us, but to the billions of people not
yet, connected to the open Inlernet.

After last year"s sometines contentious World Conference on fnternational Tele-
communie,ations. jt seemed that an unbridgeable divide was potentiallv opening
betrveen the developing world and developedeconomies on how best to aðdrdss thË
roìe of intergovernmental organizâtions in the management of international Inter-
net-hased commtrnications. We are working to clnse that dir¡ide to protect the open-
ness ofthe Internetand the freedom it grañts innovators and citizeñs alike to crèate
new services that reach the world as well as exercise their rights to speech and
assenlbly.

Toward that end, I have some good news and a lot of hope. Last May, we were
able to start changing the tone of the debate. At the International Telecommrni-
cation Union's fifth World Telecommunication Policv Forum (WTPF), participants
again debated important issues like the adoption of fPv6 (ttre protocoÍ iËat proïides
an identification and location s_ystem for computers on netwo¡ks), pronloting Inter-
net Exchange Points, and supporting the nrultìstakeholder model ofìntemetþovern-
ance. As the head of the U.S. Delegation in my capacity as a Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary, I was acutely aware of the anxiety leading up to this conference that sonre
governments would push for an outcome pointing towat'd international regulation of
the Internet.

Fortunately, at ühe event over 900 participants from more than 130 countries
canre together to adopt six consensus-based opinions on important subjects including
the promotion of Internet exchange points and the facilitãtion of the transition to
IPv6. None of the consensus opinions threaten the existing multistakeholder Inter-
net governance systen. This outcome validated the multishkeholcler preparatory
pro_cess, which brought together governments, the technical community, civil society.
and academia on an equal footing. The U.S. Delegation and key private sector stake-
holders were very pleased.

In the coming yèars, additional international proposals on Internet issues will be
discussed in multiple international bodies. Specifically, the Uniæd States is pre-
paring for future Internet-related public policy discussions at the Internet Govern-
ance Forum in Bali, Indonesia (October 2013), ICANN's Governmental Advisory
Committee in Argentina (November 2013), the ITU's World Telecommunication
Development Conference in Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt (April 2Ol4), and the ITI--ls
Plenipotentiary Conference in Busan. Korea (October-Novèmber 20I4).

You can t¡e conñdent that the administration's position on fnternet related pro-
posals will continue to reflect the consistent bipartiìan approach to Internet govern-
ance issues that has prevailecl since the lnternèt's privatízãtion in the 1990s.

Another key communications priority for the Obanra administration is the World
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC), which will take place in the last quarter
of 2015. At WR0-15, we will address critical spectrum needs such as identifying
frequencies to command unmanned aircraft by satellite and new internationallv
hat'mouized uobile allocations to progl'ess the arlurirristraLiurr's broatlband agerrdá.
The decisions we will shape at WRC-15 will advance emerging technologies, protect
essential government systems, and drive competition in an internationai regulatory
framework hospitable to U.S. industries.

In addition to these international conferences, my office will continue to host a
number of bilateral discussions on ICT issues with key engâgement countries such
as India, Brazil, Mexico, Japan, Korea, and the European Union. Under the stew-
ardship of my predecessor, U.S. Amtrassador Philip Verveer, these bilateral relation-
ships have proven critical in helping to ensure strong support and collaboration on
a myriad oflcommunications and information technology issues.

As U.S. Coordinator, I will continue to promote lhe development of the global
lnternet and work to enhance our relationships and partnership with the developing
world in our shared desire to expand Internet broadband access worldwide. If con-
firmed, I will look to you for guiilance and assistance. I take your oversight author-
ity very seriously and I know that the jobs. innovation, and discourse that the
communications sector help enable in your stâtes are critical to the economic and
democratic well-being of the country.
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Thank you for giving me the honor of appearing before you today. I look forward
to any questions you may have-

Senator KalÀ¡¡;. Thank you, Mr. Sepulveda.
Ambassador McCulley.

STATEMENTT OF HON. TERENCE PATRICK MCCULLEY, OF
WASHINGTON, TO BE AMBASSATIOR TO THE REPUBLTC OF
COTE D'TVOIRE

Ambassador McCut lnv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And with your permission, I would like to recognize three people

who are here with us today. First, a great friend and great mentor,
retired career Ambassador Johnny Young who served four times as
Chief of Mission for our country and I had the honor of serving
with him in Togo.

Second, I would like to recognize Christie Arendt, our desk officer
for Cote d'Ivoire, who has helped prepare me for this hearing.

And finally, Ambassador Daouda Diabate, the Ivoirian Ambas-
sador to the United States who has joined us today.

Senator Kermo. Welcome, Mr. Ambassador.
Ambassador McCuLt sv. Mr. Chairman, I am going to recognize

my wonderful family in the course of my statement, and with your
permission, I will continue.

Senator Kerwg. Please.
Ambassador McCult sv. Mr. Chairman, I am honored to appear

before you today as the President's nominee to be the United
States Ambassador to Cote d'Ivoire. I would like to thank President
Obama and Secretary Kerry for the confidence they have placed in
me and, if confirmed, I look forward to working with this com-
mittee, with Members of Congress, and others on our important re-
lationship with Cote d'Ivoire.

I would also like to thank my wife, Renee, and our great sons,
Sean and Liam, for their constant support. Renee and Liam are in'Washington State at the moment, and I believe they are following
this on a webcast. Sean is in Japan. I am quite certain he is sleep-
ing. It is about 5:30 in the morning. But he has promised that he
will be watching this on a recording.

Mr. Chairman, with nearly three decades of service in Africa,
most recently as the U.S. Ambassador to Nigeria, I am eager to re-
main on the continent and, if confirmed, represent the United
States in a country that we hope will once again be a political and
economic hub in the West African subregion.

Mr. Chairman, I believe strongly that the success of our engage-
ment abroad depends on our people, and I will make it my highest
priority to ensure their safety, their well-being, and their security,
as well as that of the private American community in Cote dlvoire.
If confirmed, I look forward to working with interagency partners
and our lvoirian friends to improve an already excellent relation-
ship and to promote the interests of the United States while con-
tinuing to press for the peace and prosperity the Ivoirian people de-
serye.

After more than a decade of instability, Cote d'Ivoire is on a cor-
rective yet challenging path in key areas. The country held free
and fair elections in 2010, and the Ivoirian Government has made
progress in investigating crimes committed during the preelectoral
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cris s. Yet there is much more to be done, and if confirmed, I am
resolved to engage with our Ivoirian friends to promote trans-
parency, incl usiveness, equity, and accountability.

Yet justice and reconciliation will not be successful without a
credible and transparent legal process nationally and internation-
^ll-, +ì.^+ +1"^ ì--,^-+ið^li^- ^f -;*^- -^**:ll^J l^., r-^rr-drrJ urraù LrrÞu¡uú urrL ¡¡rvLùùr64Ltvrr vr vt r¡rr!ð uvt¡I¡¡rruuçq vJ uvûtl

sides of the conflict and holds those responsible to account, irre-
spective of political affiliation. If confirmed, Mr. Chairman, I will
work with Ivoirian and international partners to press for progress
on these critically important issues.

The economy of Cote d'Ivoire is improving, and the United States
is engaging with the Ivoirian Government to address corruption
and irnplove the investnent clirnate in olcler l,o prorrrote stability
and economic growth. If'confirmed, I will make it a priority to pur-
sue our economic statecraft agenda supporting and advocating for
American businesses that seek opportunities in Cote d'Ivoire.

I am also committed to the collective effort to advance security
sector reform, as well as disarmament, demobilization, and re-
integration of ex-combatants in Cote d'Ivoire. The country can, the
country must, redouble its efforts in both areas in order to promote
stability, protect civilians, and realize Cote d'Ivoire's considerable
economic potential.

With President Ouattara's democratic election, the United States
lifted restrictions on assistance to Cote d'Ivoire. The bulk of our
support now goes toward global health programs focused on pre-
vention, care, and treatment for those living with HIV/AIDS. But
we are also providing assistance to srlpport democratic institutions
and support capacity building in the security sector, including in
respect for human rights and on the role of professional security
services in a democracy.

Mr. Chairman, Cote d'Ivoire is a keystone country in a region of
gxowing interest to the United States, and a politically stable and
economically vibrant Cote d'Ivoire will promote prosperity in the
subregion. Our agenda with Cote d'Ivoire is complex, challenging,
and ripe with opportunity and includes support for democracy, good
governance and reconciliation, for security sector reforrn, and for
economic recovery. If I am confìrrned as United States Ambassador
to Cote d'Ivoire, I will be a vigorous advocate for America as we
advancc our rclntionship with this important west African country.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to appear before
you today, and I welcome your questions.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador McCulley follows:]

PRppARp¡ SrerpunNr o¡ HoN. TERENcE PerRrcx McCull,¿v
Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Corker, and members of the committee, I am

honored today to appear before you as the Presidents nominee to be the United
States Ambassador to the Republic of Cote d'Ivoire. I would like to thank President
Obama and Secretary Kerry for the confidence they have placed in me and, if con-
firmed, I look forward to working with this committee, other Members of Congress,
and others on our important relationship with Cote d'lvoire. I would also like to
thank nry wife, Renée, and my sons, Sean and Liam, for their constâllt support.
Renée and Liam are on the West Coast at the nroment, and Sean is in Japan. They
are watching the webcast of this hearing. With nearly three decades of'service ii
Africa, most recently as the U.S. Ambassador to Nigeria. I am eager to renrain on
the continent and, if confrrmed, represent the United States in a country that we
hope will once again be a political and economic hub in the West African subregiorr.
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Mr. Chairman, I believe strongly that the success of our engagement abl'oad
depends on our people, and I will make it my highest priority to ensure their safety,
secrrrity, and well-heing, as well ns thnt of the American comnrunit¡r in Cote d'lvoire.
If conflirmed, I look forward to working with inæragency partners and our Ivoirian
friends to improve our already excellent relationship and promote the interests of
the United States while conüinuing to press for the peace and prosperity the Ivoirian
people deserve.

After more than a decade of instabilitv. Cote d'Ivoire is on a corrective if chal-
lenging path in key areas. The country héid free and fair elections in 2010, and the
Ivoiúan Government has made progress investigating crimes committed during the
post-electoral cúsis. Yet there is much more to be done, and I am committed to
engaging with our Ivoirian friends to promote transparency, inclusiveness, equity,
and accountabiliby.

In the current post-crisis climate, where significant rifts remain and with the
2015 Presidential elections on the horizon, serious efforts must be made to advance
national healing. Justice and reconciliation will not be successful without a credible,
transparent legal process, nationally and internationally, that ensures the investiga-
tion of crimes committed by both sides of the conflict and holds those responsibìe
to account, irrespective of their political affiliation. If confirmed, I will work with
Ivoirian and international partners to press for progress on these critically impor-
tant issues.

The economy of Cote dlvoire is improving, and the United States is working with
the lvoirian Government to address cormption, and improve the investment clinate
in order to promote stability and economic growth. If confirmed, I will make it a
priority to pursue our economic statecraft agenda, supporting and advocating for
American businesses that seek opportunities in Cote d'Ivoire.

I am also committed to the collective effort to support. Cote d'Ivoire's security sec-
tor reform; as well as disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration of ex-combat-
ants. The country can-and must-redouble its efforts in both areas in order to
promote stability, protect civilians, and realize Cote d'Ivoire's significant economic
potential.

With President Ouattara's democratic election, the United States lifted restric-
tions on our assistance to Cote dlvoire. The bulk of our assistance goes toward
global health programs focused on prevention, care, and treatment for those living
with HIV/AIDS. We also provide assistance to strengthen democratic institutions to
build strong systems of governance and rule of law. We advance maritime security
in the subregion and we provide training io build the capacity ofCote d'Ivoire's mili-
tary and police, including in respect for human rights, and on the role of a profes-
sional security services in a democracy.

Cote d'Ivoire is a keystone country in a region of growing interest to the United
States, and a politically stable and economically vibrant Cote d'lvoire wil.l promote
prosperity in the subregion. Our agenda with Cote d'lvoire is complex, challenging,
and ripe with opportunity, including support for democracy, good governance and
reconciliation, for security sector reforrn, and for economic recovery. lf I am con-
firmed as U.S. Ambassador to Cote d'lvoire, I will be a vigorous advocate for Amer-
ica as we advance our relationship with this important West African nation.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the commitfee, I thank you for the opportunity
to appear before you today, and I welcome your questions.

The Cn¿.rnueN. Thank you, Ambassador McCulley.
Ambassador Swan.

STATEME}TT OF HON. .IAMES C. SWAN, OF CALIFORNIA, TO BE
AMBASSADOR TO THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE
CONGO

Ambassador Sw¡N. Mr. Chairman, I am honored to appear before
you today as the nominee to serve as U.S. Ambassador to the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and I am gtateful to the Presi-
dent and the Secretary for the confldence they have placed in me.

I will briefly summarize some longer prepared remarks, if they
could be entered into the record.

Senator Kerxp. Without objection.
Ambassador SweN. First, before beginning more formal testi

mony, I would like to recognize my wife, Daphne Michelle Titus,
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and my children, Mitchell and Garner, who regrettably cannot be
with us here today, but I am thinking of them.

Mr. Chairman, as you noted in your opening remarks, I have de-
voted most of my Foreign Service career to Africa and, indeed,
much of it to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, including sen-
ì-^ ^-,1^-I. ^f+ì^^- i- rl^^ *i,¡ loorl^ ^-¡ +L^- ^ a,,^^- -^-.:^l ,,,L^-¡Lç dú uçù¡\ vrr¡uç¡ r¡r ürrs rrllu_¡r'r'vÉ 4¡ru û¡l9rl 4 v-Jç4¡ |Jçrlvu wrtç¡t

I was assigned to our Embassy in Kinshasa. And if confirmed, I
Iook forward to drawing on this extensive background to advance
our interests in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the
Great Lakes.

And indeed, Mr. Chairman, the United States has significant in-
terests in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. It is the largest
country in sub-Saharan Africa and borders on nine other nations.
It has an enterprising population of some 70 million people, and it
is of global environmental significance because of the Congo Basin
rainforest.

A stable, prosperous, and well-governed Congo would advance
peace and development throughout central Africa. Yet regrettably,
as you noted, Senator, in recent decades the Congo has instead
been more notable for recurring cycles of cross-border conflict, in-
ternal rebellion, human rights abuses, sexual and gender-based vi-
olence, and the like.

I see three sets of issues as of particular importance to advance
American interests in the Congo over the next several years.

First, we must intensify efforts to help the Congolese resolve the
longstanding conflict in eastern Congo. There are many dimensions
to this decade-long human tragedy, incìuding recurrent meddling
by the neighbors, proliferation of armed gronps, lack of sufficiently
capable and professional Congolese security forces, and a culture of
impunity for human rights abuses.

This array of challenges may seem daunting, but rree are encour-
aged this year by the opportunity for peace presented by a frame-
work agreement firr peace, security, and cooperation that was
signed among 11 countries in the Great Lakes region earlier this
year. And that framework agreement has now been bolstered in re-
cent months by actions such as an unprecedented joint visit by the
U.N. Secletary Genelal and the President of the World Bank to the
region, by the appointment by Secretary General Ban Ki-moon of
the former lrish President, Mary Rohinson, as special envr.ry, and
by adoption by the Security Council of an expansion of the U.N.
peacekeeping operation to include a robust intervention brigade to
pursue negative forces and militia groups in eastern Congo.

The United States has also stepped up its already considerable
efforts in the Great Lakes region with, for example, the appoint-
ment of forrner Senator Russell Feingold, a former member of this
committee, as the special envoy for the Great Lakes, and just last
week, Secretary of State Kerry, also a former member of this com-
mittee, hosted a meeting at the U.N. Security Council focused on
the Great Lakes.

In addition to the international attention on eastern Congo, a
second main area of focus must be support for improved Congolese
governance. lVith strong international assistance, the DRC held na-
tional elections in 2006 that were generally hailed as credible and
reflective of the will of the people. But we noted a setback with the
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flawed 2011 elections. The Congolese now have the opportunity of
upcoming regional and perhaps local elections in 2AI4 and 2015
and then a Presidential election in 2016 to put that right and en-
sure that they are afforded a free and fair choice ofleaders.

A third emphasis must be on continuing to work to unleash the
economic potential of this resource-rich country and its people. This
means working to develop the human capital of that population. It
also means working to foster a stable, predictable, and attractive
investment climate in order that Congo's potential can be devel-
oped and also developed by American companies that already are
invested there.

Finally, let me mention two overarching priorities that will guide
my work every day, if I am confirmed as Ambassador. First, of
course, I will give priority to the well-being of all American citizens
in the Congo, and they number in the thousands. I also take, with
utmost seriousness, my responsibility, if confirmed, to lead and en-
sure the safety of the entire U.S. Embassy team, including Amer-
ican staff of all agencies, their family members, and our invaluable
Congolese colleagues.

Mr. Chairman, once again I am honored to testify before your
distinguished committee and stand ready to answer any questions.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador Swan follows:]

Pnspen¡¡ Srerslr¡NT o¡'Alra¡ssenoR J¿ups C. SweN

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am honored to âppeâr before you
todav as the nominee to sewe as U.S. Ambassador to the Democratic Repubiic of
the Congo. I am grateful to the President and Secretary of State for the confrdence
they have placed in me. Before beginning my formal testimony, I would like to
recognize my wife, Daphne Michelle Titus, and children, Mitchell and Garner, who
reg'rettably are unable to be here in person today.

Mr'. Chairman, I have devoted the ma'iority of mv Foreign Selvice Careel to Afri-
can issues, most recently serving as Special Representative for Somalia since 20 I l,
and prior to that as Ambassador to the Republic of Djibouti (2008-201[). If con-
firmed as Ambassador to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, I would return to
a nortfolio I have known well since the mid-1990s. I served as Desk Ofñcer for then-
Za^ire (1996-1998) during the rebellion that toppled Mobutu Sese Seko after 32
years in power and during the turbulent first year ofhis successor, Laurent Kabila.
I was then assigned to our Embassy in Kinshasa for 6 years (1998-2004). including
3 years as Deputy Chief of Mission, during the peace process that led to the with-
drãwal of six foreign armies from Congo ánd an internal political settlement that
resulted ìn a transitional government to prepare for nationwide elections. I later
returned to Washington as Director of Analysis for Africa in the Bureau of lntel-
ligence and Research (2005-2006) and then Deputy Assistant Secretary for African
Affairs (2006-2008). In both ofthese positions, DRC issues were also at the top of
my agenda. If confirmed, I look forward to drawing on this extensive background
to engage the Congolese Government and people to advance the wide-rangÌng U.S.
agenda in the DRC and the Great Lakes.

U.S. INTERESTS IN THÉ CONGO

Mr. Chairman, the United States has significant interests in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. It is the largest country in sub-Saharan Africa (as large as
the United States east of the Mississippi) and borders nine other nations. It has an
enterprising popuiation ofsome 70 million people, vast natural resources, and global
environmental significance due to the Congo River Basin rainforest. With its size
and geography, Congo's chronic instability has a destabilizing effect in the broader
central Africa reeion, which stretches from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean. A sta-
ble, prosperous,'-and well-governed DRC would advance peâce and development
throughout central Africa and the Great Lakes and could go a long way in fostering
regional economic integration and realizing the Congo's significant energy potential.
Regrettab.ly, in recent decades, the DRC has instead been more notable for recurring
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cycles of cross-border conflict, internal rebellion, hurnan rights abuses, sexuai and
gender-based violence, hunranitarian crises, and weak human development indica-
tors. As a sign of the challenges faced by the DRC and the help it needs, the country
hosts the second-largest U.N. Peacekeeping Operation in the world, the Uniteil
Nations Orqanization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Cor-rgo
(MONUSCö),

In preparlng to serve as Ambassador to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, if
confirmed, I see three sets of issues as of particular importance to U.S. inteiests
over the next several years.

CONFLICT IN EASTERN CONGO AND SECURITY SECTOR REFOBIVI

signing of the Framework also launched a comprehensive peace process, which has
beien bolstered in recent months by U.N. Secretary General'Ban Ri-ntoon and World
Bank President Jim Kim's historic joint visit to the region, the World Banx"s com-
mitment of $1 billion in developrirent assistance unlder.certain conditions, the
appointment of former Irish President Mary Robinson âs U.N. Special Envoy fbr the
Great Lakes to oversee the peace process, the U.N. Securit_y Council's approva.l ofl
a robust 3,000-person Inteñentioñ Brigade to strengthen"MONUSCO'Å'military
capability, and the refocusing of the Congolese Government's commitment to signifi-
cant security sector reform. Along with other international partners, the Uñited
States is increasing its already considerable focus on the Greal Lakes, for example,
Secretary Kerry's appointment of former Senator-ând chairman of this s-ub-
comnrittee-Russell Feingold as U.S. Special Envoy for the Great Lakes, the Sec-
retary's convening and chairing a Ministerial Debate at the U.N. Security Council
just ìast, week, and the active congressional engagement on Corrgo and Great Lakes
issues. Whiìe a great deal of work renrains to implement the Framework agreement
and to transìate these positive steps into lasting progress on the ground, the
increased attention and commitment I have noted is an impoltant stalt. -

I am also encouraged by the DRC's commitment in the Framework to undertake
secrrrity-sector reform, or SSR, a key o$ective in the DRC- The people of the Congo
will not know safety and security until the country has a nrilitaiy cãpable of secur-
ing the territory and protecting the people. If confirmed, I look forwárd to working
with the DRC Government to prioritize SSR, including the army, police, and judici--
ary. as ân integral part of combating the conflict in the East, evenluall_y paving the
way for the eventual exit of MONUSCO, antf in upholding the Framéwbrk aþee-
ment. I welcome the DRC Government's recent publication of its army and pólice
reform plans, but much more needs to be done tó implement both plâñs, inclüding
implementing ,a more rotrust vetting syst€m, increasing the capacity of the judicial
sector, and ending impunity across áll military ranks.

ELECTTONS AND GOVERNANCE

In addition to the international attention on eastern Congo, a second main area
of focus must be support for improved Congolese governance. Only through effective
and representative governance at the national, regional, and local levels ðan Congo-
lese leaders truly speak for their people and make legitimate decisions to address
the critical policy issues facing the country. With stroñg international support, the
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DRC held national elections in 2006 that-while not perfect-were generally haiied
as credible and reflective of the will of the people. Electoral assistance from the
Llnited Staæs and other partners was catalytic in helping Congolese institutions
prepale for that vote. Regrettably. the flawed 2011 elections were widely perceived
as a step backward. We now have the opportunity of upconing regionâl-and pos-
sibly local-elections in 2014 and 2015 and then the next Presidential election in
2016 to ensure that the Congolese people are afforded a free and fair choice of their
leaders, consistent with the Congolese constitution. This focus on elections must of
course also be matched by continued attention to building strong legislative, admin-
istrative. judicial, and civil society institutions to sustain improved governance
beyond polling day.

DEVELOPMEN'I AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

A third emphasis must be on continuing to work to unleash the economic poten-
tial of this resource-rich country and its people. This means working to develop the
hunan capital of 70 million Congolese by improving their health and education and
ameliorating lhe country's infrastructure. USAID is a key partner in these endeav-
ors, among many others.

In order to unleash Congo's potential, we will aiso need to help foster a stable,
predictable, and attractive investment climate. By helping the DRC increase trans-
parency in public finances, decrease cormption, and expand the legal and licit trade
of natural resources we can help boost private sector growth that will benefit not
only the Congolese population but also American firms, such as those already in-
vested in the manufacturing, mining, oil, and telecommunications sectors in Congo.
Vast natural resources in agriculture, energy, minerals, and many other sectors
present real opportunities fol' rapid economic g"rowth-even beyond recent levels of
approximately 7 percent real GDP growth per year-if t,he right enabling environ-
nlerÌt can be established. The DRC's resources, of course, also include priceless envi-
ronmental assets, notably the Congo River Basin Rainforest, the second-largest in
the world after the Amazon, and the Congo River and it6 tributaries, which has the
hydropower potential to help provide electricity to much of the entire continent.

AMEBICAN CITIZENS AND THE EIIIBASSY COMIVÍUNITY

Finally. let me mention two overarching priorities that will guide my work every
day if confirmed as Ambassador to the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The well-
being of all American citizens will of course be my top priority. Americans in the
DRC, working in private business, for nongovernmental organizations, on mis-
sionary proglams, with U.N. agencies, or in other endeavors number in the thou-
sands. I also take with utmost seriousness my responsibility, if confirmed, to lead
the entire U.S. Embassy team, including American staff of all agencies, their family
nrembers, and our invaluable Congolese colleagues and to ensure their safety. I will
advocate tirelessly for our team to have the irecessary management platform and
security support so that we may represent the American people to maximum effect
in the DRC.

lVIr. Chairman, once again, I am honored to testifo before this distinguished com-
mittee and stand ready to answer any questions. Thank you.

Senator K¡rNe. Thank you, Ambassador Swan.
We will proceed to questions. I will begin and I may be relieved

by Senator Menendez. We will try to tag team on the votes a bit.
I will start with just a thank you, especially to those of you who

are câreer State, and your families \A'ho are here. I am just really
struck by the challenges of your careers. I know there are upsides.
I know there is excitement. But the frequent moves and the chal-
lenges that that pose for spouses and kids are very, very notable.
And you are all to be commended for being willing to serve in these
capacities, and I thank you for it.

First to Mr. Wagar, I am really fascinated with the Singapore
story as a small fishing village not that many decades ago that has
become our l7th-largest trading partner and become really a global
brand in a way of how innovation can pov/er an economy. It is not
a piece of real estate that has vast national resources, but they
have a very innovative and entrepreneurial spirit.
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Many of the innovations in Singapore were innovations that they
went out and found, including fìnding them here in the United
States. They had a significant effort to improve their educational
system where they came to the United States and decided that rote
memorization learning techniques were not getting them far
enougl and they neeCed to learn American qualities of entrepre-
neurship and creativity. They developed an educational philosoþhy
called "teach less, learn more" that really focused on the learner
even more than the teacher. And so they had a wonderful innova-
tion track record.

I know as an innovator, and so I just wanted to ask you about
how you think in your role as Ambassador you can both be a cham-
pion of American innovation but also bring back good innovation
ideas and continue to deepen the relationships bètween our two
countries around that central theme.

Mr. W¡cen. Thank you, Senator, and it is a great question.
One of the most fascinating things that I have learned, as I have

gotten more and more familiar with the day-to-day mechanism of
Singapore, is their comrnitment to excellence that crosses every sec-
tor and high standards and high rewards \ühen they are met.

Senator, I am sure you are aware that Yale is starting a ne\¡r'
project in Singapore partnering with the National University of
Singapore. It is the first liberal arts college I think in Asia but cer-
tainly in Singapore. And their first class right now, I understand,
is in New Haven and will be going back. They have 154 students,
and there were 11,000 applicants for those spots. So this is the lirst
yea¡ lhat they are trying to even go further than they have gone
to, I think, experiment with our liberal arts education.

This is the kind of innovation that certainly through our shared
values we can work with Singapore on a daily basis, and it is some-
thing that I think is the role of any ambassador but I think it is
particularly important in Singapore.

Senator K¡¡mn. Thank you, Mr. Wagar.
Mr. Sepulveda, I would like it if you might talk a little bit about

the debates going on in the International Telecommunications
Union and, if you would, talk a little bit about the administration's
approach to advancing our telecom-Internet objectives, technology
objectives, through the ITU and what is the administration's ap-
proach in those debates for addressing concerns raised hy other
governments about governance issues. These have been much de-
bated and will be much debated, and I know many of our allies and
countries around the world have significant concerns. What is the
administration's approach to dealing with those concerns?

Mr. Snpur,vsoe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a longer conversation but the ITU is a body within the

United Nations, a l5O-year-old body. It started as the International
Telegraph Union and evolved over time. Its primary purpose is to
ensure that we have global communications that are interoperable,
so satellite services and spectrum services, as well as wired serv-
ices, historically the telephone system, that those communications
work on a global basis.

There has been some question relative to the Internet because
the Internet is not person-to-person communications but computer-
to-computer communications which has been outside the jurisdic-
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tion of the ITU and has been governed by an international multi-
stakeholder system in which academics, scientists, industry, and
governments all play a role in ensuring that the global information
system that is the Internet continues to operate and that the tech-
nological and day-to-day functions of the Internet are managed by
technological experts.

So it is our goal as the Government of the United States to con-
tinue to promulgate that system because it has worked quite well.
In Reston, Virginia, for example, you have one of the capitals of the
Internet where whole networks come together, and you see this
Internet exchange of information and exchange of services working
extremely well to generate innovation, democratic discourse, entre-
preneurship, and we want to continue promoting that.

Now, the challenge at the ITU is that there are a number of de-
veloping countries who feel like they are not reaping the benefits
of the Internet, that they are predominantly consumers of services.
They are not producing the kind of services on the Internet that
they would like to see. Their deployment is not as wide as they
would like to see, and the prices are not where they would want
to be.

And we share all of those concerns, and there are a number of
ways to address those through the existing multistakeholder sys-
tem, through capacity-building and cooperation between our Nation
directly with the developing world. And the administration's cur-
rent strategy is to go out to the developing world-I was just in
South Africa and other parts of the developing world-to ensure
that they know that \Me care deeply about ensuring that their peo-
ple are connected to what is the world's most revolutionary cornmu-
nications system and that we \üant to see them reap those benefits
and we are prepared and willing to provide the technical assistance
necessary to do that.

Senator KerNo. How is the aftermath of the news about
Snowden, the Snowden affair, affecting particularly our relations
with European partners on some of these issues that are pending
at the ITU? Just give your sense of that, please.

Mr. Sopur,r¡soa. Well, yes, sir. As you knovr', President Obama
has directly reached out and worked with German Chancellor
Merkel and others, and there is ongoing dialogue between the intel-
ligence services in our partner countries, among our allies with our
intelligence services. That is well outside of the scope of my work.
But the way that it affects our work is to ensure that you do not
get a conflation of these issues so that we do not have a federated
system of the Internet in which there would be a cloud for Europe
and a cloud for China and a cloud for India and we would lose the
economies of scale and efficiencies and the benefits that come with
cloud computing in a global network.

We are taking the concerns of our colleagues abroad very seri-
ously and are working with them on a daily basis to ameliorate
whatever concerns they might have.

Senator K¡Imu. Great. Thank you.
Ambassador McCulley, I would like you to talk a little bit further

about the national reconciliation efforts in Cote d'Ivoire and how
they are proceeding and what would be your sense about their
progress going forward.
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Ambassador McCut lny. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first
start by thanking you for your generous comments about our For-
eign Service families. I would not have the honor to appear before
you today without friends and colleagues and mentors like Ambas-
sador Johnny Young. But of equal importance, much greater impor-
¿^-^^ i- !L^ -----^-r LL^L f L^--^ ^-i^--^ ) C--^,-- ----- 4- --:r-- ------ r1- -u(lrrlc, rÞ urrc ùul.rpur L rrrrd-r, r rriavç utuuJEu II"UIIl tlly taflllry ovgl' LItg
years, particularly the strength and resilience and counsel of my
wife, Renee, and the courage and adaptability of my sons. So thank
you for those comments.

Mr. Chairman, reconciliation is absolutely essential to both the
political development and economic recovery in Cote d'Ivoire. The
country, as you know, went through a divisive civil war. And the
reconciliation process needs to proceed, and that means reform of
the security sector. It means demobilization of ex-combatants, It
means accountability for those who committed crimes on both sides
of the political divide, and that means justice in an evenhanded
fashion.

This process is moving forward, Mr. Chairman. The Government
of Cote d'Ivoire has established a national security council. They
have a security sector refoûn strategy. The U.N., UNOCI, the U.N.
mission in Cote d'Ivoire, is deeply engaged in promoting security
sector reform. The United States is supporting that effort through
provision of advisors. The justice sectoris in-the process of beiág
rebuilt. And Cote d'Ivoire has had successful elections both legisla-
tive and municipal and will be heading toward a critically impor-
tant election in 2015 in the Presidency.

It is important, going forward, that that process of reconciliation
be accompanied by accountability; accountability for those who
committed crimes during the post-electoral crisis. And as we dis-
cuss this issue with our lvoirian friends, we have said that it is im-
portant that the national process be credible and transparent and
that Cote d'Ivoire, at the same time, work with the International
Criminal Court on the international process to assure account-
ability and transparency because that is really the only way to
achieve reconciliation, and without reconciliation, Cote d'Ivoire's
economic recovery cannot proceed effectively, Mr. Chairman.

Senator KerNn. Thank you, Ambassador McCulley.
Ambassador Swan, a question about economics and natural re-

sources in the DRC. How would you characterize U.S. and other ef-
forts, multinational attempts, to stem adverse impacts of illicit re-
source extraction in eastern Congo? I know Dodd-Frank contained
a special reporting requirement with respect to this. Is that a use-
ful tool or something that would make us feel good but that would
not ultimately serve the purpose? And is there more that we can
do that is calibrated toward accomplishing the right objective?

Ambassador Sw¿N. Thank you very much, Senator.
Congo is a deeply resource-rich country, and if those resources

can be properly channeled, developed, and exploited for the benefit
of the people, this can truly be an engine of growth not just for the
country but for the broader region.

Unfortunately, in many cases, certain minerals, known widely as
"conflict minerals," have regrettably contributed, in fact, to cycles
of violence and actually financed militia forces and others.
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The provisions ofDodd-Frank, indeed, are designed to get at that
by seeking to provide greater traceability and accountability of
minerals entering the broader economic system.

The United States has supported and encouraged firms that are
operating in Congo to comply with the provisions of this legislation.
Their initial reporting requirement will be due in 2014 and we
have urged American firms to develop the necessary information in
order to be able to respond to that requirement of the legislation.

Moreover, through the U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment, we have been working on a partnership arrangement that in-
cludes both NGOs, civil society organizations, and firms that are
operating in the minerals sector in Congo as a way to develop fur-
ther information about additional steps that could be taken to try
to ensure that conflict minerals do not enter the broader economic
stream.

It continues also to be an issue that we raise regularly with the
Congolese Government as an important issue that will require
their continued and ongoing attention.

Senator Kewn. Thank you, and I am going to now turn the gavel
back over to the Chair who has his own questions.

The Cuernue,N [presiding]. Well, thank you very much. I wanted
to relieve Senator Kaine so he can go vote. We have a series of up
to seven votes. So we are a little bit between and betwixt.

One or two final questions. Unless there are members who wish
to do so, we can excuse this panel.

Mr. Wagar, you are familiar, becauge you and I had an oppor-
tunity to discuss the case of Shane Todd who is a U.S. citizen who
was lost and who died in Singapore. And it is an important case
to us. And I would hope that upon your confirmation, you would
raise this issue. We have come a long way with the Singaporeans
in this from where we started, but it is a continuing case that not
only the Chair but Senator Baucus as well as Senator Tester,
whose citizen home State is from-is an important issue. So I as-
sume that we can count on you to continue to pursue that case
upon yorlr becoming the Ambassador.

Mr. W¿.c¿n. Absolutely, Senator.
The CrnrnvrnN. I just met with the Japanese Ambassador be-

cause we are going to be having a trip to Japan during the August
recess. And I was asking him what are your goals here because I
understand you and the Singaporeans are getting together as it re-
lates to TPP. And they have been good allies and certainly good
economic partners at the end of the day. But I wonder sometimes
what their goal is at the end of the day to try to pursue a mutual
effort as it relates to their strategic pursuit in TPP. So he was very
diplomatic, but he basically gave me harmonization of global rules
which, of course, \rye are for harmonization of global rules, but how
they cut depends a great deal.

So I want to commend that to your attention because, obviously,
there are a lot of concerns here domestically by the domestic auto-
motive industry, and yet there are other opportunities in many
parts of our sector. So this is going to be, I think, one of the critical
assignments that you will have even though you are not going to
be negotiating the whole TPP, but you are going to be having a bi-
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lateral relationship in which our messaging is going to be very im-
portant. So I look forward to your efforts in that regard.

Mr. W¡c¡R. Thank you, Senator, and I look forward to working
with this committee.

The Cn¡mlrAN. No\4r, with reference to Mr. Sepulveda's posi-
lì^- -^--^+,,ì^Í:^-.^ r^ -ll ^f --^--- -^*.:-^!:^-^ r rl:-t-u¡vr¡-!vrrËr4ù4¡qülv¡rÐ uv 4rr v¡ Jwu u¡r Jwu¡ trurllttliaulullÞ. t LrtltrI
Senator Kaine may have pursued this, but I want to get a sense
of whether you think your challenges were heightened as a result
of Mr. Snowden's actions? And if so, how do we continue to over-
come those challenges? Because obviously it is in the global inter-
est of the United States playing a global leadership position in this
regard in telecommunications and information technology in the
world. So what do you think will be your challenge? And I apolo-
gize if you already addressed this question, but it is important to
me.

Mr. SspuLvEDA. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the
question.

As you know, in the short term, obviously, this raises a number
of diplomatic challenges. The President has reached out at the
highest levels to our colleagues abroad. The Secretary has as well
to ensure that the intelligence communities work with each other
on those questions relative to what nations can do to protect them-
selves in an age of mass information and the Internet.

As it relates specifically to the economic aspects of our work and
the diplomatic work that we do abroad, our goal is to retain an
international, global, functional, and open network. And I think as
more information comes out about how these different areas of gov-
ernânce play in terms of how our Government deals with these sit-
uations, you will see that we remain the strongest champion for
Internet freedom in the world, whether that be the freedom to en-
gage in commerce or the freedom to engage in discourse, assembly,
speech. And that is the message that we are taking out to the
world.

Particularly as it relates to the developing world, I know you are
deeply concerned about much of the developing world particularly
in Latin America. We have hrrilt very strong relationships in Co-
lombia, Chile, and elsewhere and are working with our côlleagues
in Brazil to get a united and regional understanding of the virtues
and value of having an open lnternet, of having open communica-
tions, and having an open platform for entrepreneurship.

So in the short term, yes, the disclosures have led to some degree
of diplomatic difficulty, but we believe that through continued dis-
course, through open engagement at the highest levels throughout
both the national security community and our economic channels,
that we will continue to be able to protect what is the most revolu-
tionary communications system the world has ever seen, which is
the Internet.

The C¡r¿muAN. Mr. McCulley, let me ask you. How do you view
the success of the Cote d'Ivoire Government in reviving the econ-
omy of the country and particularly in creating employment espe-
cially for demobilized former combatants?

Ambassador McCullny. Thank you for the question, Mr. Chair-
man.
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I think the Ivoirian Government has made enormous strides in
bringing the country back from a position of considerable decline.
Cote d'Ivoire, before the coup in 1999, represented about 80 percent
of the West African Monetary Union's gross GDP. That had fallen
considerably over 10 years of crisis. It has now has come back to
the point where Cote d'Ivoire represents 40 of the West African
Monetary LJnion's GDP. I think that is a signal and a symbol of
President Ouattara's success in building an economic team to ad-
dress Cote d'Ivoire's economic decline.

But you are correct. In order to proceed to the most difficult part
of demobilization, disarmament, and reintegration, it is critically
important to provide jobs for the some 64,000 ex-combatants who
need to be demobilized. And so the government needs to do more
particularly in creating conditions that attract investment espe-
cially in the agricultural sector to grow the economy.

Senator, if confìrmed, my goal will be to continue that dialogue
with the Government of Cote d'Ivoire to encourage them to take
greater steps to combat corruption, take greater steps to create a
better investment climate, a more transparent public procurement
process so that Cote d'Ivoire can benefit from its considerably ad-
vantages, a great port, a significant cocoa sector, to grow its econ-
omy to create the kind of jobs that will provide employment for the
number of ex-combatants, to continue with economic recovery, and
to conclude this important process of political and economic rec-
onciliation, Senator.

The Cn¿rnMAN. And finally, Mr. Swan, what do you think
about-the President has appointed a special envoy to the Great
Lakes region. Given the heightened interest in the conflict in the
eastern DRC, in your view how successful have past appointments
of special envoys been in focusing the U.S. Government's attention
on the Great Lakes conflict? And what more can we do to elevate
this issue?

Ambassador Sw¿¡t. Thank you very much, Senator, for the ques-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, former Senator Feingold's appointment as a spe-
cial envoy for the Great Lakes I think is a further signal ofthe ad-
ditional attention that the united states-

The CH¿rnvrAN. Excuse me. I am sorry.
I want to hear your answer and I cannot do it when staff was

talking in my ear. So go ahead.
Ambassador SweN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The appointment of

former Senator Feingold as a special envoy for the Great Lakes I
think is a strong additional signal of U.S. interest in the Great
Lakes region and particularly in trying to help the region resolve
the conflict in eastern Congo.

It should not be seen, however, as an isolated measure being
taken by the United States. We have also seen just last week Sec-
retary Kerry's personal engagement by convening a meeting at the
ministerial level in New York. And that meeting itself should be
seen in the context of a broader international effort to bring further
attention to this problem set. An international effort reflected par-
ticularly in a framework agreement, was concluded among the
countries of the region. That has been reinforced by recent travel
of the U.N. Secretary General to the region, by the appointment of
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a U.N. special envoy, former Irish President Mary Robinson, and
by efforts through the Security Council to ensure that there is a
more robust capability of the peacekeeping operation there.

So despite the, frankly, huge challenges that we see still in east-
ern Congo and in the Great Lakes region, there is an intensified
energy and new focus .-'l ñ"^h believe that the appoint-
-e"t-"or só*eo"e of ihä'i,ärit"' äi¿''itä'¿óép-r."oiviã¿ile 

"r'Ãiriõarepresented by Russell Feingold adds to that and will, indeed, con-
tribute to our efforts to assist in resolving the situation.

The Cru¡nueN. On a different topic, what about the election
process? We put a lot of effort in 2006. It turned out to be a pretty
successful election process. In 2011, there was a lot of dispute and
concern about the results. How do we move forward and prepare
for the appropriate. next set of elections that ultimately can úeate
a serrse rif sorrfiderrse arrd [rarrsparency and honesty in the process?

Ambassador SweN. Mr. Chairman, the 2006 elections were quite
successful. I think that a good deal of the reason for that was re-
lated to catalytic U.S. involvement several years in advance in
terms of assisting the Congolese both with the constitutional re-
form process and with putting in place a capable electoral commis-
sion and drafting electoral legislation. So I think the lesson of
2006-and I think it is a lesson that we learned in other electoral
cases also-is that engagement must happen as far upstream as
possible to help shape the whole environment around which the
elections will take place.

And I believe that there is an opportunity, as rye now look out
to planned regional and provincial elections in 20L4 or 2015, then
the next Presidential election in 2016, that if we are able to engage
early, along with other partners, in support of the Congolese, that
we do have an opportunity to help them shape this to be a much
more successful election. But we will need to engage early. I can
assure you, Senator, that if I am confirmed for this position, that
will be a high priority for me.

The CnernrteN. I appreciate hearing that.
Well, I understand there are no members that were seeking to

at least appear and ask questions. There is a variety of votes going
on. So with the thanks of the committee to all of yorr for yorrr wìll-
ingness to serve, the record will remain open until the close of busi-
ness today. Ifthere are any questions, lve urge you to answer them
because it is the Chair's intention to seek to place these nominees
at a business meeting toward the end of the week so that we can
get you on to your posts and begin to represent Amedca abroad.
And we thank you all for joining us.

The Chair will call the committee into recess so that the tranche
of votes that are presently before the floor can be voted on by mem-
bers. And then Senator Markey will return and chair the final
panel of nominees here. So we ask those nominees to bear with us
as \Me deal with votes on the floor. Until then, the committee
stands in recess.

IRecess.]
Senator Menxny lpresiding]. We will re€onvene the comrnittee,

and we will begin by hearing from John Phillips. He is the grand-
son of Italian immigrants. He is a leading attorney and litigator.
His ability to negotiate and his legal acumen will serve the United
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States very well. We recognize you, Mr. Phillips, for an opportunity
here to address the committee.

STATEMENT OF atOHN R. PHTLLIPS, OF THE DTSTRICT OF CO.
LT.'MBIA, TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THE ITALIAN REPT]BLIC,
AND TO SERYE CONCI.IRREIVTLY AND \ryITTIOUT ADDITIONAL
COMPENSATION AS AMBASSADOR TO THE REPT.]BLIC OF
SANMARINO
Mr. Pnrlr,rps. Thank you, Senator.
Let me start out by first congratulating you on your recent elec-

tion. I understand this is your first hearing.
Senator M¡Rxsv. Sitting in this chair.
Mr. Pnrr,r,rps. Sitting in this chair. And so it is a privilege and

honor for me to be your first witness of your first hearing.
Senator MeRxav. Thank you.
Mr. Pnrr,rrps. It is a great honor to appear here today.
First, I want to acknowledge my wife of 40 years, Linda Doug-

lass, who spent many years up here covering this Congress as the
chief Capitol Hill correspondent for ABC News, and my daughter,
Dr. Katie Byrd, an emergency room doctor at George Washington
University Hospital, and her husband Keith, a fi.re and explosives
investigator here in the District. I am proud to have them with me
here today. I am grateful for their love and their support.

The United States and ltaly enjoy a robust and vibrant relation-
ship, something that was on full display when President
Napolitano visited President Obama in the White House as re-
cently here as last February. And Secretary of State Kerry recently
made Rome the centerpiece of his first trip to Europe as Secretary
of State.

But as strong as the ties are between our leaders, the bonds be-
tween our people are what make the relationship stand out. More
Americans visit ltaly each year, about 5 million, than visit any
other non-English speaking country. When it comes to studying
abroad, ltaly remains a top choice of American students, with some
35,000 a year. What is more, 20 million Americans trace their an-
cestry back to ltaly. Italian Americans have been some of the most
outstanding contributors to the growth and success of our country
in a wide variety of fields.

While it may not be apparent-my last name is Phillips-I am
one of those 20 million Americans with Italian ancestors. My
grandparents, Angelo Filippi and Lucy Colussy, left their villages
in Friuli of northern Italy to come to America over 100 years ago.
They settled down in a small town near Pittsburgh where others
from their hometown in Italy had come before them. When my fa-
ther's older brother, my Uncle Louie, went to school for the first
time, the teacher showed him how to write Filippi in English:
"Phillips." So my brothers and my cousins and I have always re-
gretted losing our distinctive Italian heritage.

My interest in Italy and in the United States-Italian relations
has grown over the years from an initial desire to connect with my
roots to personal engagement committed to bringing our t'üvo na-
tions closer together. This effort has brought me to Italy 50 times
in the last decade alone. I have had the honor of serving as a trust-
ee of the American Academy in Rome, perhaps the preeminent in-
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stitution in Europe promoting United States-Italian cultural ex-
change. I also learned a great deal about ltalian local government
and cultural and historic preservation when I, in 2001, invested in
an abandoned group of five 80O-year-old houses in Tuscany and
worked over an 8-year period to bring them back to life, always
*ì-.ìf,,ì ^f .-d f.ilhf,,l +^ +t ^ -o-i^-'o 6-^,,¡ -,,r+,,-^r ^-J L:-+vr, *rrs r+¡v¡rlt.i 1,u, l,iit rüË¡.urt ü fluuu Lu¡Luiaai a¡ru rrrsi,oflc
heritage.

I believe my professional career as a lawyer involved in public
policy issues over 40 years has prepared me well for this chal-
lenging ne\M assignment. In 1970, I cofounded one of the first Ford
Foundation-funded public interest law firms which, for two dec-
ades, successfully brought important cases on public policy issues.

In thc mid-1980s, I worked closely with Senàtor Charles Grass-
ley and Congressman Howard Berman to strengthen the Civil-War-
era False Claims Act, which v/as designed to root out fraud against
the taxpayers. Since 1986, when President Reagan signed the
amendments that we worked on together into law, more than $55
billion has been recovered by the United States Government from
companies that defrauded it. My firm, Phìllips & Cohen, is respon-
sible for about 20 percent ofthose recoveries, or $11 billion.

In 2009, I was appointed by President Obama to serve as chair-
man of the President's Commission on White House Fellowships,
considered by many to be the Nation's premiere fellowship pro-
gram. While I have not previously served as a diplomat, I believe
my experience in public policy and public service will serve me well
in leading our mission and engaging ltaly on a full range of issues.

That engagement is a crucial job. Italy is a ìeader ánd contrib-
utor to peacekeeping missions worldwide and has comrnitted to
continuing its leadership role in western Afghanistan as part of the
NATO mission in that country. Italy works hard with us to find
resolutions to violence and unrest in many parts of the globe, in-
cluding Syria and the Middle East. Italy is also an important part-
ner for building regional stability in North Africa. W'e are grateful
that Italy hosts approximately 15,000 U.S. military personnel at
United States and NATO military bases on Italian soil.

In an increasingly globalized Tvorld, economic ties with Italy re-
main important for the health of the United States economy. The
United States remains the largest source of foreign investment in
Italy. If confìrmed, I wouìd promote United States exports to Italy
and support the lransatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
as a way to boost economic growth in the United States and the
EU.

Once again, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank
you for this opportunity. I am humbled and honored to receive this
nomination. If confirmed, I look forward to working with this com-
mittee and the other Members of Congress in advancing United
$lates pqlicy and interests in Italy and in the Republic of San
Marino. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Phillips follows:]

PnnpAnn¡ SrarnunN,r o¡'Jorr¡ R. P¡rrllrps
Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee, it is a g'reat honor

to appear before you today. I want to express my g'ratitude to President-Obama and
Secretary Kerry for the trust and confìdence they have placed in me with this nomi-
nation to serve as the next U.S. Ambassador to Italy and to the Republic of San
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Marino. I also want to acknowledge my wife of 40 years, Linda Douglass, who spent
many yeãrs up here covering the Congress as the Chief Capitol Hill Correspondent
for ABC News, my daughter, Dr. Katie B.yrd, an enìergenc.v room doctor at Georgê
Washington University Hospital, and her husband, Keith, a fire and expìosives
investigator. I am proud to have them with nre here today and am grateful fot their
love and support.

T'he Unitèil States and Italy enjoy a robust and vibrant relationship-something
that was on full display when ltalian President Giorgio Napolitano visited President
Obama in the Whitê Ffouse this past February. Secre"tary of St"t. Kerry made Rome
a centerpiece ofhis first trip abroad as Secretary and has consulted closely with our
Italian partners since that time.

But as strong as the ties are between our leaders, the bonds between our people
are what make the relationship between the United States and ltaly stand out.
More Anrericans visit ltaly 

"u"ry 
y".t than any other non-Eng.lish spealiing country.

When it comes to studying abroad, Italy remains a top choice of American students.
What's more, more than 20 million Americans trace their ancestry to ltaly. Italian
Americans have been some of the most outstanding contributors to the growth and
success of this countrv in a wide varietv of fields.

While it may not be apparent flr'onr "my last name, Phillips, I am one of those 20
million Americans of Italian desceut. My grandparents, Angelo Filippi and Lucy
Colussy, lefl their villages in the Friuli region of northern ltaly to come to America
to seek a better life. They settled down jn a snrall town near Pittsburgh, where
others from small towns i"n Italy had come before. When my fathey's oldõr t¡rother
went to school flor the first time, the teacher showed him how to write Filippi in
American: Phillips. My brothers, cousins, and I have always regretted losing that
elistinctive Itâliân i{Ìentitv.

Mv interest in ltaly un"d in U.S.-itulian relations has grown over the years-from
an initial desire to connect with my roots, to personal engagenrent committed to
bringing our two nations closer together. For several years now. I have had the
honor of serving as a trustee of the American Academy in Rome, perhaps the pre.
eminent institution in Europe promoting U.S.-ItaliBn cultural exchange. I also
learned a great deal about ltalian local government and cultural preservation when
I invested in an abandoned group of houÈes in Tuscany and workdd to restore them,
always mindful ofl, and faithful to. the region's proud cultural heritage.

I believe nry professional career as a lawyer involved in public policy issues for
over 40 years has prepared me well for this challenging new assignment. In 1970.
I cofounded one of the first Ford Foundafion-funded public interest law ñrms which,
for two decades, successfully brought importanl cases on major public policy issues.
In the mid-1980s, I worked closely with Senator Chuck Grassley and Congtessman
Howard Berman to strengthen the Federal False Claims Act, which is designed to
root out and deter ftaud against the taxpayers. Since 1986, when President Reagan
sisned the amendments wä worked o.t i.tdo law, more thaî 55 billion dollars häve
be"en recovered bv the U. S. Govei'nment fi'om conrpanies that def?auded it. My firm,
Phillips & Coheó is responsible for recovering $l f b;llion of those 55 billion dollars.

Sinðe 2009, I have been privileged to serve as Chairman ofThe President's Com-
mission on White House Fellowships, considered by many to be the Nation's pre-
miere fellowshio orosram. Each vear the Commission selects 12 to l5 outstanding
candidates to b^e ?utüre leaders óf America and to work for a year at the highesi
levels of government. While I have not previously served as a diplomat, I believe
that, if confirmed, my experience in public policy and public service will serve me
well in leading our mission and engaging Italy on a flull range ofissues.

That engagement is a crucial job. Italy is a leader and contributor to peacekeeping
missions worldwide, and has committed to conlinuing its leadership role in western
Afghanistan as part of the NATO mission in that counlry. Itâly works hard with
us to find resolutions to violence and unrest in many parts of the g.lobe, including
Syria and the Middle East. Italy is also an important partner for building regional
stability in north AÍÌica. We are grateful that Italy hosts approximately 15,000 U.S.
military and civilian personnel at U.S. and NATO military bases on ltalian soil.

In an increasingly glotralized world, economic ties with Italy rémain important for
the health of the U.S. economy. The United States remains the largest source of for-
eign investment in ltaly. If ionfìrmed, I would promote U.S. exports to Italy and
support the Transatlantic Tlade and Investment, Parlnership (TTIP) as a way to
boost economic growth in the United States and the EU.

I would be remiss if I did not mention the relationship between the United States
and San Marino. The United States cooperates closely with this small but proud
nation on many inrportant issues, including the fight against internationai terrorism
and serious crime. We also naintain excellent collaboration in the United Nations
and other international organizations.
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Once again, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. thank vou for this
opportunity. I am humbled and honored to receive this nomination to äelve as the
next U.S. Ambassador to ltal.y and San Marino. If confirmed, I look for-ward to
working with this committee and the other Nlembers of Congress in advancing U.S.
policy and interests in Italy.

Senator Menxry. I thank you very much. You are an excellent
choice to be Ambassador. I am sure your grandparents are very
þ,appy- right now knowiqg that you will go back to ltaly as the
United States Ambassador, something I am sure that thêy could
have never thought possible. But congratulations.

Our next nominee is Kenneth Francis Hackett, the President's
nominee to be Ambassador to the Holy See. He is uniquely quali-
fied to serve as the U.S. Ambassador tõ the Vatican, naiin{ sérved
a long and distinguished career in international human -develop-

ment and relief.
To mention only a few highlights of Mr. Hackett's career, he

served as CEO/President of Catholic Relief Services from 1993 to
2012. He is still an advisor for the University of Notre Dame Insti-
tute of Global Development and was Director of the Millennium
Challenge Corporation ftom2AO4 to 2010.

The election of Pope Francis, the first Pope from the southern
hemisphere, and one who gives every indication of being fully en-
gaged in the pursuit of'social justice, gives Mr. Hackett a unique
opportunity to reengage the Vatican on these issues of pressing
mutual concern. His lifelong dedication to helping the less f'orbu-
nate around the globe and working within Catholic institutions
make him an excellent choice to be our Ambassador to the Holy
See.

And frnally, relevant at least to me and to Mr. Hackett, as a
graduate of Boston College class of 1968, the two of us sit here
today I think amazed that I am chairing and he is being nominated
to represent our country at the Vatican as graduates oi this Jesuit
university up in Boston.

So we welcome you, Mr. Hackett. Whenever you are ready,
please begin.

STATEMEIVT OF HON. KENNETH FRANCIS HACKETT, OF
IUARYI"A¡TD, TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THR HOI,Y SNF:

Mr. Hecxetr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And let me
e,xte,nd my congrâtulations to yorr for yorrr new position. It is won-
derfully ironic that Tve are here together.

It is also a great honor for me to appear here today. I want to
expr_ess my gratitude to President Obama and to Secretary Kerry
for the trust and confiden€e they have placed in me with this nomi-
nation to serve as the next U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See.

Of course, I could not be here today without the love and the
support of my wife, Joan, behind me, my children, Jennifer and Mi-
chael.

Growing up in Boston, I never expected that my life would be
dedicated to international service. My model was my dad, a tele-
phgne worker who returned from World War II, started climbing
poles for the New England Telephone Company, and rose through
the ranks into senior management.

At Boston College, I studied business. You were in the smart
school over at Arts and Sciences, Mr. Chairman. And I thought for
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sure that I would work at a major U.S. corporation after gradua-
tion.

But as chance would have it, in my senior year, a Peace Corps
recruiter convinced a friend and me to sign up for the Peace Corps,
and a few months after graduation, I find myself in Ghana working
in an isolated farming and fishing community. I began my journey
in international service in a very rural area of a place called the
Afram Plains where I was assigned to live at a Catholic mission
with a priest from the former Czechoslovakia. It was 1968, the year
of the Prague Spring. And as we listened on a short wave radio
each night, my host would interpret and explain what was hap-
pening in his country. After SYz wonderful years in Ghana, I knew
that I wanted to dedicate my career to international relief and de-
velopment.

So when I returned home from Ghana, I applied to work for
Catholic Relief Services. Initially they turned me down but I was
not going to give up. And finally I was hired and sent back to West
Africa. I spent 18 years as President and CEO of Catholic Relief
Services and a total of 40 years at the organization. And through-
out those four decades, I encountered many inspired, dedicated,
and heroic people in countries around the world. Whether they
were lay people, clerics, or religious, they exhibited true witness to
faith through acts of compassion during times of hardship and
often physical danger.

During those years, I had numerous opportunities to engage with
leaders of the Catholic Church in countries where CRS works. And
in many cases, my work led me to the Vatican. And as you can
read from my record, I served for many years as a member of the
Pontifrcal Council Cor lJnum, the Holy See's coordinating body for
Catholic charitable endeavors and as the North American Vice
President of Caritas Internationalis, a confederation of national
Catholic charitable entities. I have met frequently with staff and
the leadership of the Secretariat of State at the Holy See and other
offices in the Vatican.

If confirmed, I would expand not only my connections with the
Holy See in Rome, but with Catholic leaders and workers whom I
came to know in over 100 countries over my  Û-year career. Over
the years, I have found that cooperation and communication with
leaders and lay people of other faiths was crucial as well. I look for-
ward to expanding these interreligious ties in advancing U.S. policy
goals.

Recent profound social changes across the world have highÌighted
the important role of religion and religious tolerance in our foreign
policy. The Obama administration considers religious freedom a
strategic national interest and has made it a diplomatic priority.
President Obama has called for integrating religious leaders in the
faith community into the policy process to address the critical glob-
al issues of our day. The Holy See represents, I would suggest, one
of the most significant religious entities able to affect the course of
development around the world. Since President Reagan established
diplomatic relations with the Holy See almost 30 years ago, the
United States and the Vatican have enjoyed strong cooperation on
many issues of mutual importance such as the pursuit of peace,
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interreligious dialogue, environmental protection, spurring human
development, and promoting human rights.

With the Senate's consent, I would look forward to continuing
that work with the Holy See and its global network of dioceses, re-
ligious workers, and charitable and humanitarian agencies on
these critical issues. And let me exçand cn just two areas that are
priorities for the United States and where the global network of al-
lies, including I believe the Catholic Church, is necessary.

The frrst is the area of human traffrcking, an issue where our in-
terests overlap. We have done much with the Holy See already and
we look forward to doing much more on this terrible scourge.

Just recently, the Holy See welcomed President Obama s plan to
reduce greenhouse gas cmissions and to contribute to a resilient,
low-emission world. I believe the President's plan provides a re-
newed opportunity to work more closely on environmental advocacy
with the Holy See.

Once again, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank
you for this opportunity. I am humbled and honored to receive the
nomination to serve as the next U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See.
If confrrmed, I look forward to working closely with you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hackett follows:]

Pnep¡nnr Sr¡reltnttt or K¡NNp,rn FRÄNcIS Hacx¡rr
1\4r. Chairman and members of this distinguished conlmittee, it is a great honor

to appear before you today. I wânt to express my gratitude to PresidentObama and
Secretary Kerry for the trust and confìdence t,hey have placed in me with this nomi-
nation to serve âs the next U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See. Of course, I could not
be here today without the love and support of my wife, Joan, and my chiidren, .Ien-
nifer and Michael.

Growing up, I never expected that my life would be dedicated to international
scrvice. My nrodel wäs nly dad, a telephone wolker who returned f\.om World War
Il, started climbing poles for the New England Telephone Companv, and rose
through the ranks into senior nìanngement. At Boston College, I sludied business
and thought for sure that I would work at a major U.S. corporation after gradua-
tion. But as chance would have it, in my senior year, a Peacè Corps recruiter con-
vinced a fiiend and me to sign up. A few months laær, I found myself in Ghana
working with isolated farming and ñshing comnrunities. I began bry journey in
international service in a very rural village on the Afram Plains where I was
assigned housing at a Catholic mission with a púest from the former Czect,o-
slovakia. This was 1968: the year of the Prague Spring. As we listened to the short
wa,ve radio each,night, my host,would interpret ãnd explain what was happening
in his country. Aftel SVz wonderful yeals in Ghana I knew that I wanted to äêdicatã
my câreer to international relief and development work.

When .l returned home t'rom Ghana, I applied to work at Catholic Relief Services
(CRS). Ini¿iallv. I was turned dtiwn bv CRS but I was oersistent and finallv was
hired and seni back to West Africa. I öpent l8 years as Þresident/CEO of CRS and
a total of 40 years at the organization. Throug'hout those four decades, I encoun-
tered many inspired, dedicaæd, and heroic people in countries around the world.
Whether they were lay people, clerics, or religious, the.y exhibited true witness to
faith through acts trf conrpassion during times of hardship and often physical
danger.

During those years I had numerous opportunities to engage with leaders of the
Catholic Church in countries where CRS works. And in many ca6es, my work led
me to the Vatican. As you carr read irom my record, I served for man_y _years as a
member of the Pontifical Council Cor Unum, the Holy See's coordinatjnþ body for
Catholic charitable endeavors, and as the North American Vice President ofCaritas
Internationalis, the confederation of national Catholic charitat¡le entities. I have met
frequently with staff and leadership in the Secretariat of Stat¿ and other offices of
the Holy See in the Vatican.

If confirned, I would expand not only on my connections with the Holy See in
Rome, but with Caiholic leaders and workers whom l câ.me to know in over 100
countries over my 4O-year career. Ôver the years, I found that cooperation and com-
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munication with leaders and lay people from other faiths was crucial as well. I look
forward to expanding these interreligious ties in advancing U.S. policy goals.

Recent profound social changes across the world have hig'hlighted the important
role of religion and religious tolerance in our foreign policy. The Obama administra-
tion considers religious freedom a strategic national interest and has made it a dip-
lomatic priority. President Obama has called for integrating religious leaders and
the faith community into the policy process to address the critical global issues of
our day. The Holy See represents, I would suggest, one of the nrost significant reli-
gious entities able to affect the course of developments around the world. Since
President Reagan established diplomatic relations with the Holy See almost 30
years ãgô, the United States and the Vatican have enjoyed strong cooperation on
many important issues of mutual interest such as the pursuit of peace, interreli-
gious dialogue, environmental protection, spurring development, and promoting
human rights.

lVith the Senate's consent, I would look for-ward to continuing to work with the
Holy See-and its global network of dioceses, religious workers, and charitable and
human development agencies-on these critical issues and others where we share
a corunon purpose and cause, Let me expand on two areas that are priorities for
the United States, where a global network ofallies, including, I t¡elieve, the Catholic
Church, is necessar¡r for meaningful progl'ess.

Human traffrcking is arÌ issue where our interests clearly overlap. The Holy See
and the United States see trafficking as a human rights issue, and have already
worked closely together to prevent and address this crime. Pope Francis has been
at the forefront of advocacy for concerted international action to combat trafficking
and is a natural partner for us. If confirmed, I will continue to work with the Holy
See on this priority and build on successful programs supported by the Embassy,
Iike the training prog"âms for male and female religious in antitrafficking skills,
strategies, and networking that have made a real difference in this fight.

Just recently, the Holy See welcomed President Obama's plan to reduce green-
house gas emissions and to contribute to a resilient, low-emissions world- I believe
the President's plan provides a renewed opportunity to work more closely on envi-
ronrnental advocacy with the Holy See, a priority issue for the Church, linked to
its goal of safeguarding the world's resources, and making them available equally
to all.

Once again, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this
opportunity. I am humbled and honored to receive this nomination to serve as the
next U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See. If confirrned, I look forward to working with
you and other Members of Congress in advancing U.S. policy and intereets with the
Holy See. I am more than happy to ânswer your questions.

Senator Menrnv. Thank you.
And next is Alexa Lange 

.Wesner. 
As the President of Be One

Texas, Austin, Texas, she has pursued an impressiye career in civic
engagement and public service. She is an accomplished leader and
has successfully built productive civic partnerships among the busi-
ness community, all ìevels of government and civil society. A sea-
soned spokesperson, organizer, and philanthropist with lifelong
multicultural experience and German language ability, Ms. Wesner
will bring essential skills to the task of furthering bilateral rela-
tions with the Government of Austria, a key U.S. partner within
the European Union. I am sure Ms. Wesner \4rill prove an ex-
tremely distinguished United States Ambassador to Austria. Wel-
come and whenever you feel comfortable, please begin.

STATEMEIVI OF ALEXA I,ANGE WESNER, OF TEXAS,
TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA

Ms. Wnsmnn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would like to
echo my colleagues in offering congratulations. Good evening, Sen-
ator Kaine.

I am honored to appear before you as President Obama's nomi-
nee to be the United States Ambassador to the Republic of Austria.
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I am deeply grateful for the confìdence and the trust that Presi-
dent Obama and Secretary Kerry have placed in me. I am humbled
by this opportunity, and if confirmed, I will proudly represent our
country abroad.

With the chai¡man's permission, I would like to acknowledge the
family members who have joined rne today. I partic.ilarly wish to
thank my husband, Blaine, for his unwavering support in thj.s new
endeavor. I would also like to recognize my three young children,
Natalie, Tennyson, and Livia, who are with their grandparents this
evening. My children continue to inspire me to enter public service,
just as they inspired me to take leadership positions in the non-
profit sector, a segment of society that has helped strengthen our
country's democracy through the promotion of civic values.

I come before you today as an accomplished business woman. If
confirmed, I will bring to our Embassy in Vienna more than 15
years of founding leadership in business and not-for-profit endeav-
ors. My prof'essional experience has deepened my appreciation for
international trade and global economic vitality. This experience
will serve me well in promoting United States exports and advo-
cating for United States firms doing business in Austria. I will also
bring to bear my passion for cultivating business and social entre-
preneurship. If confirmed, I will draw upon all my knowledge and
experience to successfully advance United States interests in Aus-
tria and enhance our strong cooperation with this important part-
ner.

If confirmed, I will give the highest priority to ensuring the safe-
ty of the United States citizens living, working, and traveling in
Austria. I will also seek opportunities to enhance our cooperation
and mutual understanding on international security issues, as Aus-
tria plays an important role in international peace and stability.
Austria contributes to peacekeeping missions around the world,
most notably in the Balkans and Lebanon. Austria also contributes
personnel to the International Security Assistance Force mission in
Afghanistan and has pledged resources through 2OL7 to help sus-
tain the Afghan National Security Forces following the 2014 secu-
rìty transitir¡n. I will encolrrage Austria to continue to contribute
to these important security efforts.

If confirmed, I also look forward to continuing our productive dia-
logue with Austria to promote the stability, democracy, prosperity,
and Euro-Atlantic integration efforts of the countries of the west-
ern Balkans region.

While our approaches to regional and international issues may
differ at times, the United States and Austria share many common
values and perspectives. These include a commitment to reducing
the threats posed by climate change and nuclear proliferation, and
the promotion of economic development and environmental sustain-
ability through new and renewable energ'y supplies. We also share
an agenda of broad support for human rights and the rule of law,
stabilization in the western Balkans, and a common vision of peace
and freedom for all.

To build upon these commonalities, if confirmed, I will draw on
my ability to build strong partnerships for a corilnon calrse, uniting
the force of government with the private sector and NGOs. In addi-
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tion, it is my hope that I can help further Austria's dedicated pur-
suit of a tolerant and inclusive society.

Both the United States and Austria currently occupy seats on the
U.N. Human Rights Council. This gives our two countries real op-
portunities to ensure that our mutual aims of global security, pros-
perity, and the protection of human rights are achieved together.
If confirmed, I will work with Austria to encourage the leadership
and innovation it takes to strike that important balance.

Austria is a great friend to the United States. Indeed, this year
we are celebrating our 175th anniversary of diplomatic relations
between our two countries. We have strong trade and investment
in both directions. We are bound together through myriad people-
to-people contacts in business, the arts, education, tourism, and a
host of other exchanges.

If confirmed, I pledge to do my best in advancing America's inter-
ests and values. I look forward to working with this committee and
Congress in that effort.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you today,
and I would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Wesner follows:-l

PREpARED SretsuuNr o¡'Alex¡ L¡Nc¿ WrsNnR

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member, and distinguished members of the
Senate Foreisn Relations Committee.

I anr hono"red to ãppear before you as President Obama's nominee to be the
United States Anrbassador to the Republic ofAustria.

I am deeply grateful for the confidence and tmst thât President Obama and Sec-
retarT Kerry have placed in me. I am humbled by this opportunity, and if confirmed,
I will proudly lepresent our country abroad.

With the chairman's permission, I would like to acknowledge the family menrbers
who have joined me today. I particularly wish to thank my husband, Blaine, for his
unwavering support in this new endeavor. I would also like to recognize my three
young children, Natalie, Terrnyson, and Livia. who are with their grandparents
today. lVIy children continue to inspire me to enter public serwice just as they in-
spired me to take leadership positions in the nonprofit sector, a segment of society
that has helped strengthen our countra's democracy through the promotion of civic
values.

I come before you today as an accomplished businesswoman. If confirmed, I will
bring to our Embassy in Vienna more lhan 15 years of founding leadership in busi-
ness and not-for-profìt endeavors. My professional experience has deepened my
aooreciation for international trade and slobal economic vitalitv. This exoerience
will serve me well in promoting U.S. expórts and advocating foi" U.S. firnìs doing
business in Austria. I will also bring to bear my passion for cultivating business and
social entrepreneurship. Ifconfirmed, I will draw upon all my knowledge and expe-
rience to successfully advance U.S. interests in Auscria and enhance our strong co-
operation with this important partner.

If cor-rfirmed, I will give the highest priority to ensuring the safety of U.S. citizens
living, working, and traveling in Austria. I will also seek opportunities to enhance
our cooperation and mutual understanding on international security issues, as Aus-
tria plays an important role in international peace and stability. Austria contributes
to péacekeeping missions around the world, most notably in the Balkans and Leb-
anon. Austria also contributes personnel to the Intemational Security Assistance
Force mission in Afghanistan. and has pledged resources through 2017 tn help sus-
tain the Afghan National Security Folces following the 2014 seculity transition. I
will encouráge Austria to continue to contribute to these important security efforts.
lf confirmed, I also look forward to continrling our productive dialogue with Austria
to promote the stability, democracy, prosperity, and Euro-Atlantic integration efforts
ofthe countries ofthe Western Balkans region.

While our approaches to regional and inlernational issues may differ at times, the
United States and Austria share many common values and perspectives. These
include a commitment to reducing the threats posed by climate change and nuclear
proliferation, and the promotion of economic development and environmental sus-
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tainability through new and renewable energy supplies. We also share an agenda
of broad support for human rights and the rule of law, stabilization in the Western
Balkans, and a common vision of peace and freedom for all. To build upon these
commonalities, if conflirmed. I will ilraw on nry ability to build strong paitnerships
for a common cause, uniting the force of qovernnrent with the privãtè sector añd
NGOs. in addition, it is my hope that I carihelp further Austria's'dedicated pursuit
of a tolerant and inclusive sociêty.

Both the United States an<i Austria currently occupy seats on the U.N. Human
Rights Council. This gives our two countries real oppbrtunities to ensure that our
mutual aims of global security, prosperity, and the proæction of human rights are
ach_ieved together. If confirnred, I,will work with.Austria to encourage the leãdership
and innovation it takes to strike that important balance.

Austriq is a great friend to the United States. Indeed, this year we are celebrating
the 175th anniversary of diplonratic relations between our two countries. We have
strong trade and investment in both directions. We are bound together through mvr-
iad people-to-people contacts in business, the arts, education, tourism, and a host,
of other exchanges. If confirmed. I pledge to do my best in advancing America's
interests and values. I look forward to working with this committee and Congress
in that ef'f'ort.

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to appear before you today. I would be
happy to answer any questions.

Senator MeRxev. Thank you.
So now we will begin questions from the members, and we will

begin by recognizing Senator Kaine.
Senator Ker¡¡¡. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And it is a treat to be on

this committee with you. Your background as a leader on foreign
relations issues is decades-long, and it is going to be wonderful to
work together in this way.

And to the nominees, congratulations to all of you. I feel personal
connections. I have personal connections to two, and as a Jesuit
educated former missionary in Honcluras, a Jesuit Pope from the
Americas is warming my heart virtually every day, including today
with a front page article that made me very happy in the Wash-
ington Post. So that is all I will editorialize.

But to begin, Mr. Phillips, one of the things that we probably
hear most about with respect to Italy-and I am not on the Europe
Subcommittee of Foreign Relations, but the significant economic
challenges and how they play in terms of the broader eurozone and
the European efforts to frnd a path forward. If you would, just talk
a little bit about the challenge currently facing the Italian Govern-
ment and your sense, as you are getting ready to take this post,
about the tasks ahead of them in dealing with these significant
issues,

Mr. Pnrlr,rps. Thank you for the question, Senator.
These are challenging times for all the EU countries and particu-

larly Italy. It has had a period of nine consecutive quarters of nega-
tive growth. Its GDP today is lower than it was 10 years ago. Italy
has had a strong record of success, but it really has to confront
some of the important issues that will establish growth and estab-
lish opportunity. They have a very high percentage of unemploy-
ment among youth, 40 percent right now. And so the key for Italy
is to increase demand to get more of the companies, the small- and
medium-sized business companies, to have access to credit. They
are not getting access to credit.

Their fìnancial problems did not stem like others did from mort-
gage failures or from exotic financial instruments. It is really cre-
ated from a period of stagnation and no growth. And when they
have, they have had a very high percentage ofloans in trouble with
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Italian banks, and the ltalian banks today have had to increase
their own capital. So they have not been able to make loans to
these small buslnesses that have not been able to hlre people. It
is not unlike a lot of the other EU countries.

I think the real way out here is to figure out how to establish
greater demand in the EU zone. The Transatlantic Trade and In-
vestment Partnership treaty negotiations which are beginning-
have just begun I think are really important for ltaly and for EU.
Everybody will benefit if they can come up with more standardized
ways of exchanging materials and having agreed upon rules. That
is going to be a very ambitious undertaking but I think now they
need the political will to face up to a lot of the things that have
stymied the growth in Italy.

I think the Italian people are resilient. I think they want to find
a \ryay out just like all of EU does. And the ways that we can help
them try to get real progress on the trade agreement and really de-
velop our relationships on trade issues with them so that growth
will expand and more opportunities will expand for them.

Senator Ker¡¡n. Thank yon very much, Mr. Phillips.
Ambassador Hackett, welcome. What an exciting time to be tak-

ing on your role.
And you mentioned religious freedom. I think that is a fertile

ground for work between our government and you in particular and
the Holy See. So much of what we deal with, sadly, on this com-
mittee is starting to take on the tones of sectarian challenges be-
tween religious factions. The hearings that we have on the Middle
East-it often seems that that is at the core. \V'e have Christian
communities, Coptic communities in Egypt, and Christian commu-
nities in Syria. We have Ba'hais in the Middle East and other
smaller segments of the Muslim population that feel oppression. It
is a fundamental value It is in the fïrst amendment for a reason
in our country, the freedom to worship as yorl please and not hav-
ing an established state religion. Our birth of that idea that if you
do not punish or prefer someone for their religious views, you will
do the right thing by government and the right thing by religion
is one ofthe best things about our country.

And I just would like you to talk a little bit more about how you
see working with the Vatican on spreading that message of reli-
gious liberty and religious freedom because I think the partnership
could be a very powerful one.

Mr. Hecxnrr. Thank you very much for the question, Senator.
As I mentioned, this is an important-and I just learned in the

last few weeks in being briefed for this new possible assignment-
an important new part of the Obama administration's agenda. Dip-
lomatic priority is being given to it. Focus is being given to it. And
it offers a great opportunity both through collaboration and joint ef-
forts with the Holy See, of which there have already been some,
but they can be expanded far beyond where they are now particu-
larly if it is given a priority within the administration.

But even beyond that, in my understanding of where the Holy
See sees this kind of issue, it takes it beyond just collaboration in
a one-path way to engagement in interfaith as well as ecumenical
efforts and to put behind those efforts real type of collaborations
and not just dialogue. So we can work together with Jewish grcups
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and Muslim gïoups around taking care of refugees who have left
Syria. This is where you put the heart into the whole religious lib-
erty and freedom question. So I believe 'rye can do much, much
more in that regard, and I have to believe that the door is open
on the Holy See as wel1.

Senator K¡r¡¡n. Everything I have seen from the Holy See in the
last few months would suggest that that would be a topic of great
interest to them as well. And I will look forward to watching yoirr
progress in that way.

Ms. Wesner, fìnally, one of the things I think is interesting about
Austria is not only the bilateral United States to Austria-and they
have been a very strong ally-but also that Vienna is a city that
is a very international city and a lot of international organizations
like OPEC and others are headquartered there.

The one that I am really focused on that is going be getting an
awful lot of attention is the U.N.'s International Atomic Energy
Agency, the inspectors. You know, we spend probably more time in
this committee talking about the Iranian nuclear threat than vir-
tually any other issue. The United States has to have a strong,
credible military response to not allowing Iran to get nuclear rtreap-
ons. We have to continue powerful sanctions. But there is no sub-
stitute ultimately for good diplomacy because I do not imagine Iran
or any other country is ever going to back away from something be-
cause somebody else made them. There has to be strong diplomacy.
There is going to be a new President of Iran in on Saturday who
was elected with a strong and surprising majority vote from a pub-
lic that was demonstrating a desire for reengagement with the
West and with the United States. And I think the role of the U.N.
agencies and particularly the IAEA in Vienna could be very power-
frn.

So I just want to encourage and then if you have any comments
on it, I would love to hear. I just really want to encourage, take
advantage of those other international partners in the inter-
national city of Vienna because some of them are-OPEC also will
be playing very critical roles to broader global peace efforts in the
comlng years.

Ms. WnsNpR. Senator Kaine, thanks for the comment. I could not
agree with you more. We have a trimission in Vienna. There are
three missions there, the United Nations and then the OSCII and
the bilateral relationship, the Embassy, of course, and other inter-
national organizations that are there. And working with them is
going to be very important, if confirmed. I know that I and col-
leagues at the trimissions will be working with those agencies.

Senator Kerua. Great. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Senator M¿nxov. I thank the gentleman.
Let me just follow up on Senator Kaine's question going to Aus-

tria again and its international role as a place where enerry policy
is created and ask you about natural gas in Austria. About 51 per-
cent of its natural gas comes from Russia. And one of the issues,
of course, that we have is this ongoing effort by Russia to use nat-
ural gas as an economic weapon and, as a result, a political weap-
on. The central European gas hub is located in Austria, and the
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Russian Government has been seeking to purchase a 5O-percent
control or more of that.

So I guess what I was wondering about was, from your perspec-
tive, what the role do you think the United States can play with
Austria in helping to create an alternative energy view that can
help Austria and heìp other countries to break this kind of vicelike
control which the Russians seek to use as part of their natural gas
political stratery.

Ms. Wns¡¡pn. Thank you, Senator, for the question. It is a very
important issue.

As you know, Austria's petroleum company, OMV, was recently
the lead support of a project, one of two competing pipelines. They
were leading the Nabucco West pipeline to get gas from the Cas-
pian Sea. Now, in June the consortium did not choose the Nabucco
West pipeline, and since OMV has stated that they will now ex-
plore production and exploration in the Black Sea.

It is a very important issue for the United States and for Aus-
tria<nergy diversification. And the Embassy has done great work,
and if confirmed, I wilì continue that great work to work with the
Austrian eners¡ officials to work on their diversifrcation of their
sources and their roots as a form of energy security. It is very im-
portant.

Senator MeRxsv. Thank you.
Mr. Phillips, could we talk a little bit about nuclear weapons in

Italy and the role that the United States has in partnering with
Italy on this issue and get your perspective in terms of the role
which Italy plays as a security partner with the United States, not
just in nuclear weapons deployment but also in terms of the mili-
tary bases which are there in Italy and the role which it plays in
helping to project American power?

Mr. PHrllrps. Well, with respect, Senator, to nuclear weapons
under the NATO program, that is not something I am fully briefed
of. That is more of a NATO issue and stationing of nuclear weap-
ons in the country. I certainly will look into it and be glad to get
back to you with respect to that regarding policy.

Italy has been a tremendous partner with the United States on
defense-related issues. It has played a critical role because of its
strategic location especially. If you go back in the 1990s in Bosnia,
the three major bases that are now stationed in ltaly-American
bases and NATO bases-have been utilized very effectively to pro-
vide safeguard and defense both there, Afghanistan-they are
great partners in Afghanistan. There are 3,000 troops there now.
They have made a commitment post-2014 to commit to spend 120
million euros a year and have their own troops there on the train-
ing of the Afghan forces after we exit. They have been very helpful
and active in north Africa, in Liþa, given their longstanding rela-
tionship. They were part of a no-fly zone.

It is a critical relationship for us and for all the NATO countries.
And Italy has been very forthcoming and very supportive. And if
confrrmed and I am serving there as an Ambassador for the United
States, I will want to really continue to develop that relationship
because it has been so important to us.

Senator Menrov. Good. Thank you.
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Mr. Hackett, the Pope, the new Pope, has been now speaking
about the poor of the world in a way which I think is refreshing
for many people on the planet. Could you give your insight as
someone who ran one of the major Catholic Relief organizations
what you think might be a partnership that the United States
could create with the Vatican and perhaps even with Catholic Re-
lieforganizations to better serve the poor people ofthis planet?

Mr. Hecxnrr. I think we have all been deeply impressed at what
Pope Francis has been saying in a lot of different areas..We 

have had a longstanding relationship between the develop-
ment and relief efforts of our Government with Catholic organizâ-
tions throughout the world. There is much more that could be done.
The network of Catholic hospitals, Catholic development groups,
Catholic charitable groups is enormous. It stretches from the cap-
ital cities into the most rural and isolated areas. And I believe that
the people at USAID and other people in the administration, Mil-
lennium Challenge Corporation that I was associated with for a
while, recognize that capacity. And I just see the time being right
to expand it and to move it even further, adding dimensions of reli-
gious freedom, human rights to long-term development efforts.

Senator M¿Rrnv. Thank you.
The gentleman from Virginia, do you have any additional ques-

tions?
Senator K¿tNo. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator M¡Rxnv. Why do we not do this? I would like to give

each one of you 1 minute just to summarize from your perspective
the job that you are asking for the United States Senate to confirm
you to, and just give us your 1-minute summation. We will begin
with you, if we could, Ms. Wesner.

Ms. WnsNun. Certainly. Thank you so much for allowing us the
opportunity to talk about that.

You know, Austria-United States relations are rrery strong. As I
said, it is the 175th anniversary of our bilateral cooperation. We
are tþeir fourth-largest trading partner. There are approximately
340 United States companies doing business in Austria. Yet, we do
not want to be complacent as it relates to the economic issues of
our time.

If confirmed, I would like to increase trade and use T'TIP as a
tool to do so. I would like ta further the security cooperation that
my predecessor has begun. And I would like to continue the dia-
logue on energy security, very important. And last, I would like to
harness my experience as an entrepreneur. I view entrepreneur-
ship not only as an export but as an American value as it relates
to individual empowerment, to regional security, and to global
growth.

Thank you.
Senator MeRxnv. Mr. Hackett.
Mr. H¿.cxnrr. Mr. Chairman, as you and Senator Kaine have

recognized, this is a very unique and poignant time in regard to the
relations between our country and the Holy See with the new Pope.
The relations are strong and good and longstanding. The Holy See
has no battalions, has no nuclear arsenals, but it has credibility
and influence around the world, as you well know. I believe that
this is a time where we can enhance and expand our contacts with
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the Holy See in important areas, areas such as the care of refugees,
conflict resolution, trafïicking of persons, wider religious freedom
issues, and of course, dealing with the insidious problems of pov-
erty that still infect so many communities around the world. It is
an opportunity for us to take our message to them and expand on
what is already happening.

Senator M¿nxsv. Mr. Phillips.
Mr. Pnrlr,rps. Well, what I would like to do, if con{irmed as Am-

bassador, is first to work with the mission there. It is a large mis-
sion. There are 500 people in Italy alone and it is so important to
establish the relationships with everybody, everybody working on
the same page, everybody understanding what the goals ahead are
and moving ahead. Morale is very important and you have to have
a strong team to achieve all ofyour objectives.

I think the security issues that we talked about are going to be
a fundamental focus to sustain that relationship, to improve it.
Italy is such a strategically located country with respect to north-
ern Africa and southern Europe, and we have to maintain and con-
tinue to develop that relationship.

But third, Italy is such an arnazing place. That peninsula-you
think about 2,000 years what has gone on in ltaly. They have prob-
ably delivered more to civilization to benefit civilization in the
world than any place in the world. When you go to the Pantheon
in Rome and you see 2,000 years old. Look at that amazing engr-
neering and brilliance and genius that produced this. And you look
at everything else that has gone on in Italy from the Renaissance
to art, this is an amazing place. These people who live there now
on the Italian peninsula inherit this. They have a great opportunity
ahead.

What I would like to see as Ambassador is to help get their econ-
omy
jobs,
And

gorng
create

with our joint efforts on our trade agreements, create
demand so Italy feels very secure going into the future.

I think they have a great future ahead
Senator Menrnv. Well, thank you.
Senator Kaine, anything?
Senator KerNa. Congratulations.
Senator M¿Rxpv. Ms. Wesner, I think you did a fantastic job.

Thank you for being here, and we know you are going to represent
our country very well.

Ms. WpsNnn. Thank you, Senator.
Senator M¿Rrnv. I think we are sending a dream team here, Mr.

Hackett and Mr. Phillips, to Rome and to ltaly, and you can just
see it in this hearing. And we thank you both for your willingness
to serve our country. We thank you. I think we are sending Amer-
ica's finest to Italy with the pair of you. Thank you.

So we thank everybody for your attention to this hearing.
And for the other members, questions for the record must be

filed by the close of business today if any committee member or
staff wishes to pose questions to the witnesses. And we request
that each of the members respond promptly to that request.

So with that, we wish you all Godspeed in your mission, and this
hearing is adjourned.

lWhereupon, at 6:50 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.J
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AonrrroNel QunsuoNs evr ANswpns SusMmrED FoR'rnu Rpcono

RespoNsps or Merrnew BARZUN to QuusttoNs Suer'rrrreo
uv S¡;r.l¡r'on RoeuRI lVlu¡lel¡¡z

Qztestíon. It was been 15 years since the Good Friday Accords were signed, a tri-
umph many thought impossible. Whiie there has been peace, nrany wãuld argue
that it has been a colti peace and that ihe politicai peace that was expected to grow
over time from the Accords has not, in fact, taken root. Deep rooted diiides continue
to exist between the Catholic and Protestant communities, These divides are exacer-
bated by events like the annual Protestant street parades through traditionally
Catholic neighborhoods in Belfast. A decision this year by the Parades Commission
to alter the route away from these neighborhoods set off 5 days of protests by
Protestant loyalists. ln" the wake of thã riots. members ofl the" legisläture havä
agreed to forrn an all-party group aimed at addressing hot-button issues such as
parades. The all-party process will be chaired by Richard Haass, a former U.S. spe-
cial envoy to Northenr Ireland.

. lYhat role can the United States play in helping to resolve these tensions and
to support the peace? Do you anlicipate working closely with Envoy Haass on
these issues?

Answer. The United States has ¡emained strongly engaged both politically and
economically with Northern Ireland for decades. The administratioñ continues to
support lhe vision that was set out in the Good Friday and subsequent agreements.
The Ðepartnent maintains oìil support through the U.S. Consulate General in Bel-
fast, through contributions to the Internatiõnal Fund for lreland, and through
strong and vibrant academic and cultural exchanges with ihe people of Ireland añd
Northern Ireland. Over the past year, the administration has incrèased cooperation
in science and technology with Ireland and Nor¿hern Ireland through the U.S.-
lreland R&D Par-tnership, which is working to accelerate economic development and
research bv encouraging collaboration between United States, frish, and Northern
Irish scientists and industries to bring innovations to market. The United States
will continue to fully support Northern Ireiand as it works to build a brighter future
for its people-

In his capacity as the independent chair of the All-Party Talks, Dr. Richard Haass
will be assisting Northern lreland leaders address historically divisive issues such
as parades and protests, flags, symbols, emblems. and issues related to the past to
encourage conrmunity reconciliation. While he is not a U.S. envo_y, the Embassv in
London and the Consulate General in Belfast are plepared to ofFer Dr. Haass ãnd
the All-Party Group every support in this endeavor. On Julv 15, Vice President
Biden spoke with Dr. Haass, as well as First Minister Robinson and Deputy First
Minister McGuinness, to welcome the launch of an All-Partv Group process and to
express the full support of the United States. As President-Obamä êaid in Belfast
in June, it is essential Northern Ireland leaders tackle sensitive issues to create a
lasting and prosperous peace in Northern lreland. The administration stands ready
to assist the political parties in this crucial work. If confirmed as Ambassador to
the United Kingdom, I will ensure the Embassy in London and our consulate in Bel-
fast renrain fully engagecl in advancing reconciliation and the peace process.

Qtrcstion. The United States has relied on British military aupport, in the gulf
war, the NATO air war over Serbia, the war in Iraq. Lib_ya. and the ISAF mission
in Afghanistan-it is a visible manifestation of "the sþeciaf relationship" in the post-
cold-war world. This spring, there were reports thãt t,he Cameron-governmãnt's
budget cutting might reduce the defense budget below 2 percent of Gross Domestic
Product. Ongoing cuts have already led to the Ministry ofDefense losing 30,000 per-
sonnel and the elimination of major weâpons systems.

¡ Mr. Barzun, are you concerned about the United Kingdom's ability over the
medium or long ternì to participate in military actions to address challenges
overseas, and what's the significance for "the special relationship" with ihe
United States?

Answer. IÊ confirmed, it is certainly an issue on which I intend to engage. The
United States-United Kingdom special relationship is grounded in our sliaied his-
tory, values, and traditions. It remains as vibrant and as relevant todav as it has
ever been. We count on each other, and the world counts on our alliance. The
administration is in constant communication at all levels of government and work
together on a wide range of political, econonric, and security isÈues. And we respond
in like fashion to the shared challenges we face around the globe: on lran, Syria.
Middle East Peace, Mali, and instability elsewhere in Africa, terrorist threats, and
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humanitarian crises. The United Kingdom is our closest, ând one of the most capâ-
ble, NATO allies. It is also one of the few countries in NATO that continues to meet
the 2 percent of GDP defense spending target. I am gratified by Chancellor George
Osborne's recent announcement that the United Kingdom would continue to meet
this importanf target through 2016, thus demonstrating the kind of leadership we
count oñ the United Kingdom to show at NATO. The United Kingdom plays a vital
role in NATO's most important mission, ISAF, and within NATO HQ iÈ focused on
improving the effìciency ofNATO structures so they are as efficient as possible.

The United States-Uniæd Kingdom defense relationship is as strong as ever. The
administration honors the commitment and sacrifice of the U.K.'s soldiers and civil-
ians who serve alongside our forces in Afghanistan and around the world. We are
comnritted to working with the U.K. Armed Forces to help ensure they remain a
full-spectrum defense and security paltner, maintain interoperability with U.S.
forces, and continue to lead in the full range of NATO missions.

RnspoNsps or Srpve LrNrcx'ro QuesrroNs St¡sNrrrr¿l
ey SeNA,Ton Roennir Mnr.¡eNrez

Questíon. Both the OIG and the Bureau of Diplomatic Security conduct investiga-
tions into allegations ofpassport and visa fraud and investigaæ alleged misconduct
by State Depârtmen¿ employees. Over the years, this practice has led to concerns
about duplication eif effort, conflicting investigations, and competition Êor jurisdic-
tion.

. How will you ensure that these two organizations work in a complementary
fashion?

Answer. If confirmed, I will meet on a regular basis with senior management offi-
cials from the Bureau of Diplomatic Securitv and other affected ofïìces to ensure
that investigations are conrplementary, adequately supported, and appropriately
leveraged. To that end, I will work to ensure that OIG investigative resoutces are
used wisely and efficiently, which will include an assessment of how to avoid dupli
cation ofeffort, conflicting investigations, and competition forjurisdiction.

Questíon. [n January 2013, the OIG released a report highly critical ofthe Broad-
casting Board oÊ Governors tBBG)-an institution whosè FYIS budget exceeded
$750 million. The report cited a dysfunctional structure, Iimited Board oversight of
the institution, and inadequate self-governance policies, among other issues.

. What steps will you take to follow up on this report?
Answer. I have read the January 2013 OIG inspection report and its recommenda-

tions. I recognize that oversighl of the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) is
an important part of OIGs mission. If confirmed, I will work to ensure that ÔIG
provides ongoing independent and effective oversight of the BBG. Such OIG over-
ãight will include vigoious followup efforts to prompt BBG compliance with the rec-
ommendations in the 2013 report.

RespoNses oF SrEvE Lwrcx ro QuestroNs SueMrrrpo By SnNAToR Bos Conxen

IMPROVING OIG'S INDEPÐNDENCE AND CREDTBILITY

Suestíon. Are vou aware of the cha.llenpes identiflred bv GAO about lack of adher-
en"'e to proper rúdititrg standards and a fack of indepeniience within the Staie OtG
and are you willing to nrake policy and, if necessary, staffrng changes to restore the
credibility and indepetrdence of the Office? What do you think can be done to
address these issues?

Answer. I am aware of the challenges identified by GAO and have read the GAO
reports regarding rhe issues. As I noted in my written testimony, if confirmed, I
pledge to ensure that the Department of State OIG is an independent and objective
organization that provides timely, robust, oversight, transparency, and account-
ability to the progrãms and operations of the Department of State. After I have had
tine to study the key issues identified by GAÔ. I will be prepared to make any
needed changes to achieve my goals. I also will devote considerable time to meeting
with stakehólders interested in and affected by the work 'of the OIG, including
Department of State management, Congress, GAO, and other interested groups, as
appropriate.

Questíon. Do you agree that a constantly rotating staff of Foreign Service officers
and other State Departnìerrt employees at OIG prevents the OIG from having insti-
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tutional, investigative know-how? If confirmed, what will you do to address these
issues?

Answer. I believe that it is important for the Departnent of State OIG to employ
dedicaterl individuals who have experience, skill, and expertise in the core misèioñ
areas of the OIG, including investigations. inspections ánd/or audits. I agree that
a constantly rotâting staffcan adversely affect institutional, investigative kirow-how.
At this stage, however, it would be premature for me to reach any conclusions or
make recommendations without hrst-hand knowledge of the surrounding facts and
circumstances.

CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT AND ACCOI'NTABILITY

Question. Should you be confirmed as the next inspector general, how would you
use the Office of the Inspector General to assist the Department to make better use
of this important contracting oversight and accountability tools such as suspension
and debarment?

Answer. The Department of State uses substantial taxpa¡rer dollars to fund its
various progrâms and operations. Protecting taxpayer funds {iom potential misuse
is a core OIG function. Suspension or debarment remedies should be pursued when
contractors and other awardees violate the public tmst through poor performance,
noncompliance, misconduct, or other actions. If confirmed, I will review carefully the
Department's suspension and debarment program and make any necessary rec-
omrnendations for improvement. In addition, I will take steps to enhance OIG refer-
rals for suspension and debarment.

Question. Based on your experience with procurement related investigations and
oversight, what are the acquisition-related challenges the Departmenl iaces that
you feel best equipped to address, and how do you plan to tackle each one?

Answer. Based on my experience as the former Director ofthe Department ofJus-
tice (DOJ) National Procurettent Fraud T¿sk Force, I am well equipped to address
the challenges associated with procurement issues, particularly in hlgh risk areas.
Under my guidance, the task force investigated and prosecuted individuals and com-
panies for corruption and fraud related to contraõts and grants, with a special
emphasis on overseas programs focused on the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The Departnrent of State OIG has identified contract and procurentent manage-
ment, including grants and cooperative agreenents, and the military to civilian-led
transitions in Iraq and Afghanistan as two of the Department's 10 most serious
management challenges. If confirmed, I expect to focus audit, investigative, and
inspection efforts on these acquisition related challenges. In addition, I will look at
systemic pr,oblems related to acquisition practices and make necessary recommenda-
tions to address these problems.

RrspoNses oF DANTEL Snpulv¡;o¿'ro Ques'rroNs Suslrlme¡
BY SENATOR MEnCo Rusro

Questíon. Last year there were several proposals put forward at the trVorld Con-
ference on International Telecommunicatiols (WCIT) that could have fundamentally
harmed the free flow of information and negatively impact the Internet. Moving for-
ward, I am especially concerned about the International Telecommunications fJnion
(lTU) adopting detailed, binding, technical solutions that could have unintended
consequences that lead to censorship or stifle innovation. On the other hand, many
countries do struggle with the problem ofbringing broadband access to their citizens
and look to the ITIJ for solutions to that problem.

o What. do .you see as .your and the State Department's roles in preparing for the
2014 Pleúipotentiary Conference and engaging stakeholders irisidè and-outside
government?

Answer. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) will convene a Pleni-
potentiary Conference (PP-14) from October 20 to November 7, 2014, in Busan,
Korea. This conference, which takes place every 4 years, is the highest policymaking
body of the ITU and will adopt the strategic plan for the ITU;-consiãer iroposeä
amendments to the ITU Constitution and Convention; and adopt resolutionÀ and
other nontreatv decisions.

Consistent #ith prior PP meetings, the Department of State will lead the U.S. del-
egation to PP-14 and our delegation will include representatives from the private
sector and other federal government agencies. In leading the delegation. thè State
Department will engage stakeholders inside and outside government to develop
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American proposals and positions for the PP. The State Department will also work
to promote international support for our positions.

U.S. proposals and positions will reflect the following objectives:

-Ensure 
that the ITU continues to perform vital functions in the area of radio

communication and other telecommunication areas efficiently and effectively.

-Maintain the ITU's existing mandates while allowing the institution to renrain
relevant and evolve relative the needs ofmember states.

-Promote 
a proactive strategy of institutional reform in order to improve member

state oversìght of the organization, strengthen the accountability of ITU off¡
cials, enhance overall efficiency, and increase transparency of ITU activities.

-Secure 
sufficient budgetary support within the current zero nominal growth

limits of the overall ITU budget for the effrcient operations of the ITU
Radiocommunication (R), Standardization (T) and Development (D) Sectors.

-Ensure 
that the ITU promotes predictable, transparent, procompetitive regr.r-

latory policies for radio communication and other telecommunication areas that
will lead to increasing investment in the world's wireless and wired broadband
telecommunications infrastructure.

-Preserve 
the role of sector members in the ITU and expand the participation

of civil society, the technical community, and academia in Internet-related dis-
cusslÕns.

Questínn. Does the State Department plan to facilitate bringing American tech-
nical expertise to countries that do not have deep knowledge in deploying broadband
and ensuring that the ITU does not adopt heavy-handed regulation or expand its
reach?

Answer. Yes. The State Department is committed to working with other countries
to foster accelerated growth of broadband and the Internet sector in such countries,
especially by promoting private investment and helping facilitate sharing of U.S.
expertise. Our experience at, WCIT-12 in Dubai has further crystallized the need
to focus on gteater Internet access and broadband infrastructure developnrent, espe-
cially in developing countries. For example, with funding from USAID, we are devel-
oping a "Technology Leadership Program," through which we will provide direct
technical assistance and expertise to countries that do not have deep knowledge in
deploying broadband. So far, in FYI3, we have funded eight projects. which included
bringing a high-level Burnrese delegation to Washington for intensive training in
telecommunications regulations, sending expert groups to Iraq and Mexico to assist
in systems modernizalion, and sending U.S. Government experts to conduct work-
shops at regional meetings. We also coordinate closely with USAID's programs in
this area, including its Global Broadband and Innovation Program, and we support
public-private partnerships, such as the U.S. Telecommunications Training Insti-
tute, which are active in providing technical assistance.

Question. Did the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) overstep its juris-
diction at the 2012 WCIT by adopting the revised International Telecommunicatic¡ns
Regulations that included Internet provisions?

Answer. The United States approached the World Conference on International
Telecommunications (WCIT) as an opportunity to promote continued development of
international telecommunications services by updating the International Tele-
communications Regulations (ITRs) in a way that would avoid unnecessary reguia-
tion and support liberalized markets. The United States stated clearly in the runup
to the event that we opposed any effort to expand the scope of the treaty to address
issues related to the internet.

The United States remains unsatisñed with the ITRs as finally adopted because
they include provisions and a resolution that address issues which relate to the
Internet and therefore lie outside the scone of the ITU's existinp remit to address
international telecommunications. And altÏough the WCIT did nät result in a con-
sensus, lve can draw valuable lessons from it about the way ahead for both tele-
communications and Intemet policy. It is around these out¿omes that we seek to
strengthen our coalition of likeminded states as well as build much trroader global
consensus around the importance of telecommunicatiorrs services and support for
the highly successful, existing framework for Internet governance.

Question. Do you believe that there should be more transparency at upcoming ITU
nìeetings? If conflrrnled, will vou ensure that ITU meetirrgs are not closed to scrutiny
and input from civil society änd the general public, and h"ow?

Answer. The Department of State believes that there should be nìore trans-
p¿rrency at upcoming ITU meetings. Ifl confirmed, I will work with other Department
officials to build on existing international support to broaden the role of both the
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civil society and the public in the proceedings of the ITU. We will stress to senior
ITU oftìcials and other senior government officials the need for the ITU to engage
in open consultations with stak;holders, so that they can bring in their unique"añd
invaluable insig'ht to issues central to the activities of the ITU. We will also stress
the importance of conducting meetings and deliberations in an open, transparent
and inclusive manner, making . documents freely accessible, broadcasting pro-
ceedings, and taking steps to enable g"reater rentote participation. We will continue
to welcome members of civil society as members of the United States delegation to
ITU meetings.

Because of the State Department's efforts, the proceedings at the ITU's recent
World Telecommunications/ICT Policy Forum for the first time gave industry and
civil society the opportunity to voice opinions and concerns dúring the Forum's
deliberations. This, along. with additional participation Íìom new voices into the
Forum's opinions greatly benefited the outcome of the event. We are hopeful that
this trend will continue for future ITU meetings.


